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i i i  

A Chronicle of Dependence: 
Cuba from the Rise of Sugar untii the Faüure of the Ten Miilion Ton Zafra of 1970 

Following a demonstration that the Dependency Theory still has much to offer as a vehicle for 

explahhg underdevelopment and development in the periphery (Third World), this study uses the 

dependency approach as the theoretical b e w o r k  in an examination of Cuba's pre-revolutionary 

condition of underdevelopment and dependency, and the socialist path undertaken in the fmt decade 

of revolution. The study concludes with a summation of how the interrelation of extemal and intemal 

forces in pre-revolutionary Cuba resulted in a classic form of dependency, foliowed by revolutionary 

victory, and eventualiy socialism. Fmally, the study offers four observations based on sociaiist Cuba's 

development effort of the 1960s and the nation's failure to Limit extemal dependence during this p e n d  
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viii 
Preface 

The great global po wer has not yet found the weapon of destroying dreams, As long as if does not find 
it, we will continue to dream, in other words we will continue to triumph. 

-Subcomandante Insurgente Marcos of ihe Zaparïsm Movemenc in ~exico. '  



In 1952 econornist Paul Baran found one crucial obstacle blocking development for the 

world's underdeveloped nations. He put it diis way. "The economic and political order maintained 

by the niling coalition of owning classes finds itself invariably at odds with all the urgent needs of 

the underdeveloped economies. Neither the social fabric that it embodies nor the institutions that 

rest upon it are conducive to progressive economic devel~~rnent."~ And because those who have 

profited fiom the staais qüo have had little or no interest in changing the system fiom which they 

have benefited so much, Baron was led to conclude: "The land not given to the peasants legally 

rnay be taken by them forcibly. High incomes not confiscated through taxation may be eliminated 

by outright expropriation. Compt officials not retired in orderly fashion may be removed by 

violent action .'13 

Less than ten years later, Baron's prescription for removing the barriers to 

deveropment was foliowed by Fidel Castro and the 26th of July Movement in Cuba, 

culminating in revolutionary victory on January lSt, 1959. On September 2", 1960 Castro 

triumphan tly pronounced before one million people in Revolution Square in the Declmation 

of Havana: 'This great people has said: ~ n o u g h . ' ~  

In an attempt to radicaUy alter the prevaihg economic and social structure of Cuba, 

the revolutionary regime that came to power in 1959 adopted socialism as the vehicle for 

development. However, in the 1960s most nations in Latin America did not break with 

capitalist models of development; rather they remallied economically de pendent on 

monoculture economies, the export of raw materials, and a production process dorninated by 

foreign interests. The prominent Latin American economist, Celso Furtado, believed that by 

1970 the developmental possibilities for Latin America, reliant on the success of these 

traditional means of development for underdeveloped nations, "are reaching or have aiready 

reached their limits.'" Furtado, dong with Ratil Prebisch, chair of the Economic Commission 
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of Lath Amenca (E.C.L.A.), were among a group of Latin Arnerican smicturalists who 

challenged the wisdom of conventional developrnental economic theory that viewed Latin 

America and other underdeveloped nations as simply farther back on the evolutionary path 

of development. Prebisch was one of the more disthguished schoIars whose work in the 

1950s and 1960s, in part, led to one of the most important breakthroughs in Latin American 

economics, the Dependency Theory. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s a host of scholars 

questioned the status quo and the very nature of capitalût developrnent m Latin Arnerica and 

throughout the periphexy6 One of the best lmown of these scholars was Ancire Gunder Frank 

He believed development in the mdustrialized world actually caused underdevelopment in the 

poorest regions of the world. This group of ciependentistas, which also included Fernando 

Henrique Cardoso, Irnmanuel Wderstem and Theotonio Dos Santos among others, identilïed 

many important structural limitations to development, both internally and extemally, in the 

course of their analyses. Many cailed for socialist revolution, and a i l  of them believed a 

fundamental change was necessary in the way Latin Arnerican economies worked. 

However, the heyday of Latin American structuralists and dependentistm was short- 

lived By the mid-1970s the Dependency Theory was under heavy attack both theoretically 

and by consequence of the policies it had helped put into practice. In 1973, following the 

overthrow of Chile's united fiont government Ied by sociaiist politician, Salvador Allende, and 

the aUeged failure of its economic policies, 'inward-directed' development strategies were 

vimially abandoned in Latin Americd These strategies, as advocated by most Latin American 

structuralists and dependentisras, argued for import-substitution through econornic 

diversification, growth of intemal markets and decreased reliance on exports in order to 

achieve self-sustahed g o  wth. Neo-liberal policies, which emphasize the complete in t ep i  tion 

of lesser developed countrïes (LDCs) into the world economy, have since dominateda 

Protectionist and interventionist policies have thus been disrnantled and replaced with anti- 

inflationary policies, while privatization has k e n  stressed. The allocation of resources has 

been govemed by international prices and the supposed comparative advantages of parfcular 

export products. Unrestrïc ted access to mos t Latin Amencan markets for multinationals has 

been secured. In an attempt to limit inflation and appease foreign investors, intemal demand 



has k e n  reduced, often through the reduction of wages that in many cases were already 

insuffcient to meet workers' basic needs. This approach cm be thought of as an 'outward- 

directed' development smtegy. 

But the results of the neo-liberal plicies have ken  abysmal. Refiecting on present 

day conditions, the E.C.L.A. has recently stated: "the levels of poverty are still considerably 

higher than those observed in 1980 while the distribution seerns to have worsened m vimiaiiy 

all cases.'" In Latin America the number of poor has increased by 66 million between 1980 

and 1990. Nine out of twenty people live in "critical poverty." One hundred and M y  million 

children live in poverty, and 15 percent die before the age of five. In 1992.41 percent of the 

population in Latin Arnenca - 183 million people - lived below the poverty line, with 2 1 

percent in exeerne poverty. Between 1980 and 1992 wages lost 42 percent of their 

purchashg power, whiie 'informal employrnent' has been estirnated at 50 percent. Despite all 

of these homfic social indicators, social spknding by local govemments has decreased by 

more than 50 percent in the last ten years.10 

Despite the anti-inflationary aim of the neo-liberals, inflation in Latin America stood 

at 1 185 percent in 1990 and 440 percent in 1992. Meanwhile, multinationals continue the 

traditional practice of repatiating their profits. During the 1970s for every one dollar 

invested, $2.20 were repatriated. Between 1980 and 1992 a net negative ûansfer of 220 

billion dollars fkom L ~ M  America to developed countries has occurred. Foreign debts have 

risen, despite the massive transfer of wedth fiom Latin America to developed countries. 

Between 1980 and 1991 the Latin American total external debt rose fiorn 238.4 biIlion dollars 

to 429.8 billion dollars, a 45.6 percent increase. By 1993 the total debt was 478 billion 

dollars. II 

Neo-liberals have now come to adapt their economic recommendations to take into 

account the problem of Latin Amencan debt. They consistently believe that, despite the 

widespread poverty, the problem in Latin America is excessive intemal demand rather than 
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poor intemal distribution and a lack of social development, and thus prescribe polices 

accordingly. They insist, above all, that innation must be controlled through the reduction of 

intemal demand, accomplished with the aid of economic policies which maintain low wags  

and high unernployment. Therefore neo-liberal policies have ensmd a most favourable 

investment climate for foreigners: a large labour market consisting of underpaid workers and 

low prices for the raw material inputs required by the mulrinationals. Further, the same people 

who led these nations into such massive debt orchestrate an insidious blackmail campaip. 

The International Monetaq Fund @MF), the institutional arm of the neo-liberds, makes aid 

conditional on m e r  prïvatization and tari-  reduction, dong with severe limitations on social 

spending. The Latin Amencan LDCs in need of this aid simply to continue to seMce their 

debt, never mind to institute economic refonns and social programmes, have little choice but 

to accept these austerity packages known as structural adjustment programmes (S A h ) .  In 

an era when an increase in social investment is clearly called for, most Latin Amencan 

counûies have little power to pursue such a course. 

Therefore, alternative development strategies that do not accept the conventional 

wisdom of neo-liberalism must be considered. Since 1959 Cuba has not k e n  under the 

influence of neo-lira1 economic theory. It has attempted to foIlow a radically different path 

toward developmen~ And the leader of the revolution, Fidel Castro, has always stressed the 

importance of economic and social development for his nation. Following lengthy i n t e ~ e w s  

with the Cuba  leader, Castro biographer, Tad Szulz, arrived at the following conclusion: 

Above all, it was the obsession of Fidel Castro to do away with social and 
economic underdevelopment in Cuba. . . . To Fidel and the revolutionary 
generation, underdevelopment meant illiteracy and disease, economic 
inadequacy, dependence on the West under the shackles of neo-colonialism, 
and above all, the thinking patterns of people in poor countries. To hirn and 
his disciples, underdeveloprnent is sharne, it is a mental prison, it is third or 
fourth-class citizenship in the world l2 

Because of the dismal results of the neo-liberal developmental policies in Latin 

Arnerica and the saong cornmitment of the Cuban revolutionary leadership to develop the 
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nation utilizing an alternative approach, a snidy of socialist Cuba's attempt to develop, 

especially in the tumulaious first decade of revolution, is clearly warranted. Moreover, if we 

wish to gain a more complete understanding of Cuban underdevelopment and the challenges 

which faced the government that assumed power in 1959, we must examine the historical 

forces and conditions which had shaped Cuban underdevelopment by the time of the 

revolution. While it wïii be demonstrated that Cuba was not the most underdeveloped nation 

in Latin America at the time, it ceaainly exhibited ail the classic conditions of dependency. 

Therefore, an histnricai study of pre-revolutionary Cuba can also contribute to an 

understanding of the diff~culties confkon~g other dependent Latin Arnerican nations in their 

quest to develop. Finaily, as we wiU effectively utilize established dependency paradigms 

identifed by the Latin Amencan smcturalist and dependentistus fYom the late 1940s through 

the 1970s, the issues raised during the discussion on the historical background of Cuban 

underdevelopment and socialist Cuba's attempt to develop during the fmt decade of 

revolution will help to validate developmentai analyses which do not accept the logic of neo- 

liberalism. 

One issue must be clarifieci, however. In many debates among social scientists on the 

causes and solutions to underdevelopment the exact meaning of development is not 

established. It is essential we make it absolutely clear what development means in the corxext 

of this study.13 

In the late 1980s a group of academics and govemment officiais fiom developing 

nations around the world gathered to f o m  the South Commission in order to discuss the 

problems of underdevelopment in the periphery. They defined development as the following: 

"a process which enables human beings to realize their potential, build self-confidence and 

lead lives of dignity and fuMment It is a process which fiees people fiom political, economic 

or social oppre~sion."'~ This process, accordhg to the contributors to the South Commission, 

implies individual and collective self-reliance within the developing nation. 1 t is self-direc te& 

that is, it is an %Bort by and for the people.'' The people must be fkee members of Society and 
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he ly  choose who govems them. Those who govem must demonstrate accountability 

while the individual in the society must be able to influence the decisions which affect his or 

her society. Popular participation through democratic institutions is also a prerequisite, as are 

respect for human rights and an end to discrimination." However, political and social 

freedoms are not of great sisnificance to the campesino who cannot produce enough to feed 

his family or to the resident of a Third World shantytown, who vktually never obtains 

meaningful employment. So we must 'begin Born the beginning! The South Commission 

recognized this: "[The] first objective [of a developing nation] must be to end poverty, 

provide productive employment and satisfy the basic needs of all the people, any surplus king 

fairly shared."16 

The South Commission chose to understand development in a social and political 

context. Obviously, though, an economy must also develop in order to create the wealth 

necessq to improve social conditions. This study accepts the South Commission's defmition 

of development, but it must be noted that economic development in the form of increased 

industriaIization and economic growth must a b  occur to create and maintain the social ends 

that are desired 

So the question of what it means to develop is perhaps the most confused issue in 

dependency thought. While obviously a l l  the dependency theorists use the terin development, 

some define it in different ways than others. Some dependentistas, such as Andre Gunder 

Frank and Immanuel Wderstein, believe the term developrnent must possess moral value, 

that is, it rnust mean more than simply a growing economy and increased industrial output. 

Others, such as Fernando Henrique Cardoso and Jorge Larrain, deny any ethical distinction 

between growth and development and tend to view the latter as capitalist industnalization. 

Larrain labels the branch of the dependency authors, known as the world system theorists, a 

group that mcludes Gunder Frank and WaJiersteh, as mechanistic and detemiinistic." Lamin 

believes these dependentistas, because theV theories do not recognize the possibility of ' tme' 

development to occur in an LDC, in spite of any economic growth that may have occurred? 

implicitly erect "the capitalist system in the centre as an ideal paradigm, without noting ks 



internai conaadi~tions."'~ If, however, in the process of so rigorously applying the ethical 

distinction between growth and development, these w orld-system theorists rejec t the notion 

that the capitalist industrialization of the centre (with its hi@ rates of crime and 

unempIoyment dong with considerable racial discrimination) is the ideai, then, Larrain 

contends, one will be forced to conclude that no nation on earth is developed. He fears the 

term development will cease to be significant, becoming instead an unreaiistic utopia.19 

The position this study wilI adopt is that by not distinguishing between growth and 

development, the term development faces a far greater risk of losing importance. The ethical 

distinction between growth and development is necessary, not to deny the legithacy of 

economic growth in the underdeveloped periphery, but rather to note the unsatisfactory and 

contradictory nature of capitalisrn in the industrialized centre. If countries of the centre, such 

as the United States and Great Britain with their long history of capital accumulation, 

imperialist exploitation and technological p-rogress, still possess the great societal problems 

of unemployrnent, poverty, racisrn, and crime, then surely there must be other roads one cm 

take to develop. Sirnply because no country can be considered M y  developed in an ethical 

sense does not mean ethical development is an irrelevant, utopian ideal. It only means that in 

terms of establishing just, equitable societies throughout the world, human beings have not 

evolved to anywhere near a satisfactory level. 

Thus, in the context of this study, economic growth without improving the quality of 

the lives of the poorest c i h n s  is considered meaningless. Industrialization without 

employment is a waste. The creation of a great deal of wealth without decent distribution is 

immoral. After all, the desire for a more egalitarian, humane way of organizing society is 

essentially the deep-rooted motivation behind this work. 



Introduction 
The Dependency Theory and Cuba 

The Philosophers have only interpreted the world in various ways: the point is to change it. 

-Kari ~ a r x . '  

tt is simpiy insane to deny the gravity of the social problems that ha ve aacumulated as a wnsequence 
of the achievement of dubïous equilibna in the very shofl run at the cost of other much more serious 
disequiiibria. 

-Dependenrisfa writer, Theotonio Dos Santos. 2 



Economicaily and politically the United States had dominated the Cuban republic 

since its birth in 1901. Cuba's export and import sectors and industrial production had k e n  

entirely geared toward the needs of the Americans. American penetration into the Cuban 

economy and society had been thorough and reinforced Cuban dependence on the United 

States. By the 1950s large Amencan fm controlied 67 percent of Cuban exports, 75 percent 

of imports, and 50 percent of the land3 Sugar monoculture, the chief characteristic of the 

Cuban econorny by 1959, had become heavily pronounced in the mid-to late-nineteenth 

century, and since that time its dominance in the composition of Cuban exports never 

simcantly waned constantly making Cuba vulnerable to variations in the global price of 

sugar. By the 1950s sugar monoculture and economic dependency had led to dismal economic 

and social conditions in pre-revolutionary Cuba. The economy had undergone two major 

periods of crisis since 1920 and had k e n  relatively stagnant for most of the period. Further, 

the size of the national debt was becoming a major concem. There were widespread 

rnarginalization and poverty, especially in areas outside the capital of Havana. Many children 

were undemourished and most of the population did not have access to decent health care or 

education. By the mid-1950s future prospects for an improvement in social conditions 

accomplished solely through an increase in the production of sugar were bleak. While prior 

to the revolution, Cuba had managed to harvest more than 6 million tons only once and had 

averaged only 4.07 million tons of sugar between 1935 and 1955, the Cuban National Bank 

reported in 1956 that to maintain 1947 living standards in 1955, Cuba would have had to 

harvest more than 7.7 million tons of sugar. By 1965 Cuba would have to harvest more than 

eight million tons to maintain 1947 living standards. To increase living standards by just 2 

percent, thirteen million tons would have had to be harvested in 1965." At the eve of the 

revolution, as Heinrich Brumer s tates, "Cuba exhibited all the fundamental charactenstics 

which cons titute underdeveloprnent.'" 

Fidel Castro and the revolutionary leadership that rose to power in 1959 were 

determined to limit Cuban dependency, both on the capitalist, developed countries of the 
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centre and on the world market, whiïe leading Cuba on a road toward economic and social 

development. In the following study we will explore the historical dimensions of Cuban 

underdevelopment and socialist Cuba's anempt to develop during the fmt decade of 

revolution. To better understand Cuban dependency, underdevelopment, and Cuba's 

developrnent effort of the 196ûs, a theoretical h e w o r k  is needed. While the Dependency 

Theory has been heavily criticized since the 1970s. a brief historiographical survey of the 

school and its basic tenets will demonstrate that it still has much to offer as a vehicle for 

explainîng underdevelopment and dependency. Further, as we shift the focus nom capitalist 

pre-revolutionary Cuba to socialiçt revolutionary Cuba, we arrive at a fundamentally 

unresolved issue in dependency economics -the viability of socialism as a developing force. 

We must, though, begin by explaining exactly what the Dependency Theory is. 

Writing in 1950s, American economist and neo-Manllst, Paul Baran, questioned the 

assumption that capitalism is necessarily a developing force m the periphery! He believed that 

it was in the imperialist nation's best interest to retard the developmental process in the 

periphery by keeping in power the local bourgeoisie sympathetic to its concerns. He saw 

hpenalism as a permanent obstacle in the developing world which capitalisrn did not possess 

the tools to remove. He believed that the monopoly capitalism functioning in the periphery 

was distinct fiom the cornpetitive capitalism that had industrialized the centre and was, by 

then, clearly stagnant? Baran stated: "It is in the underdeveloped world that the central, 

ovemding fact of our epoch becomes manifest to the naked eye: the capitalist system, once 

a rnighty engine of economic development, has tumed into a no less formidable hurdle to 

human development." Finally, he concluded: "The establishment of a socialist planned 

economy is an essentid, indeed, indispensable condition for the attainrnent of economic and 

social progress in underdeveloped c~untries."~ Such an analysis was fûrther elaborated by 

Andre Gunder Frank in the late 1960s in his popular work, Underdevdopment or Revolution: 

Essays on the Development of Underdevelopment and the I'ediate ~ n e m ~ ?  

Gunder Frank introduced the concept of the 'development of underdevelopment.' He 
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conceived of the world economy as a "chain of metroplises and satellites." The largest 

metropdis attracts the largest flow of capital, with two consequences. First, the historical 

process of capitalist expansion continues to produce the form of underdevelopment existent 

in the satellites. Second, by vimie of this flow of capital, the development of the me~opolis 

requires the underdevelopment of the satellite. Further, the relation between the menopolis 

and the satellite is "kn essential part of the structure and development of the capitalist system 

on a world scale as a whole."1° Gunder Frank saw the economies of the metroplis and the 

satefite as closely lùiked; the stronger the ties, the more underdeveloped the satellite would 

be. He concluded that for the periphery, national capitalism and the national bourgeoisie 

offered no hope for dealing with underdeveloprnent Development was only possible under 

socialism. He called for revolution, not reform, believing that the people of the 

underdeveloped world ''will take the initiative and leadership in destroying the system whose 

development has caused and still generates their underdeveloprnent."" For Gunder Frank, 

underdevelopment in the periphery was caused by the dependency on central capitalist 

economies. 

However, not all social scientists felt capitalism was failing the underdeveloped 

nations. The modernization theories of the 1940s and 1950s, as developed by Walt Rostow 

among others, had seen the problem of underdevelopment in the periphery as one of 

evolution. Underdeveloped countries would follow the same path of capital industrialkation 

as the industrialized nations had taken once sufficient arnounts of capital had been invested 

into their economies and proper entrepreneuial attitudes had k e n  exported from the centre 

to the periphery. Proponents of the modernization theory argued that two societies operated 

independently of each other in most LDCs: a modem sector and a traditional sector. As the 

cenae and the periphery were connected by an evolutionary process, so were the traditional 

and modem sectors withh the LDCs. Free trade between the centre and the periphery wuld 

develop the LDCs' economies and hasten the ideological leaming process.12 Sociologist 

Cristobal Kay States on the modernization theories: "[Tlhe key point to stress is that they 

were impregnated with a profound dualism and ethnocentncity," and notes that the theones 

were "twice removed fiom reality," as they were 'Tor other countries in other times." l3 



A major contributian to the emergence of the Dependency Theory was in the Latin 

American sûucniraüst approach of Raiil Prebisch, chair of the Economic Commission of Latin 

America (E.CLA.) .14 The E.C.L.A. was es tablished in 1947 and the theories it promulgated 

grew out of the profound dissatisfaction with the then prevaüing neo-classical theories and 

the modemization theories, which, according to its analyses, had merely "perpetuat[ed] the 

income disparity between the centre and periphery [and] legitimizeci a development path m 

the periphery which was detrimental to gro~th."'~ Prebisch and the E-CL A. believed that 

specialization and international trade were stül the best ways to combat global inequalities, 

but focused on the realities of the 'centre-periphery' system. In the E.CL.A.'s report, entitled 

n e  Economic Survey of Lutin America, fmt published in 1950, Prebisch noted that Latin 

American history had dernonstrated how any comparative advantage held by the LDCs in the 

production of primary products in the nineteenth century had not led to industriatization, nor 

to an alleviation of the great poverty of th6 area. This situation, he believed, "destroys the 

basic prernise underlying the schema of the international division of labour," which presumes 

that shce the LDCs held the comparative advantage in the production of primary products, 

the income differential between the centre and periphery would eventually diminish as the 

mobility of labour, capital and products distributeci the benefits of technological progress 

more evenly.16 Prebisch argued, in fact, the opposite was m e ,  that it was precisely the 

specialization in the production of primary products which had led to deterioration in the 

t e m  of trade between the centre and the periphery and consequently resulted in lower pnces 

for prirnary products and lower wages for workers in the pe~phery.17 

Prebisch and the E.C.L.A. came up with several policy recommendations. They 

included the highly touted import-substitution plan, with the evennial airn of economic self- 

sufficiency. The plan called for the gradua1 reduction of the high level of importation of 

necessary foodstuffs and industrial products by diversifjing domestic production, both in the 

agricultural and mdustrial sectors. To contribute to this end, they cailed for peripheral nations 

to adopt protectionist policies for their infant indus* und they were on equal ground with 
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the developed industries in the centre and to institute land reform in order to expand 

domestic markets and reduce unemployrnent. The E.C.L.A. also advocated govemment 

intervention in the economy in order to establish priorities, incentives and goals. They dici, 

however, stop short of recommending socialist planning. Prebisch and the E.C.L.A. also felt 

financial assistance kom the developed world was necessary. Finally, regional speciahtion 

was promoted to guarantee decent prices and suffcient markets for the LDCs' exp~rts.'~ 

However, as economic indicators feu throughout Latin America in the early and mid 

196Us, self-cnticism began to emerge within the E.c.L.A." Despite the implementation of 

import-substitution programmes, the E.C.L.A. noted how many LDCs in Latin Arnerica 

continued to depend on the export of prirnary products. They believed this was because, in 

order to finance the import-substitution process, exports niitially had to be increased. Further, 

the process itself made imports, which now composed a higher percentage of raw materials, 

spare parts, and capital goods, as opposed to consumer goods, more crucial for sustainable 

industrial growth. Industrial output in Latin Amenca had expanded somewhat since World 

War One, however the industrialization process, according to the E.C.L.A., had become 

"'exhausted" by the 1960s. in great part due to the limited intemal markets?0 The Commission 

believed that many govemments were slow m enacting the land reform programmes, thus, the 

low purchasing power of the masses was maintallied? Debts and balance of payments 

problems inevitably resulted as economic output could not keep Pace with the cost of 

imports?* The E.CL.A. responded to the economic problerns of die period, and its response 

cm be labelled the shucturalist curent of the Dependency ~ h e o r ~ . ' ~  

Thus, The Dependency Theory grew out of the dissatisfaction with the conceptual 

tools that, in the case of the modernization theories, were wholly inadequate for explainhg 

underdevelopment in the periphery, and that did not consider the problems of 

underdevelopment from the viewpoint of the LDCs thernselves, nor even question the 

industriaking capability of peripheral capitalism. Paul Baran's Mancist perspective on 

underdevelopment and the ideas which emanated from the E.CL.A. struchiralist approach 



were the two most important theoretical approaches which the dependentistas utilized in the 

construction of their analyses. Further, the problems of the E.C.L.A.'s import-substitution 

programmes "led others to think a little more creatively and historically at the relationship 

between rich and poor c~untries."~~ 

More recently, in 1970, neo-Marxist dependemisra. Theotonio Dos Santos, 

formulated the often-cited defmition of dependence: 

By dependence we mean a situation m which the economy of certain countries 
is conditioned by the development and expansion of another economy to 
which the former is subjected The relation of interdependency between two 
or more econornies and between these and world trade, assumes the forrn of 
dependence when some countries (the dominant ones) can expand and can be 
self-sustainmg while the other countries (the dependent ones) cm do this only 
as a reflection of that expansion, which can have either a positive or negative 
effect on their imrnediate developrnent . . . [I]t reproduces a productive 
system whose development is iimited by those world relations which 
necessarily lead to the development of only certain economic sectors, to trade 
under unequal conditions, to domestic competition with international capital 
under unequal conditions, to the imposition of relations of superexploitation 
of the domestic labour force with a view to dividing the economic surplus thus 
generated between interna1 and exîernal forces of d~mination.~' 

Dos Santos believed that because of the necessity of preçening the foreign-dominateci 

export sector in the LDC, the more advanced production stnictures drew resources away 

from developing indusnies, while responding to the needs of foreign multinationals. As 

backwardness, social marginalization, economic stagnation and an accumulation of negative 

balance of payments and deba occwred m this situation of dependent capitalist development, 

and the connict between the military and political elite on the one hanci, and the socially 

dispossessed and excluded classes, on the other, mtensified, either socialism or fascisrn would 

have to be confkonted, as "intermediate solutions have proven to be, in such a conaadictory 

reality, empty and ~ top ian . "~~  

And so, overail, dependency theorists have covered a wide range of topics, 
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enphasking to different degrees the effect domestic conditions (or intemal forces) and 

international relations (or extemal forces) have had on the LDCs, and advocating solutions 

that have ranged from nationalist ones of capitalist reform to ones which call for socialist 

revolution? But in domg so and regardIess of their proposed solutions, dependency theorists 

had taken on the rather ambitious task of constructing a new paradigm by creating a holistic 

theory. In the heterogeneous periphery this approach is clearly loaded with pitfalls. Since the 

mid-1970s dependency theorists have undergone a barrage of cnticism, which continues to 

the present dayO2* Many critiques have pointed out some important unresolved issues in the 

Dependency Tl~eory?~ 

In particular. Gunder Frank's contention that underdevelopment in the periphe~y is 

caused by the development of the centre has been criticized as it has k e n  very dBïcult to 

demonstrate historicaily that this has k e n  the case?' Further. his hypothesis that the more 

closely the metropolis and the satellite are linked, the more underdeveloped the satellite wu 

be seerns particularly problernatic. f Gunder Frank was correct we could have expcted Cuba 

in 1959 to be one of the most underdeveloped nations in the world, aven its extremely close 

ties to the United States. However, as we shaU see, while Cuba was one of the most 

dependent nations in Latin America in 1959, it was not one of the most underdeveloped. 

Certainly the realities of the trade relationship that existed between the United States and 

Cuba from the mid-nineteenth century until the victorious Cuban revolution contributed to 

the econornic and social difficulties Cuba faced in 1959. However we must attempt to 

understand Cuban underdevelopment in a broader perspective. Economist Ranjni Kotheri 

operates ftom such a broader perspective: 

The question is whether an unfavourable position in world trade is sufficient 
in itself to explain underdevelopment. None of the metropolitan capitalisms, 
with the exception of Britain, escaped their dependency in their formative 
stages nor are any of them entirely self-sacient at the present time engaghg 
as they do in the exchange of technologies. The understanding of 
underdevelopment exclusively in terms of centre-periphery extemal relations 
therefore seerns partial. The problem should perhaps be posed differently - as 
an attempt at understanding why extemal trade has the effect of creating a 



dependenc y which thwarts internal development? 

Thus, the danger in overemphasizing external relations is that the approach does not 

consider the degrees of intemal development in the periphery. World system theorists like 

Gunder Frank and Irnmanuel WaUerstein have especiay been criticized for attempting, as 

Jorge Larrain puts it, "to provide a general abstract mechanism that explallis 

underdevelopment everywhere as a result of similar exploitative market relations controlled 

by the developed world, thus giving no important theoretical place to the intemal processes 

of class ~ t n i ~ g l e . ' ~ ~  This form of mechanistic determinism necessarily had led the world- 

system theorists to advocate stagnation theories, that is peripheral economies were stagnant 

and development was impossible under the prevailsig conditions of dependence. Although the 

Cuban economy was stagnant for most of thirty years prior to the revolution, the question stül 

needs to be posed: Did Cuba's pre-revolutionary experience support the stagnation theories 

of Gunder Frank and Wallerstein or were there internal forces at work which helped to 

prevent the Cuban economy from attaining sustained growth? It will be s h o w  that intemal 

forces played a signficant role in the establishment of a dependent and a relatively stagnant 

economy m pre-revolu tionary Cuba. Further, an opportunity to develop Cuban capitalisrn did 

present itself during the 1940s, however this opportunity was squandered through compt and 

repressive policies of the Cuban govemment. 

Thus, as we study Cuban underdevelopment and revolutionary Cuba's attempt to 

develop during the 1960s, we wiIl not commit the same error as  the world-system dependency 

theorists who have overemphasized the role of external forces in the 'development of 

underdevelopment' in the periphery. Rather, foIlowing the lead of stnichiralist dependentistas 

like Fernando Henrique Cardoso and Enzo Faletto, we recognize that the explanation of 

Cuban underdevelopment must "'also lie in the different moments at which sectors of local 

classes ailied or clashed with foreign interests, organized different foms of state, sustained 

distinct ideologies, or tried to implement various policies or defhed alternative strategies to 

cope with impenalist challenges in diverse moments of history." 33 It m u t  be made clear, 
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though, that it is unfair to apply the criticisrn that dependentistar overemphasize extemal 

forces to the entire dependency school. Simply put, most critics have not appreciated the 

scope of the dependency school. As Cristobal Kay States, " [~Jany of these cnticisms 

rnistakenly hold the view that extemal factors are the prime detemllnants of 

underdevelopment and dependence, when it was mainly Frank and the 'extemal dependencyt 

refomiist writers like . . . [Celso] Furtado who argued this. Dos Santos diçtuiguishes between 

%onditioningf extemal factors and 'detemiiningf intemal factors, and Fernando Henrique 

Cardoso constantiy stressed intemal relations as being cmcial for the understanding of 

dependent de~eloprnent.'~' 

As we shift the focus of the study fiom capitalist pre-revolutionary Cuba to socialist 

revolutionary Cuba, we hope to be able to contribute to the resolution of a fundamental 

problem in the approach of the neo-Marxist dependentistas who have advocated socialist 

revolution for the developing nations of the world and have recornrnended socialism withou t 

examuiing its intemal and extemal viability 3' Lanain has correctly observeci that ''socialism 

is certainly a possibility, a political goal for certain classes and parties to sh-uggle for and 

constmct in their country, but there is no guarantee that they will succeed or that it will b ~ g  

about the kind of development which capitalism apparently failed to produce."36 Socialist 

Cuba's experience of the 1960s amply dernonstrates that there is indeed, no guarantee; 

however we hope to gain a deeper understanding of the possibilities of socialism as a 

developing force based on this experience. 

The study of Cuba's pre-revolutionary condition of underdevelopment and 

dependency and the socialist path undertaken in the fmt decade of the revolution will be 

organized as follows. In Chapter One, a fairly lengthy chapter, an in-depth e x d a t i o n  of the 

historical causes of Cuban underdevelopment will be presented. The period covered will be 

Born the begïnnïng of the nineteenth century to revolutionary victory m 1959. The social and 

economic realities of this underdevelopment will be highlighted throughout, as will the 

development of Cuban class structure. As well, si@iincant political events wiU be considered 

as they relate to the 'development of underdevelopment' and dependency in Cuba. To 



conclude the section, a detailed description of Cuban society in 1959 will be presented dong 

with an o v e ~ e w  of the idmlogy of Fidel Castro and his 26m of July Movement m an attempt 

to understand why revolution occurred and was successful in Cuba. 

In the following three chapters we will trace Cuba's attempt at developrnent during 

the fmt decade of revolution in an effort to evaluate the effectiveness of socialisrn as a 

developing force as weU as to contribute to an understanding of the Cuban revolutionary 

experience. Chapter Two will deal with approximately the period from 1959 to 1%3, when 

Cuban leaders attempted to divers@ the island's economy through a strategy of rapid 

industrialkation and import-substitution. Chapter Three will cover the years 1964 to 1966 

when Cuba retumed to sugar foflowing the failure of the early diversification effort, althou* 

certain political events pnor to this period that conaibuted to the development path Cuba 

followed for much of the remainder of the dkcade w i .  be discussed m this chapter as weU. In 

Chapter Four the period ftom 1967 to 1970, h o w n  as the Revolutionary Offensive, will be 

covered and the idealistic pursuit of ten million tons of sugar during the 1970 &a (harvest), 

the most noteworthy economic activity of the period, wili be evaluated. Throughout these 

three chapters, both the economic and social results of revolutionary policy will be outlined. 

Sigruficant political events (including the Bay of Pigs and the Cuban Missile Crisis) and their 

relation to the state of Cuban dependency will be discussed, as we saive to balance extemal 

and intemal forces in the course of the study. Chapter Four will end with a brief summary of 

the economic and social conditions prevailing in Cuba in 1970. 

FmaIly we WU conclude the snidy with a surnrnation of the extemal and mternal forces 

at work in pre-revolutionary Cuba and how the interrelation of these forces resulted in a 

classic fom of dependency, followed by revolutionary victory, and eventually socialisrn. As 

weU, the conchsion will outluie the various lessons that cm be derived fiom a study of 

revolutionary Cuba's fkst decade as they relate to the socialist development process and 

Cuban history. In the end it is hoped that the study can contribute to an understanding of 



some of the obstacles to successful development for peripheral nations. 



Cbapter One 
A Classic Case of Dependency:Pre-Revolutionary Cuba 

Ourgoal 13 not so much a mere political change as a goai sound, and just and quitable social systern 
without demagogic fa wning or arrogance of authority. And let us never forget that the greater injustice 
the greater the nght to justice, and the prejudices of men and social inequities cannot prevad over the 
equality which nature has created. 

1 do not believe that the population is today f i  for self~overnrnent and that acceptance of a practical 
protectorate over Cuba seems to me very much like the assumptim of the responsible care of a 
madhouse. 

-U.S. Foreign Minisrer to Spain Stewart W d o r d .  to Resident William McKinley. March 17. 18983 

My countrymen reeled through the s freets picking up fourteen-year'ld Cuban girls and tossing coins 
to rnake men scramble in the gutter. One wondered how any Cuban on the basis of this evidence, 
could regard the United States with anything but hatred. 

-American Arthur Schiesinger. describing a visit to Havana during the 1950s: 



In keeping with those dependency tenets we have established as valid, and to delineate 

the 'development of underdevelopment' in Cuba, we must expiain the evolution of Cuban 

economic and social structures, the particular nature of its class stniggles, the characteristics 

of its colonial and pre-revolutionary economy, and the external causes and ramifications of 

Cuban dependency. It is by using this historical approach that we cm best situate the pattern 

and evolution of Cuban dependency and thus understand how and why revolution was 

successful in Cuba on January la, 1959. Additionally, we will be able to estabIish the precise 

nature and level of underdevelopment with which the revolutionary leaders had to contend. 

Because Cuba lacked precious met& and a large indigenous population to exploit at 

the outset of New World colonialisrn, Spain largely ignored the island during the sixteenth 

century and most of the seventeenth century"owever, the successful Haitian slave rebellion 

that began in 1791 and ended in independence in 1804, causing the disruption of sugar 

production by the world's foremost sugar-producing colony, permitted sugar production in 

Cuba to rise drarnatically, and economic and social expansion occurred? In 1762 Cuba 

produced only 500 tons of sugar, but by 1815 the figure reached 4,200 tons, and by the 1820s 

Cuba had become the world's largest sugar producer. With the aid of emerghg s tem 

technology in the 1830s, which greatly facilitated the supar production process, by 1840 Cuba 

had produced 161,248 tons annually. At the beginning of the fmt battle for independence in 

1868, Cuba's sugar production had reached 720,250 tons, approximately 20 percent of the 

world totaL6 The population also rose dramatically during this period, going from 17 1,620 

in 1774 to 704,487 in 1827 to 2,396,530 in 1861. In the early 1800s whites represented 

approximately 46 percent of the population, while slaves and free blacks made up 54 p c e n t 7  

By 1817,58 percent of the population were blacks o r  mulattoes, of which 66 percent were 

slaves, while whites accounted for 42 percent. By the late 1850s, however, the number of 

whites in Cuba surpassed the number of blacks for the fmt thne since early colonial tirnes, 

while by 1886, the year Cuban slaves fïnally gained their &dom, blacks only accounted for 

32 percent of a population of 1,652,493, of which only 25,381, or A8 percent were stiii 



Cuban creole sugar planters took advantage of the increase m sugar production during 

the 'golden age of Cuban sugar' to amass great fortunes? The rapid rise in prosperity of 

Cuban creoles set the stage for the emergence of sugar monoculture. Although coffee had 

k e n  a major Cuban crop during the eighteenth century and early part of the nineteenth 

century, with 2067 coffee farrns in 1827, the figure dropped to 1670 in 1846 and dwindled 

to 782 by 1862." As the production of sugar p w ,  so did its percentage in the composition 

of exports. By 1855 sugar constituted 84 percent of Cuban exports and by 1862 accounted 

for 58 percent of ai l  agricu1nu;il output." World prices were favourable for sugar into the 

184ûs, and this accentuated the Cuban creoles' desire to concentrate on the production of 

sugar.12 By vimie of the wealth accumulated through rising sugar production and enhanced 

by favourable conditions of the world market, "the planters were able clearly to influence and 

direct the shape taken by the sugar ind~str~."'~ Thus, the establishment of an export-oriented 

monoculture economy in Cuba was based on self-sening policies implemented by the Cuban 

creole planters themselves. One result of the emerging monoculture economy in Cuba was 

the destruction of the colony's self-sufficiency in food production, which hastened Cuba's 

dependence on foreign trade.14 

The roots of Cuban trade concentration with the United States, which had led Cuba 

to the econornic and political dependency that was characteristic of the late nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries, can actually be found in the early nineteenth century. By the late 18 los, 

following the purchase of Louisiana fkom France in 1803 and the acquisition of parts of 

Fiorida f?om Spain a few years later, some U S .  politicians publicly speculated about annexing 

~uba.'' By 1825 the United States government announced it would never allow Spain to hand 

over Cuba to another colonial power. In May of that year President John Quincy Adams 

explained that T u b a  was to the United States an object of paramount commercial 

importance. The capital employed in the trade was greater than that with a l i  the dominions 

of France, the tonnage employed nearly equai to that of Great Bntain," and he advocated the 
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status quo? During the 1820s the United States received up to 20 percent of Cuban 

sugar." The eade between Cuba and the United States momentarily deched in the late 

1 8 3 0 ~ ~  though, following Spain's enactment of a new customs duty on Arnerican flour 

entering the Cuban market, and Washington's response to Spain's new mde policy of placing 

a duty on Cuban coffee. In Cuba the result was the decimation of the coffee industry, and 

thus, the unchallenged predominance of sugar. Mile Cuban planters directly influenced the 

course Cuban sugar production would take, this srnail trade war between the United States 

and Spain demonstrated how extemal forces contributed to emerging monocdture in colonial 

Cuba. By the end of the decade the trade dispute had k e n  settled By 1840 Cuba was 

producing 50 percent of all Latin Arnerican exports to the United States and receiving 43 

percent of a l l  U.S. exports to Latin Amerka, figures which constituted a higher volume of 

trade with the United States than any other Latin Amencan country.1s By 1850 Spain only 

accounted for 17.4 percent of aIl Cuban trade, whïie the United States constituted 28 percent 

of Cuban trade, including 34 percent of Cuban ex port^.'^ 

American hteres t in actually acquiring Cuba became pronounced foflowing its victory 

in the Mexican War of 1847, when the United States entered an expansionist stage. In 1848 

U.S. President James K. Polk offered Spain 100 million dollars for cuba?' In 1851 the U.S. 

consul in Havana declared Cuba a defacto American economic dependency. During the 

administration of President Franklin Pierce (1852-1856), the Americans tried to buy Cuba 

three tirnes from Spain, including an offer of 130 million dollars in 1853 by the American 

arnbassador to Madrid, Pierre Soule, but were continually nimed dowm2' The winner of the 

1856 presidential election, James Buchanan, stated in 1858, 1859 and in 1860 that he was "in 

favor of the acquisition of Cuba by fair p~rchase.' '~~ 

Initially, Cuban creoIes had been content with Cuba's colonial relationship with Spain. 

Throughout Latin America during the 18 10s and 1820s battles for political independence had 

been waged, and by 1828 nearly a l l  of L a t .  America had broken fÏee of Spanish colonialism. 

Cuba, though, remained the signifcant exception for forty years for a number of Rasons. In 



areas like Argentha, Venezuela, parts of Mexico and Chile, the creoles had already 

experienced varymg degrees of k e r  trade in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries 

and were increasingly hstrated with the remaining Spanish colonial trade restrictions? In 

the early 1800s in Cuba the creoles were capitaliung for the fmt t h e  on a prosperous 

econornic environment and had no desire to challenge the status quo." Further the creoles in 

Cuba were a far more loyal group than in the rest of Latin America The American and 

Haitian revolutions had dnven rnany loyalists, whether English, Spanish or French, to Cuba, 

as had the battle for independence in ~enezuela? As historian Leon Campbell states. "these 

loyalists had suEered greatly in their former revolutionary circumstances, and gave steadfast 

support to the authonty of the Spanish crown, which, regardes of its shortcomings, provideci 

some certainty in an othenvise uncertain ~ o r l d . " ~ ~  And there was another reason Cuban 

creoles remained loyal to Spain. The nature of sugar production required a large, servile 

supply of labour? As mentioned, by 1817 slaves, mulattoes, and free blacks made up a 

substantial proportion of Cuba's ppulation. Further, even though Great Bntain had begun 

exerting great pressure on Spain in the same year to curtail the slave trade, which was 

officiaIly banned in 1821 by the colonial powers, at least 500,000 slaves entered Cuba liegaüy 

between 1820 and 1865.~~ Cuban creoles were very much aware of what had happened in 

Haiti, and slave rebellion concemed them greatly. Thus, they were very much in need of the 

Spanish military to control the slaves29 In fact, the Spanish authorities had helped put d o m  

slave revolts in 18 10, 18 12, 1825 and 1843. Given descriptions of the work conditions in 

the sugar miUs of nineteenth-century Cuba such as this one by Manuel Moreno Fraginals: 

'The rnills were m e  huge a d e r s  which chewed up blacks lke cane. Growing old was a 

privilege as rare as it was sad, especially in the super-barbaric stage of slavery," it is little 

wonder that the Afncans should have continuaIly risked their lives in confronting the 

inhumane colonial systemJ1 In 1844 colonial authorities responded to the slave revolts with 

"torture, executions and senseless terror." The last resort for the slaves was suicide, and by 

1845 Cuba had the highest suicide rate in the world at 6.1 for every 10,000 people, with the 

ratio of black to white suicide at six to one? 
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But although Spain had rewarded Cuban creoles ' loyalty in the 1820s during the 

Latin Amencan wars of independence by permitting it k e r  trade with the rest of the world, 

its colonial authonty was becoming increasuigly har~h.5~ Beghnhg with the tenure of 

governor-general, Miguel Tacon (1 834-3 8), Spanish colonial policies became quite 

oppressive, as taxes and tari"s were raised and press censorship and political repression 

became commonplace. Cuban creoles were removed fkom the leadership positions they had 

come to occupy and, in 1837, Cuban representatives were removed from the Spanish 

~ a r t e s J ~  However in the 1830s and 1840s Spain's colonial policies did not yet result m a full- 

fledged Cuban independence movement. 

By the 1850s conditions within Cuba began to change. Economic growth resulting 

fkom nsing sugar production persisted until 1848, when global sugar prices began to drop, 

the f k t  demonstration of the realities of a monoculture economy. In 1848 the pnce of sugar 

dropped below five cents per pound for the f i t  time in more than thirty years, and the price 

never rose above 5.6 cents per pound for the rest of the centu.~y.~~ In the 1850s Cuban 

growers responded by producing more sugar, which only m e r  contributed to the fall in 

world prices while worsening the lot of the slaves? As more credit became necessary, Cuban 

creoles were forced to bonow from peninsular merchants. By 1855 these merchants began 

to come into possession of Cuban cane lands. Further, Great Britain's ban on the slave trade 

made the acquisition of slaves more ciii3cult and costly, a factor which created additional 

indebtedness for the creole planters. 37 

In 1853 Spain responded to American aims on Cuba with an 'Afncanization' policy . 
Captain-General, Juan de la PemeIa, conkcated and fieed 2699 slaves who had been illegdly 

transported to Cuba m that year in an attempt to 'darken' the population. The rationale behind 

this policy was that anti-slavery initiatives in Cuba would enervate American designs on the 

island, while an increase in the number of blacks would maintain the Cuban creoles' fear of 

a black revolt and ensure their loyalty to spainJ8 While this pohcy was abandoned the next 

year, the long-term results were predictable. Many planters began to adopt anti-slavery 



positions in order to cut down the risk of a Haitian-style revolution and reduce their 

dependence on the protection of the colonial authority. This was especially m e  for the 

eastem tobacco h e m  who were much less reliant on slavery than the wealthy cane growers 

of the western Sorne planters increasingly begm to favour annexation to the 

United States to protect themselves and their supply of labour?0 The annexation movement, 

though, was not ideologically based nor was it a constant consideration for Cuban planters; 

rather support for annexation rose and fell in response to extemal stimuli, and for the most 

part "outbursts of annexation occurred because of perceptions by the planter class, some times 

accurate and sometirnes maccurate that Spain could not guarantee the subordination of slaves 

in a state of equilibriurn, not too harsh and not too lax.'*' Thus, the desire to foster a closer 

relationship with the United States resulted fkom an interaction of intemal forces - the 

planters did not want a disruption of their sugar mdustry - and extemalforces -in their desire 

to maintain their labour supply, the planters looked to their neighbour to the north "whose 

military saength was needed to tip the balance in case of a possible confrontation of the 

Annexation became a far less enticing option for Cuban creoles following the 

conclusion of the Amencan Civil War in 1865. As the victory of the North resulted in the 

abolition of Amencan slavery, the rationale for closer integration with the United States 

disappeared for many Cuban cre01es.~~ In 1865, a Cuban delegation arrived in Spain to 

discuss Cuba's future role within the cornmonwealth of Spain. No agreement could be 

reachedP4 By 1868 many Cuban creoles, especially the more liberal eastem tobacco fanners 

who managed smaller operations than those of wealîhy sugar planters of the West, and thus 

were not as reliant on the slave labour system, realized slavery was on its way out Thus, one 

of the last reasons for continued colonial status, the need for colonial military protection, 

ceased for many Cuban creoles. Another factor making slavery less essential for the creoles 

was the emerghg demographic pattern following a wave of immigrant Chinese and Yucatan 

native workers during the late 1850s and 1860s. For the first time since the early colonial 

days, the Cuban censuses of 1859 and 1861 revealed that whites outnumbered blacksa4' 
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Fimally, and what is most important, the creoles realized that any independence movement 

that still called for the continuation of slavery would not receive vital recognition fiom the 

United statesP6 Thus, une of the fmt proclamations of the planters in calLing for Cuban 

independence was the abolition of slavery, a strategy by which the creoles were able to remit 

slaves into the Liberation Amy. Therefore, the aspiration of the creoles to end slavery was 

based more upon the pragmatic need to enrol the slaves into the ranks of the independence 

movement, the planters' recognition that slavery's t h e  had corne, and the reality that the 

independence movement needed the support of the United States government, than it was 

based upon a desire to end the inhumaine practice and improve overail social conditions within 

Cuba. 

On Octuber 1 9 ~ ,  1868 in Eastern Cuba, a group of eastern landowners consisting of 

small tobacco farmers, intellectuals and nationalist, müitary figures, proclaimed Cuban 

independence fiom Spain in what was h o w n  as the Grito de Yara.* The Ten Years War, 

Cuba's fmt  struggle for independence, had begun. 

While the creoles fighting for mdependence offered slaves their k d o m  if they joined 

the rebel army, Spain countered with the 'free birth law' in 1869-70, giving a l l  slaves bom 

after 1869 their immediate fkeedorn. As well, in an attempt to appease the Cuban landowners, 

Spain made Cuba a full-fledged Spanish province in 1869. That same year a fundamental 

change in the nature of the independence movement occurred when the United States m e d  

down a request for annexation by the Cuban insurgent leader, Carlos Manuel de Cespedes. 

The United States had sided with the Spanish colonial authorities against the Cuban 

independence movement. While the abolition of slavery remained a dernand of the rebels, the 

idea of annexation was temporady abandoned. Historian Luis Martmez-Femandez notes that 

"because of the United States' systematic sabotage of the Cuban smggle, annexationist 

sentiment abated afier mid-1869.'~' The movement now had tumed into a full-fledged battle 

for independence. When the leadership passed fiom Céspedes to professional soldier and 

' 'Cry at Yara', a smalt town in Eastern Cuba. 



dedicated imiependentïsta, Maximo Gomez, the more radical eastem elements acquired 

greater Mence.  Contributhg to Gornez's climb to a position of leadership m the Liberation 

Army was his successfd raid mto the sugar-producing western regions of Cuba, 'Yar enough 

to reach the rich sugar aiangle of Matanzas, Chdona and ~ol6n . '~*  Victory would not be 

attained, however, as Spain was detemiined to hold ont0 its Iast important colony. The battle 

raged for ten years, confined mostly to the east where independence support was the 

strongest, with Spain eventually perseve~g agahst an exhausted Cuban rebel force. Fially 

peace was declareci in the Pact of Zanjon in 1878."' In this settlement Spain's pronouncernent 

of 'free birth' for Cuban slaves was put into law and compulsoqr servitude for slaves was 

reduced to the age of twenty-two? On Juiy 29: 1880 Spain pronounced a law which 

abolished slavery, fieed unregistered slaves and set an eight-year nitelage for slaves stiU in 

bondage. Due to intemal pressures m Cuba and agitation m the Spanish Cortes, this eight-year 

period was cut short. Slavery in Cuba was fmally and cornpletely terminated in 1886, with a 

law ending the patronage system that fieed the remaining twenty five to thirty thousand 

blac ks? 

The abolition of slavery was a double-edged sword for Cuban landowners, however. 

The ineft-iciency of a productive system reliant on slave labour was making Cuban sugar far 

too uncornpetitive with sugar produced elsewhere by wage labour and improved technology. 

However, its removal rneant economic min for landowners, as Cuba had been unable to build 

up an adequate suppty of replacement labour." And there were other problems facing Cuban 

planters. Following the war this class was generaUy in a state of devastation, as sugar mills 

had k e n  destroyed throughout the i~land.'~ As well, increased competition from the 

development of beet sugar in Europe resulted in the loss of many mtemationd markets. Froni 

the 1860s to the 1890s worldwide production of beet sugar increased ninefold? As more 

countries began producing sugar from beets, and thus more beet sugar entered the market, 

the price of sugar dropped? Between 1885 and 1889 the pnce of sugar on the world market 

averaged only 2.8 cents per pound? 
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With the purpose of expanding their economic hterests in Cuba, Arnericans took 

advantage of the Cuba  planters' mes ,  as they began to replace Spanish merchants as the 

main benefactors of the debts and fmancial problerns of the Cuban mede planters." One way 

the Cuban planters ensured their survival was the exchange of titles of property for shares in 

Anw3ca.n corporations.58 By the 1890s the United States market comprised 5 1 percent of an 

Cuban trade anci garnered 72 percent of ali Cuban exports. Spain, in the sarne penod, 

accounted for only 21 percent of the total Cuban t r a~ ie?~  Cuban economic dependence on the 

United States was m e r  entrenched in 1890 when the U.S. Congres enacted the McKinley 

Ta* Act. Latin Amencan counhies that wished to take advantage of lower Amencan taras 

that the act provided for their primasr exports were required to lower their tarifs on mcoming 

Arnerican-ma& manufactured goods to corresponding levels. Cuban planters vehementiy 

petitioned Spain to agree to this provision. In 1891 the wish of the Cuban planters was 

granted when Spain and the United States signed the Foster-Chovas Treaty, "whereby Cuba 

and Puerto Rico received the full benefits .of the 1890 bill in exchange for Spanish t a .  

concessions to U.S. e~ports . ' '~ In a pattern which would be foIIowed in the future reciprocal 

trade agreements between Cuba and the UniteC States, the McKinley Tariff Act and the 

Foster-CAnovas Treaty rneant that emerging Cuban mdusûies, without tariff protection, could 

not compte with Arnerican industries, given their wide array of cheaply produced goods 

e n t e ~ g  the Cuban market duty free. The treaty did b ~ g  the prospect of increased Cuban 

sugar production with the aid of rising American mvestment m Cuba; however the production 

of Cuban sugar would now necessarily be controlled kom abroad. 

Thus, it was a combination of world-market influences, the pursuit of self-serving 

economic policies by Cuban creoles, Amencan economic mterests, and the interna1 disniption 

of production caused by the termination of slavery and the physical aftereffects of the Ten 

Years War that, as historian Benjamin Keen States. hindered "the formation of a traditional 

Latin American landed elite.7761 Because Cuba lacked an effective national bourgeoisie. 

American domination of the Cuban econorny was made that much easier. 



By the mid- to late-1880s, the Cuban economy was reeling. The 1889 production 

total of sugar was 569,367 tons, the third lowest total in twenty-two years.62 The value of 

Cuban exports had dropped almost 30 percent IÏom the 1870s including a 53 percent drop 

in sugar revenue due to the faii in world market prices and decreased production." During 

this period many small farrners, in their economic despair or because of their frustration with 

Spanish colonial authority, turned to 'political banditry.' These f m e r s  were to contribute 

considerably to the mdependence movement of the 1890s. Led by Manuel Garcia, these rebels 

officially began their stmggle for independence in 189 1, when Garcia declared war on Spain, 

one year prior to Jose Marti's formation of the Partido RevoZuci6nario Cubano. Rosalie 

Schwartz succinctly describes the complex nature of this movement: 

The patriot-brigands who operated in and around Havana and who worked 
to gain Cuba's independence were not necessarily poor, benevolent champions 
of the oppressed. Nor were they peasants with little political understanding 
who were displaced by changing ag&ultural patterns. . . . Rather, they were 
individuals seizing a chance to rnove ahead, embroiled in a sophisticated 
stniggle played out arnong the diplomats who sat at well-polished desks in 
capital cities of Europe and Arnenca. . . . mith their anger well focused on 
Spain and its representatives in Cuba. they robbed and kidnapped to support 
political change; and they hoped to benefit nom its outcorne." " 

With increased American investment and trade brought upon by the McKinley T M  

Act and the Foster-CAnovas agreement, Cuban sugar production had rebounded by 1892. 

Consequently the Cuban econorny momentarily recovered and the outbreak of a widespread 

independence movement was delayed6' In 1892 the production total of sugar surpassed one 

million tons for the f h t  time, reaching 1,000,797 tons? However, an American recession and 

a global econornic downtum in the mid-1890s caused Washington to withdraw the McKinley 

Act in 1894 in order to protect domestic producers, and the Foster-Chovas agreement 

expired the same Spain responded to the economic crisis by p u t ~ g  up a protectionkt 

waIl around Cuba, which only contributed M e r  to the alienation of the Cuban creoles who 

had wanted keer trade with the United States. By 1894 the Cuban economy again was in 

recession, with Cuban sugar workers hit hardest." In 1878, following the Ten Years War, 
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Cuban creoles had founded the Autonomist Party, in a hope to work out a form of Cuban 

autonomy that could sati* the economic needs of the planter class. By 1894 this option had 

clearly run its course, as Spanish colonial trade policies "'offered dramatic if not final proof 

of the insolvency of the Spanish colonial ~ ~ s t e r n . " ~ ~  Independence was now the only option. 

Thus, two elements of the independence movement of the mid-1890s were the 

economically and politically fiustrated creoles, on the one hana and the Cuban plantation 

workers on the other, many of whom were ex-slaves and were still enduring brutal working 

conditions. However, with Sidependence aspirations still not satisfed sixty-five years after the 

majority of Latin Amenca had attained its political fkeedorn, and with the increasing foreign 

domination of Cuban society by the United States, a third more nationalist element of the 

independence movement had emerged under the leadership of Jose Md. Marti, a middle 

class intenectual who had always fervently supported Cuban nationhood, was e d e d  to Spain 

in 1870 after a short period of imprisonment during the Ten Years War. In 1881 he had 

anived in New York to resurne the struggle for Cuban independence. He brought profound 

social considerations to the independence rnovement, as weli as his strong nationalist 

inclinations. One of the resolutions of the Partido RevoZucionario Cubano (PRC), founded 

by Marti in 1892, stated: 

Revolu tionary organization must no t overlook the practical needs derived 
fiom the constitution and history of the country, nor must it work directly for 
the present or future predominance of any one class; rather it must work, in 
conformity with democratic rnethods, for the assembling of ail the effective 
forces in the country; for the brotherhood and unif~ed action of Cubans living 
on foreign soil; for the creation of a just and h k  republic - unifieci m 
temtory, laws, work, and cordiality, built by ail for the benefit of all.70 

In a response to two articbs favouring the annexation of Cuba by the United States that 

appeared in American newspapers in 1 889, Marti demonstrated his nationalis t sentiment, 

dong with a strong disdain of Amencan attitudes toward Cuba: 

It is probable that no self-respecting Cuban would like to see his country 



annexed to a nation where the leaders of opinion share towards hirn the 
prejudices excusable ody to vulgar jingoism or rampant ignorance. No honest 
Cuban will stoop to be received as a moral pest for the sake of the usefulness 
of his land m a community where hjs ability is denied bim, his morality insulted 
and his character despised. 

As well, Marti made his fears known regarding the intentions of the United States m Cuba m 

a letter to his fiend, Gonzalo Quesada, on October 295 1889: 

The nation we need to know more thoroughly is the United States, for it 
stands at our doorstep like an enigma, to Say the least. A nation as anguished 
as ours rnust solve the ridcüe, must extract from anyone who mi@ disregard 
the nghts we have acquired through our own enterprise the promise to respect 
these rights. We need to know the position held by the avaricious neighbor 
who admittedly has designs on us before we rush into a war that appears to 
be inevitable, and might be futile, because of that neighbofs quiet 
determination to oppose it as a means of leaving the island in a state enabling 
it to lay hands on Cuba at a latter date. 72 

The three distinct groups mentioned above which mounted Cuba's last stmpgle for 

formal nationhood in 1895 also occupied three separate geographical locations. Under the 

leadership of Martf, a group of nationalist expatriates operated fkom w i t h  the United States. 

They concentrated on organization and the collection of fun& to finance the war e f fod3  In 

western Cuba a group of landowners, lawyers, doctors, engineers and teachers set up a 

provisional govemment. This group sought civilian over mrlitary authority and was more 

concemed with political goals of national autonomy rather than the desire to alter social and 

economic stmctures? In the east, where the revolutionary tradition was the strongest and 

most of the actual fighting o c c m d ,  the soldiers of the Liberation Army were more radical 

and "rarely lost sight of social and racial dimensions of the ~ a r . " ' ~  The social and nationalist 

components of the Cuban War of Independence contrast sharply with those of other Latin 

American wars of independence. Clearly, the Cuban smiggle was much more a challenge to 

the prevaihg economic and social order? The delay m atra8iing independence, the weakened 

state of the Cuban creoles, the protracted length of Cuban slavery, and discontent among the 
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sugar workers ail were factors that contributed to this reality. The nature of Cuba's battle 

for independence, as we wïU see, would have profound implications for twentieth-century 

Cuba, 

On Febmary 24&, 1895, the Cuban War of Independence oEcially began, when its 

three rnost notable leaders, Mm', Gomez, and mulatto general, Antonio Maceo, landed in 

eastem Cuba. The war, contrary to Marti's hopes, did not end quickly. Marti himself was 

kï.Ued on May 19.1895. at Dos Rios. As we will see, his death would have a profound 

influence on the course of Cuban independence. Tomas Estrada Palma, a moderate 

nationalist, replaced Marti as head of the PRC. " 

In 1895, Spain appointed General Valeriano 'Butcher' Weyler to the post of military 

govemor of Cuba His appointment was m accordance with Spah's earIy war plicy of trying 

to cmsh the rebeIlion through brute repression. Many Cubans were killed simply for king 

suspected of having sympathetic attitudes towards the movement for nationhood, while, by 

virtue of a "decree ordering the rural population to evacuate the counbyside and relocate to 

s pecidly designated fortified to wns," thousands more were placed m these "reconcen tration" 

camps? If there had k e n  any doubts about the support the majority of Cubans had held prior 

to war of independence, these repressive policies removed them. As well, the relocation of 

the huge numbers of peasants shut down Cuban agriculture, causing further econornic strife, 

while uniting the Cuban population in its opposition to Spain. Th. guerilla style wadare 

ernplcyed by the tenacious Cuban insurgents, combined with the quiet support of the 

population, took their ton on Spanish forces. By mid-1896 Spanish armies were on the retreat 

throughout the i~land?~ In 1897 Weyler was removed from his command after conservative 

S panish prime minis ter, Antonio CAnovas del Castille, was kïüed during a coup and re placed 

by a liberal. Colonial reforms were instituted, but they were too little, too late. Even Cuban 

conservatives abandoned Spain and now loo ked to the United States for protection. B y 1898 

Spain was in deep fmancial trouble and could no longer finance the war. By the sumrner of 

that year, the Spanish amiy in Cuba was on the brink of c o l l a p ~ e . ~ ~  



Thus, it was a rather fortuïtous time for the Americans to declare war on Spain and 

intervene in the confiict In August 1898 American forces Ianded in Cuba. Under the guise 

of protecting the Cubans ffom the immoral Spaniards, the United States had little trouble in 

assuming military command of most of Cuban temtory. Clearly, however, "[ilntervention in 

1898 was directed as much against Cuban independence as it was against Spanish 

sovereignty." There were several factors involved m the United S tates' concem over Cuba. 

Newspapers across the land fueled public sentiment for intervention by publishing stories of 

Spanish atrocities. The American authorities aIso believed in their own racial and cultural 

superiority and hoped to help Cuba establhh a 'responsible' govemment, something they had 

k e n  unable to do with other Latin Arnerican nations during the Latin American wars of 

independence." However, the two primary considerations were related to economic and 

tenitorid hegemony . Military irnperialists like Theodore Roosevelt and Henry Cabot Lodge 

viewed Cuba as vital to U.S. securicy? Moreover, with the increased econornic signincance 

Cuba had for the Arnerican economy, the United States did not relish the prospect of an 

independent Cuba conducting foreign and economiç policy without the domineering Muence 

of either the United States or spaiaa By 1897 the Americans had 50 million dollars invested 

in cuba.'' The previous year President Grover Cleveland orninously warned Spanish 

government officiais that 'higher obligations would f a  upon the United States i€ Spain should 

lose 

Nevertheless, there was significant collaboration between some leaders of the Cuban 

independence rnovement and the United States govemment foliowing Martf's death. After 

1895 the expatriates continually sought U.S. intervention, despite the objections of the 

rnilitary leaders, Maceo and Gomez. In 1895 PRC leader, Estrada Palma, publicly advocated 

American intervention, while ignoring the militrtry's request for arms? Following the landing 

of the American forces in 1898 Estrada Palma placed the Liberation Army under the 

command of the Arnerican rnilitary. Despite the objections of the provisional govemment in 

Cuba that Estrada Palma had overstepped his authority, it eventually accepted the 

arrangement As historian Louis Perez States, "the expatriate representation effectively placed 
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the armed independentista sector of the separatist polity under the control of a powemil 

anti-independence third Thus it was only the Cuban elite who welcomed the 

American triumph in 1898. For the Cuban soldiers and their military leaders who had fought 

so vaüandy, the American intervention captureci 'defeat at the jaws of victory.'" Mds vision 

of a k e ,  independent Cuba was not realized; instead the onset of extensive American 

domination in Cuba began. American occupation Iasted fkom 1898 until1902, during which 

tirne Amencan economic concems were protected through a senes of political maneuvers. 

In the later stages of 1898 the provisional government in Cuba was hesitant to 

recognize Arnencan authority. Washington responded by withholding recognition of this 

government, and the provisional govemment relented As well, the US. govemment used the 

split between the civilian and military authority within Cuba to m e r  its own interests." The 

United States CO-opted m i l i t q  hero, Calixto Garcia, by offering him financial compensation 

for his rebel army. Garcia, who hated civilim authority and trusted American intentions in 

Cuba, helped &solve the Liberation Army, the only force on the island which could present 

some form of interna1 opposition to the U.S. governrnent's designs of hegemony over 

The opportunities for the retired soldiers, though? were few and far between, and many 

suffered greatly during the Amencan occupation. Perez surninarizes the situation by the tum 

of the century: 

A casuai survey of the political landscape after 1899 revealed a pattern of 
administration not unlike the Spanish regime. Important political positions 
were held by offcial representatives appointed by a distant authority, 
allocating in judicious and measured caïculation lesser political offce to those 
deserving by virtue of political compatibility. In the bleak and devastated 
countryside, uncompensateci and unthanked veterans, now perceived as rabble 
and potential û-ûublernakers, muttered aimlessly, 'what have we gahed by this 
war?' AU that remained for the unemployed and penniless separatist legions 
was a scramble for jobs - work simpIy to exist." 

The ultirnate American deed, however, was still to come. In 1898, in the U.S. 

govemment's declaration of war against Spain, a joint resolution of Conpss ,  lmown as the 
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Teiler Amendment, stated: "The United States hereby disclaims any disposition or intention 

to exercise sovereignty, jurisdiction, or control over said island [Cuba] except for the 

pacification thereof, and asserts its determination, when that is accomplished, to leave the 

government and control of the i s h d  to its people."93 But as Leo Huberman and Paul S weezy 

concisely state, "[tlhat was a promise. Now came a maneuver which made the promise 

ho l l~w."~~  

In February, 1901, the infamous Plan Amendment was created in the U.S. Congress 

to secure fume American political and economic control over the island. The provisions of 

the arnendment included barring Cuba fkom entering treaties with other nations 'tvhich will 

impair or tend to impair the independence of Cuba." The new Cuban government would be 

not 'be aUowed to contract public debt of which "the ordinary revenue of the island. . . . shall 

be hadequate." As well, "the govemment of Cuba consent5 that the United States rnay 

exercise the right to intervene for the presekation of Cuba independence, the maintenance 

of a government adequate for the protection of Me, property, and individual liberty. . . ." 
Further, aii acts of the US. müitary occupation were validated. In a particularly hypocntical 

segment of the amendment, certain lands the United States deerned vital for the security of 

Cuban independence would be sold or leased to the United  tat tes.^' Fmaily the Cuban 

govemment would be forced "to embody the foregoing provisions in a permanent treav with 

the United States." % Thus, the role of intemal factors in the evolution of Cuban dependency 

coincided with the extemal forces of U.S. irnperialist aims. Dependency on the United States 

was established firmly and decisively through the forms of American military and political 

intervention prescrïbed b y the Plan Amendment. 

American pressure led to Cuba's acceptance of the legislation. An e ~ e c t e d ~ ~  assembly 

was installed in Cuba 1901, and most of its representatives were hostile to the provisions of 

the Platt Amendment. However, the Americans threatened to prolong the military occupation 

without the acceptance of the amendment by the assembly. In lune, 1901, it was passed by 

a vote of 17 to 1 1 .% In December, 1901 Cuba's first president, the pro-American Tomas 
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Estrada Palma, was 'electedtg9 On May 20*, 1902, the Cuban republic was formally 

inaugurated. 

Two vital consequences of the American occupation would shape Cuba's economic 

and social history for years to come. First, Marti had brought social vision to the 

independence movernent and turned rebellion into revolution. The desire for social change to 

accompany independence became more pronounced after the revolutionaries saw theV 

revolution hijacked by the American intewentionists and their Cuban collaborators. Further, 

the failure to achieve independence on their own ternis left a legacy in Cuba "that served as 

a mandate to revolution for the next three generations of ~ubans . " '~  Second, unlike in the 

rest of Latin America, foreigners continued to own the majority of the property in post- 

independence Cuba following the removal of Spanish d e .  Whereas in the greater part of 

Latin America, the indigenous creoles perpetuated their role as major owners of property 

following independence, in Cuba the United States govemment delayed the development of 

a Cuban landowning bourgeoisie by maintaining as landowners the Spaniards that had come 

into possession of cane lands following the economic turmoil afier the Ten Years War, or 

sirnply by encouraging U.S. investors to acquire property in cuba.''' Funher, following the 

proclamation of the Cuban republic, a wave of Spanish immigrants entered cuba.''' 

Eventually what emerged was a Cuban political class that inherited the belief from the Spanish 

that public o fke  entitled one to personal e ~ c h m e n t  and that became dependent on American 

support to stay in power.lo3 We will see that a native Cuban bourgeoisie did develop by the 

1920s. however the political power that they had been denied in 1898 resulted in an mcreased 

nationalism for many and the advocacy of nationalist economic policies that would necessarily 

conflict with established American economic interests. 

Foliowing the enactment of the Platt Amendment, the United States set out to 

accomplish economically what it had done politically. Its fmt major step in this direction was 

to launch the Commercial Treaty of Reciprocity in December, 1902, the fmt  aeaty for the 

independent Cuban republic. In exchange for a 20 percent reduction in tariffs on Cuban 



agicultural products entering the United States, tanffs were lowered on a number of 

Arnerican exports to Cuba While most American products were lowered by 20 percent, 

tariffs on iron and steel production were lowered by 24 percent. Some food staples, Cotton, 

linen, chernicals, paper, and canned vegetables had rariffs lowered by 30 percent, while the 

tariffs on luxury items, wool, rice, and cheese were dropped by 40 percent.'" 

A greater reliance on the American economy and the reestablishment of sugar 

monoculture were direct results of the reciprocity treay. Domestic mdustries m Cuba without 

tariff production could not compete with cheaply produced American goods. S h o w  after the 

enactment of the treaty, 357 Cuban fums failed105 Between 1902 and 1907 Amencan exports 

to Cuba nearly doubled, rising fkorn 28.6 million dollars to 5 1.3 million dollars.'" As the 

volume of trade between the United States and Cuba rose, the Cuban econorny became more 

vulnerable to American political decisions made with regard to domestic concems. By 1915, 

83 percent of Cuban exports went to the ~ G t e d  States while American goods entering Cuba 

constituted 64 percent of total import~.'~' 

Sugar was the only Cuban industry to expand immediately after independence. This 

expansion, at the expense of economic diversification, is what a dependentista writer like 

Theotonio Dos Santos would expect, as the advanced monoculture export sectors in the 

Iesser developed countries histoncally have drawn resources away kom developing 

industries.108 While many sugar müls were destroyed during the War of Independence, and 

production dropped to only 300,000 tons in 1900, by 1907 sugar production had rebounded. 

The total of 1.43 1 million tons for that year was an all-tirne Cuban high. B y the end of the 

1920s, Cuba was consistently produchg between 4.5 and 5.2 million tons of sugar.log The 

percentage sugar held in the composition of expom retumed to former levels. Between 1900 

and 1910 Cuba's exports, as a share of total expon value, rose fiom 37 percent to 73 percent 

Between 1912 and 1933 this percentage never dropped below 71 percent and reached an ail- 

time high of 92 percent during the precipitous rise in world sugar prices of 1920, known as 

nK Dance of the ~ i l l i o n s . ~ ' ~  As well, U.S. investrnent poured into Cuba following the birth 
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of the republic. By 1906, the total U.S. investment in Cuba rose to 197 million dollars. In 

1924 the total was 1.36 billion dollars, and leveled off by 1929 at 91.9 million dollars."' 

One result of the increased investment was the domination of the sugar sector by the 

United States. By 1933 the United States owned seventy of the one hundred and seventy-six 

sugar mills in Amencan investment did contnbute to the eradication of diseases, the 

construction of highways, ports, raikoads and hotels, the developrnent of a modem army, and 

a national police force.'13 However, the American presence did not result in sustained 

economic growth, only unbalanced growth and high ~ n e m ~ l o ~ m e n t ~ ~ ~  In 1907 and 1919 the 

unemployrnent rates were 40.6 percent and 43.01 percent respectively, as 'iinemployment, 

underemployment and depressed wages became the central features of the Cuban labor 

market."115 As sugar dorninated production, the nature of Cuban sugar production would also 

contribute to the rapid development of a Cuban proletariat, whose economic livelihood would 

be dependent upon the success of Cuban sugar exports. As large fanns were econornically 

efficient and thus produced greater yields, Cuban sugar producers sought even greater 

expansion of their lands. Therefore there was little land to purchase or lease for smaller 

fmers? Further, the specifc naNe  of sugar production itself meant that the Cuban 

planters required a large, servile supply of labour if they wished to continue to expand their 

operations. For one thing, sugar cane must be harvested once it has ripened, usually between 

twelve and sixteen months after planting, as the quantity of sucrose* begins to diminish in 

plants left out in the field too long. In addition, after the cane is cut it must be hauled or 

transported to the miUing site rapidly, after which the juice can be processed into sugar 

through the boiling process. Therefore, producers needed large factory-type mstallations and 

integrated operations to control both the harvesting and milling, and a large supply of cheap 

labour to guarantee that the extremely labour-intensive tasks of cutting, hauiing and rnilling 

the cane would be carried out on time. As well, because centralized milling Ied to increased 

productivity through greater economic efficiency, the size of cane holdings expanded and 

sugar producers put practices into place which would ensure them an adequate supply of 

- - 

* The cane juice which is eventually turned into processed sugar. 



cheap labour. Sugar producers induced workers to go into debt, which forced the workers 

to r e m  to labour for them each hamest season merely to pay off their debts. As well, some 

landowners allowed smailer farmers to grow cane on the plantations, in order to keep these 

smaller farmers concerned about labour unrest. Finally, smaU settlements (or bateyes) were 

encouraged to help create permanent working class cornrn~nities.'~~ Paul Baran notes that 

"the Cuban campesinos longed and fought not for the ownership of the soi1 they tilled, but 

essentially working class objectives: steady employment, more humane working conditions, 

and more adequate wages.""* As we will see, these working class objectives, as Raiil 

Prebisch of the E.C.L.A. would preàict, became increasingly m~ult  to attah during penods 

of mtemational economic downaims. 11' It was not the workmg class, though, that would fïrst 

create a sufncient level of social disruption to cause the United States to intervene under the 

auspices of the Platt Amendment. 

In 1906, following the fiaudulent redection of Estrada Palma (of the Moderate Party) 

in 1905, the opposition Liberals revolted. Many of these Liberals had been heroes of the wars 

of independence yet had been systernatically excluded nom positions of power.120 Their 

exclusion led to revolt. Esû-ada Palma appealed for Amencan intervention and got his wish. 

The second American intervention in Cuba lasted fiom 1906 to 1909, during which the 

Liberals, led by Miguel Gomez, won the Amencan-supervised election of 1908. M e r  k ing  

denied the spoils of power for nearly a decade, they now quickly took advantage of their 

victory by uicreasing the public payroll and looting the public treasury. However, they did 

institute national development projects and promoted Cuban capital over Amencan capital; 

consequently the Amencan State Department protested virtuaïiy every bill which involved the 

allocation of public fun& favouring Cuban over American capital.lZ1 

In our analysis of economic and social structures of pre-revolutionary Cuban society, 

it is important to consider the racial dimensions of the new republic, especially considerhg 

that the most inhumane of social systerns, slavery, had persisted for so long. Nearing the end 

of the Gomez administration, an event occurred which dramatically sign5ed that Cuba Libre 
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stïli had severe underlying racial tensions within its society. At the proclamation of the 

Cuban republic, Mach made up approximately one-third of the Cuban p~pulation.'~~ The 

Mo-Cubans had embodied a signifiant force in the Liberation Amies during the Ten Years 

War and the War of Independence. Obviously, in the first instance, the promise of 

emancipation accounted for the high number of blacks in the Liberation Anny, while during 

the battle for independence, the prospect of social reform, as articulated by Marti's PRC, 

prompted the black population to take up arms. However, afier independence, blacks in Cuba 

had ken  denied not only political power - or access to it - and thus the prospect of 

improving their social situation, but became victims of increasing racist attacks, both in the 

printed press and through violent a~ t i0ns . l~~  Racist attitudes prevaüed in Cuba in great part 

due to the influence of the Arnerican mrlitary occupation and the influx of white immigrants 

Born Spain, despite the myth of Cuban racial equality.'" In an attempt to achieve social aims 

through political mobilization, the Partido Independiente de Color was formed under the 

leadership of Evaristo Estenoz and Pedro Lvonne t. The party 'hpidly achieved nationwide 

membership [and] brought day labourers, peasants, workers, artisans, and a few rniddle-class 

individuah together in a program focusmg on racial equality and workuig-class demands."'u 

However, operating with the belief that whites were racially superior and feeling threatened 

by possible violent action by these 'barbarians,' the Gomez govemment forced the party 

underground when it banned al l  political parties based on race m 19 1 0. In a bid to regain their 

political statu in tirne for the 1912 election, the independientes organized smail, virtually 

non-violent, yet armed, protests in the eastern province of Oriente in June and July of that 

year. Labelling this demand for political equality and social justice a "race war," Cuban 

authorities organked units throughout the island, as numerous, white civilians volunteered 

their services to put down the black insurgent movement The United States, while not 

becoming directly involved in the repression of Cuban blacks, contributed to the panic of 

whites in Cuba by sending U.S. battleships ready to intervene rnilitarily if peace and order 

were not guaranteed for U.S. citizens and businesses. On June 5 5  19 12 the U.S. Marines 

landed to protect American interests, which aüowed the Cuban govemment to focus 

exclusively on suppressing the revolt. And the Cubans were ruthless. The French consul of 

the time, Henri Bryois, observed: "The roads are strewn with dead bodies. Short swords, 
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called machetes, cut off limbs at random. One cuts ears and one severs heads; above all, one 

shoots. . . . m e  white Cubans fighting blacks] are r ev ive  the sùiister tirne of the Spanish 

repression, ferocious and barbarian."'" The end result was the indiscrihate massacre of 

thousands of blacks throughout the island (even though, as mentioned, the protest was in 

Oriente). Estimates rangeci as high as 6,000 dead, including Estenoz and Ivonnet. 

As histonan A h e  Helg concludes in her detailed study of race relations in post- 

independence Cuba, Our Rightfùl Share, "[tlhe %ce war" of 19 12 was, in reaüty, an 

outburst of white racism against Afro-Cubans." There were two signif.icant ramifications of 

the massacre of 1912.'" One, the black population in pre-revolutionary Cuba would never 

again present itself as a distinct political entity that could challenge the prevailing social 

order.I2' Two, as Helg States, the white Cuban elite "showed their dependency on the United 

States and failed to unite all Cubans, regardless of race, at a key moment of the nation- 

building pro ces^."'^^ Clearly, while slaveG had ken  outlawed for over twenty-five years, 

racist attitudes were still predorninant in the Cuban republic. 

Later in 1912 Amencan forces were again present to help bolster the campaign and 

triumphant bid for the presidency of Conservative candidate, Mario m en oc al.'^ In 1916, 

Menocal won reelection in another fiaudulent suffrage which led Gomez to institute another 

rebeIiion in 1917. American forces once again landed in Cuba to preserve political stability. 

In order to prevent a civil war, U.S. general, Enoch Crowder, supervised the election of 

1920.'~' Alfredo Zayas evennially emerged as the new president. The American rationale for 

intervention was straightfomard. For the United States: "the best of circurnstances were 

those in which political stability endured and order prevailed, when access to local economies 

remained unobstructed, and authonty over the national political system passed unopposed." 
132 

It was international market developments, though, and not American intervention, 

that would M e r  contribute to American hegemony in Cuba. Fonowing World War One and 
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the subsequent disruption of worldwide sugar production, world sugar prices rose 

dramatically. In February, 1920 the price of sugar was 9.125 cents per pound; by May, the 

price stood at 22.5 cents per pound. However, The Dance of the Millions was short-lived. 

By December, 1920, the price had plummeted to the prewar level of 3.75 cents per pound as 

sugar flooded the global rnarket.ls3 The value of Cuba's crop feu fiom 1.2 billion dollars m 

1920 to 292 million dollars in 1921.'~ Srnall and middle-sized sugar producers were 

devastated. In the sumrner of 1920, Cuban producers had borrowed 80 million dolïars against 

sugar at 20 cents per p~und.'~' Many producers defaulted while many Cuban banks failed In 

1921, U.S. banks took over sixty banknipt sugar müls.'" The economic disaster which 

followed nie Dance o f  the Millions is a classic example of the dependenristas' contention 

that international competition among primary producers can have devastating consequences 

when this competition results in dramatic drops in world p~ices.'~' The United States relished 

the opportunity to use the fmancial crisis as a rationale for dealhg with what they felt was the 

root cause of so many of Cuba's problems: "two decades of maladministration and 

misg~vemment."~~ The Zayas govemment had inherited an empty treasury in 1920 and by 

June, 1922, had a foreign debt of 4.5 million dolïars. Zayas had Little recourse but to accede 

to American demands, which included "a major reorganization of virtualiy every key aspect 

of national, provincial and municipal admini~tration."'~~ In 1922 Zayas was forced to accept 

the imposition of Crowder's 'honest cabinet', whose members were highly sympathetic to 

Amencan political and economic con~erns."~ This cabinet cut Cuba's budget by 50 percent, 

and many public works projects were halted.141 Louis Perez believes that in this period, the 

Americans '%ad the most influence over Cuban intemal affairs, including setting limits on 

Cuban budgets . . . , collection of trade and commerce data, electoral refonn," and "claimeci 

authority to appoint honest politi~ians.""~ 

By 1923 the Cuban economy had somewhat recovered, and Cuba's annual deficits had 

been elimb~ated."~ Sugar prices had risen to above five cents per pound, and American banks 

had lent the Zayas govemment 50 million dollars. Zayas, respondùig to the economic revival, 

sacked the 'honest cabinet' and invoked more nationalist economic policies, much to the 



dismay of the United States. However, the Zayas administration was also corrupt and soon 

lost intemal suppoa.lU 

By the 192ûs the structure of Cuban society was becorning hcreashgiy compIen The 

political class, supported by the United States, had dominated Cuba since the birth of the 

republic. Now, this class was k ing  chailenged internally on two fronts, as a national 

bourgeoisie and progressive forces originating from a budding workhg ctass and fkom middle 

sectors of Cuban society began to emerge.14s The bourgeoisie was comprised of three 

elements: those Cuban landowners, planters and mill owners who had b e n  fornate enough 

to survive the economic crisis foliowing nie Dance of the Millions until the economy 

recovered in 1923; various former members of the political class, both in and out of political 

offce, who had begun to invest in Cuban agriculture and developing industries with the 

fortunes they had generated while in power, and who thus now had a stake in the success of 

native Cuban capitalism; and hal ly ,  children of the foreign bourgeoisie who had rernained in 

Cuba foilowing the Amencan military ~ithdrawa.1.'~~ As well, import-substitution policies 

were implemented d u ~ g  WorId War One, and this had led to some Cuban manufacturing, 

thus to the evolution of the Cuban bourgeoisie as a whole.14' Corrupt policies or policies 

which favoured foreigners over Cubans were now hcreasingly intolerable to this emerging 

national bourgeoisie. Meanwhile labour and other opposition goups from the lefi, while still 

relatively ' ive& and divided" in 1920, became more of a force as the decade progesseci and 

also began to challenge the absolute hold of the plitical cïass on power w i t h  cuba.14' There 

was major protest at the University of Havana in January, 1923, organized by dissatisfied 

s t~dents . '~~  The Partido Socialista Radical (PSR) and the Partido Cornmunista Cubana 

(PCC) were founded in 1920 and 1925 r e ~ ~ e c t i v e l ~ . ' ~ ~  Union membership expanded and, 

while it would be premature to label the working class a self-conscious entity at this point, 

workers ' militancy did gr~w.'~' 

Thus, by the early 1920s. three distinct elements battlllig to promote their individual 

interests could be identifed in Cuban society. In power stood the Cuban political elite 
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supported by its class allies, the foreign (i.e., American) bourgeoisie. Out of power were 

a gowïng nationalist bourgeoisie, and mcreasmgly rniiîtant opposition groups fiom the middle 

sector and working class elements of Cuban society. By the mid-1920s tensions had surfaced 

between ail three elements. ln Whiie in t hes  of economic prosperity these tensions could be 

muted, when severe economic problems arose, as they did in the late 1920s, only widespread 

and dramatic social upheaval could be expected. 

By the 1924 Cuban presidential election, the United States government would no 

longer support Zayas because of his govemment's policies favouring Cuban over American 

economic interests. Instead it backed Gerado Machado's successful bid for the presidency. 

Machado portrayeci himself as an economic nationalist, despite having previously worked for 

an American fïnn in cuba.'= He was an ideal president for the Arnencans, someone who 

would protect foreign property using 'strongman' tactics and therefore preempt the need for 

a politically costly American rnilitary intervention. 

Internally Machado was not nearly as popular as he was with the United States 

government. In autumn of 1925 labour began to demonstrate its growing dissatisfaction with 

the Machado govemment by conducting a series of strikes. Machado responded with force, 

and the strikes were "beaten by b~llets." '~~ However, as Perez aptly notes, "Machado could 

cmsh labour, but he could not control the world price of s ~ ~ a r . " ' ~ ~  By 1928 the price of sugar 

had fallen to 2.46 cents per pound and by 1932 was only 0.72 cents per pound.lM The great 

depression had hit Cuba early and very hard. By 1932 wages for sugar cane cutters had fallen 

to l e s  than one-third their 1929 level? In 1930 the Americans, in order to protect domestic 

famiers during the depression, had legislated the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act, which raised the 

tari£€ on Cuban sugar by one cent per pound. Cuban sugar producers were crippled M e r .  

By 1933 Cuba's share of the American market had fden to half of its 1930 Ievel, and the 

Cuban economy was devastated"* Dependentisra writer, Celso Furtado, States that 

"[flollowing the announcement of protec tionis t mesures by the United States the bottom fell 

out of the sugar market. With prices plummeting to incredible Ievels . . . the country's 



economic life was ahost  paralyzed and the resultant unernployment rate can seldom have 

b e n  paralieled in any other counq."'" Cuba's position in the mtemational division of labour 

was clearly causing considerable economic and social s ~ e .  

The Arnericans were convinced Machado codd control any intemal pro test and were 

pleased that Machado continued to service the Cuban debt to the Americans, despite the 

withering Cuban economy.'" Machado, especially by the late 1920s, met opponents within 

Cuba with repression and brutality, notwithstanding the Cuban population's capacity to resist 

the terror of his regime, as strikes occurred everywhere and student groups organized 

pro test^.'^^ By 1927, Machado had lost even the support of the Cuban bourgeoisie.'62 In 1933 

an island-wide strike was cailed After a massacre of the strikers in the streets by Machado's 

henchmen, support for the regirne completely crumbled, including even the support of the 

U.S. govemment.l" By August, 1933 Machado fled into exile and was replaced by Carlos 

Manuel de Céspedes, the choice of the ~merican ambassador, Sumner  elles.'" However 

the Cubans were not appeased and sûikes continued. In the Sergeant's Revolt of September, 

1933, Fulgencio Batista led the overthrow of the regime.'" Later that month, Professor 

Rarn6n Grau San Martin assumed the presidency of Cuba in the fmt govemment not 

sponsored by the United States. Grau San Martin's fmt signifcant gesture after becorning the 

president was to deny the Iegibmacy of the constitution of 1901, because it contained the Platt 

~rnendrnen t? 

Several social and econornic refonns, including the introduction of the eight-hour 

workday , the creation of a labour depamnent, lunits on foreign irnports, rninor land reform, 

erifranchisement of women, and greater educational access for the poor, were enacted by the 

Grau San Martin administration. In addition, Grau San Martui suspended payment on an 

American loan and expropriated two large Cuban-Arnerican sugar miU~.'~' In general, though, 

he "chose replation over expropriation, the distribution of public lands over the redistribution 

of private property, the defense of trade union objectives over workers' party objectives."'" 
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In the United States, however, the Amerïcan Congres perceived any inûhgement 

on Amencan economic interests as too radical, and it withheld recognition of the Grau San 

Martfn govemment. Arnbassador Sumner Welles' factious reporthg with regard to the radical 

nature of the Grau San Martin govemment M e r  increased the tensions between the United 

States and the new Cuban govemment.'" By December, 1933 Welles convinced Batista to 

lead a coup against the refomiist govemment. Without the support of Batista's army, Grau 

San Martin was easily overthrown in January, 1934, and replaced by Carlos Mendieta, a 

president much more favourable to the United States. 

There are several lessons that can be drawn fkom the Cuban 'revolution~y' 

experience of 193 3. First, Cuba's lac k of indusüialization and economic self-sufficiency, 

combined with excessive monoculture production, made its economy extremely vulnerable 

to world market fluctuations. Second, U.S. domestic economic policies, such as the Smoot- 

Hawley Act, could have severe economic and social consequences withh Cuba. This reality 

demonstrated the danger of excessive reliance on the Amencan market. Third, within Cuba, 

repression was becoming increasingly the only way to control an expanding, f i t a n t  working 

class. Once world prices or intemal corruption had alienated the emerging Cuban nidcile 

class, there rernained little support for any govemment which, as Machado's, relied solely on 

repression. However, in 1933, when Grau San Martin assumed the presidency, there was not 

yet a signifîcant d e p e  of cohesion arnong opposition groups that could sustain a governrnent 

that was fiowned upon by the United States. Finally, the hostility with which the moderate 

policies of the Grau San Mamh government were met by the United States demonstrated to 

many future Cuban revolutionaries that reformist positions were wholly inadequate for the 

preservation of a nacionalist govemment.170 

To ensure that political stability would be achieved in the new administration, 

President Carlos Mendieta met a saike in 1935 with great brutality. By March of that year, 

any support within Cuba the Mendieta government rnay have had, with the exception of 

Batista's military, quickly vanished, and Mendieta re~igned"~ Batista, with the support of the 

United States government, then ran the country under the cover of successive Puppet 



presidents until 1940, when he assumed the presidency himseif. He was a not a typicai 

conservative dictator, altemathg between repressive and populis t, and between pro- Arnerican 

and nationalist, policies. Historian Samuel Farber notes: "even at the height of his repressive 

activity, he was stZ speaking m alrnost reformist tenns about the rights of labour anci the e d s  

of working-class exploitation."172 Batista attempted to foilow the repression of 1935 with 

reform, which led to the constitution of 1940. 

The Cuban constitution of 1940 was remârkably progressive. It provided for universal 

suffrage, fiee elections, four-year term limits for the presidency, maximum eight-hour 

workdays, a minimum wage, the right to strike, pension and worker compensation 

programmes, and a range of political and civil Liberties. Unfortunately, there were few 

enforcement provisions included in the new constit~tion."~ Many of the high-rninded 

principIes were supposed to be implemented through subsequent legislation that never 

happened. As historian Hugh Thomas notes, "it [the constitution] was . . . rarely read after 

it was ~ritten.""~ Moreover, because of the combination of the apparent progressive nature 

of Batista's constitution of 1940 and the initial 'scaret tactics used in the late 1930s, the Cuban 

working class did not pose a threat to the regime in the early 1940s. The lack of ~ i ~ c a n t  

lefüst opposition was only accentuated by the strategy of the Communist International 

(Comintern) of the period, which resulted "in the transformation of the radical and 

independent workers' movement into a reformist movernent under Communist leadership, 

which inaugurateci an era of govemment-labour collaboration. ,3175 

Meanwhile, the United States attempted to reassert its economic hegemony, which 

had k e n  reduced foiiowmg the increase in Cuban manufacturing of the 1920s and the fallout 

after the Smoot-Hawley Act, that had led to a decline in U.S. influence in Cubâ In 1934 a 

new reciprocal trade agreement between the United States and G ~ b a  was reached. In 

exchange for opening Cuban markets to Amencan producers, Cuban sugar growers were 

guaranteed a sugar quota of 28 percent in the U.S. market, which lasted until 1960.'" This 

treaty, like the one in 1902, saw sugar monoculture reinforceci. The resuit was that Arnencan 
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imports were too cornpetitive for Cuban domestic industries other than sugar to ataact 

domestic investors. As C u b a  specialist, Susan Eckstein, explains, "The wealthy, under the 

circumstances, sent much of their money abroad and spent it on luxury consurnption rather 

than investing it in non-sugar related productive ventures at home."'" In fact, during the 

1950s' between 200,000 and 300,000 tourists visited Cuba, yet there was a net loss of income 

in tourism during these years, as Cubans spent more abroad than tourists spent in cuba.17' 

Celso Furtado's assertion that the eiite of the periphery emulate the consumption patterns of 

the bourgeoisie of the centre seems more than accurate in the Cuban case.'79 Moreover, as 

historian Thomas Skidmore states, the sugar quota "tied Cuba to the wiU of the U.S. 

Congress, which could change the legislation at any the .  . . . It symbolized a l l  the 

vulnerab'ity which 'inde pendence' had brought Cuba in the era of American dorninan~e."'~~ 

A rise in the American tariff during times of domestic or international econornic hardship 

would certainly once more severely damage Cuban sugar producers and consequently the 

entire Cuban economy, as it had done in 1930 with the Amencan imposition of the Smoot- 

Hawley Tariff Act. As well, when the Arnericans sought econornic expansion in 1890 and 

1903, Cuban sugar production quickly reached all-time highs. This pattern of economic 

expansion and contraction was consistent throughout the history of pre-revolutionary Cuba's 

relationship with the United States. Thus, to paraphrase Dos Santos, the Cuban economy was 

conditioned by the development and expansion of the Amencan economy and only expanded 

as a refiection of U.S. expansion. 

Although overall sugar production did dro p initially during the depression years, 

output nevertheless recovered by the early 1940s. In 1934 sugar production had faJien to 2.26 

million tons. By 1944 the total was 4.17 million tons. Between 1947 and 1959 production 

only fell below five million tons three times, and reached a high of 7.01 mülion tons in 

1952.lS1 Sugar remallied dominant in the composition of exports nom the 1930s until the 

revolution in 1959, despite varymg production totals. In 1933 sugar accounted for 73 percent 

of Cuba's export value. From 1935 to 1958 the percentage feu below 79 percent only four 

tirnes, with a hi& of 90 percent in 1948 and an average of 8 1.1 percent for the twenty-four- 



year period.'82 By 1955 Cuba was the fourth most dependent country out of twenty Latin 

Amencan nations on a single export trop?" And so mde dependency with the United States 

continued to be a reality for Cuba in the post-1933 period While goods arrïvhg fiorn the 

United States accounted for 59 percent of a l l  Cuban imports in 1929, the figure was 

consistently above 70 percent from 1937 until 1959, with a high of 84 percent in 1942. lW 

Internal developrnents in the 1940s resulted in a was ted opportunity to better manage 

the external consaaints of dependency. In the election of 1944 Grau San Martin retumed to 

the presidency under the banner of the Authentico Party, after he defeated Batista's candidate. 

From 1948 to 1952, Carlos Prio Socarras continued the Authentico reign. However, the 

reformist nature of Grau San Martin's govemrnent of 1933 was no longer present; instead a 

period of massive corruption ensued. Perez States that by the mid-1940s 'Tdealism had given 

way to cynicism, and public offce no longer offered the opportunity to pursue collective 

improvement so much as it provided the oc-casion to promo te individual enrichment 

During World War Two scarcities in the world market resulted in sugar prices rising 

fiom 2.99 cents per pound in 1944 to 5.05 cents per pound m 1948. lg6 In Cuba large balance 

of payment surpluses resulted, averaging 120 million dollars annuaily between 1943 and 

1947."~ However, much of the wealth was squandered through corruption, and it was only 

the politidy connected who benefited fiom the prosperity. The poorest in Cuba continued 

to suffer. Between 1939 and 1948 food prices increased threefold while the cost of living 

d o ~ b l e d ' ~ ~  In 1946 only 12.7 percent of ail agicultural workers were able to fmd permanent 

employment. lS9 With hi@ unemployment, and thus a surplus of labour, Raiil Prebisch's 

contention that global economic uptums, or les t  in this case, favourable world sugar @ces, 

do not necessarily lead to increased economic oppomuiity for workers, seems to be 

c ~ n f i m e d . ' ~ ~  Despite the comption of the period, Cuba did export signifcantly more than 

it importeci, and sugar producers did not need to increase wages to ensure an adequate suppiy 

of labour. This reality lefi Cuban unions in a poor bargainhg position, and thus rapid 

mcreases in food prices and the cost of living necessady affected the poorest in Cuban society 



the most severely. 

By the 1950s monoculture and economic dependence had led to a dismal economic 

situation in Cuba. The Cuban economy grew about 1 percent fiom 1950 to 1958, a rather 

slow rate. By 1959, excluding the brief boom penod during the 1940~~  the economy generdy 

had been stagnant for the p s t  thiay years.lg' In 1955 Cuba ranked tenth out of twenty Latin 

American countries in per capita eamings.lg2 However, in the much higher North American 

cost of living index, Cuba registered a decline of 18 percent in per capita eamings between 

1952 and 1954, while the 1958 levei was the same as it had k e n  m 1947. Increasingly rnidde 

class Cubans were "losing the ability to sustain the consumption patterns to which they had 

become accust~rned."'~~ There was, though, some expansion in the Cuban manufacniring 

sector between 1953 and 1958.'" However, dong with slow econornic growth, the public 

debt escalated quadmpling from 217.7 million dollars in 1951 to 937 million dollars in 

1959.1g5 Further, while 8000 jobs were created in industry between 1955 and 1958, Perez 

estirnates that 15,000 Cubans had joined the workforce in this period.196 While the offcial 

figures set the unemployment rate at 12 percent m 1959, they faü to account for the seasonal 

nature of sugar production and the resultmg underemploymen t '" Better esthates corne fkom 

Perez and Susan Eckstein. Eckstein States that unemployrnent rose to 20 percent during 

tiempo rnuerto (dead season), that is, when sugar was no t king harve~ted.'~~ Perez estimates 

that the total unemployment and/or underemployment rate was closer to 60 percent.'99 By 

1958 the economy was nearing collapse and all public works programs had been stopped?OO 

Other socio-econornic indicators give a more precise picture of Cuba's 

underdeveloprnent by the 1950s. National income was not distributed equitably. In 1953 the 

richest 10 percent of the population held 38.8 percent of the country's wealth, while the 

poorest 10 percent held only 4 percent.201 Further, only 1.5 percent of landowners held 46 

percent of Cuban land, while the poorest 70 percent owned only 12 percent of land. 202 

The difference in the standard of living between rural and urban areas was also 



si@cant While in the late 1950s Havana accounted for only 20 percent of the population, 

it consumed 70 percent of the nation's electricity, procured 80 percent of its construction, 62 

percent of salaries and wages, and drove 60 percent of the nation's In rural 

areas 85 percent of homes lacked running water, while 93 percent were without electricity?" 

And the situation was deteriorating. While in 1946,63.7 percent of the rurai population did 

not show a need for more work opportunity, by 1957 the figure had fallen to 26.5 percent205 

m e  situation in health care and education was not rnuch better. In 1957 43-09 percent of the 

rural population was fiterate? For every 571 medical facrlities in urban centres, there was 

only one medical facility in d area~.~'' Sixty percent of Cuban doc tors and 80 percent of 

hospital beds were located in ~ a v a n a ? ~  Marifeli Perez-S table notes that four-bfths of "rural 

workers received medical attention only if they paid for it an4 hence, most had no access to 

health care." In 1950 the World Bank reported that a majority of rural chïidren were aftlicted 

with intemal parasites?09 In 1957 the Catholic University Association made the foIlowing 

observation: "Havana is living in extraordin&y prosperity whiie in the rural areas the people, 

especially wage workers, are living in unbeLievably stagnant, miserable and desperate 

 condition^."^^' However, for a l i  the differences in the standard of living between the urban 

and rural areas of Cuba, Perez reports that in 1958 there were greater than five thousand 

beggars on the streets of Havana and makes the foIlowing observation: 

Urban slums ringed the capital. The neighborhoods of Luyana, Jesus del 
Monte and Las Yaguas were crowded with tens of thousands of poor, 
unemployed, and unemployable, living in squalor and destitution, eight to a 
room in hovels of tin sheeting and cardboard without sanitary facilities, 
garbage colection, sidewalks of Street lighting and increasmgly without hop. 
Many wandered about aimlessly, without work and some without motivation, 
many crippled, mairned and ill, living on public weifare and private charity? 

Close integraion with the United States did result in a few mitigated health statistics, 

however. Life expectancy benveen 1950 and 1955 was fity-nine, the third highest figure in 

Latin Amenca. Cuba, with oficial infant mortality figures at only thirty-nine deaths per one 

thousand between 1945 and 1949 and thirty-two deaths per one thousand between 1955 and 
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1959, held the lowest infant rnortality rate arnong the Latin American countries 

consistently throughout the 1940s and 1950s.~'~ Those fortuitous enough to have access to 

health care did fhd a relatively decent health care system. In 195 1 a report by the United 

Nations organization, the International Bank of Reconstruction, rated Cuban surgeons among 

the best in the world?13 In 1959 Cuba was third out of twenty countrïes in Latin America in 

population per physician, f a  in population per nurse, and third in population per hospital 

bed?14 Overall education indicatm, for the most part, also compared favourably with the rest 

of Latin America, even though by the standards of a developed country they were inadequate. 

In 1958 Cuba ranked third overall in education, and although seventy-five percent of the 

population had attended some form of school, only 38.1 percent rnztnaged to reach the third 

grade. Secondary and higher education figures were more dismal. In 1953 only 3.5 percent 

of the population graduated nom high school, while only 1.1 percent were university 

gradua te^.^" 

Thus, in the late 1950s, though not the most underdeveloped country in Latin 

Amenca, Cuba was clearly suflering fYom most of the classic problems of underdevelopment. 

Additionally, it must be noted that any favourable cornparisons in health and education with 

the underdeveloped countries of Latin Arnenca were not particularly significant 

accomplishments, and moreover, the figures cited above do not accoun t for the widespread 

unequal intemal development in pre-revolutionary Cuba, as those who were unforninate 

enou& to live in rural areas were especially rnarghalized. 

During the 1940s the Cuban cornrnunists, by collaborathg with Batista, had proved 

thernselves an unconscionably unrevolutionary force, while the corruption of Authentico rule 

discredited Cuban reformists? Progressive elements in Cuban society, it appeared, had few 

options to pursue. The Authentico reign, as Samuel Farber States, "provoked a cnsis in the 

nationalist and populist leh and the political revolutionary consciousness of these people had 

to face the perennial question, what is to be d~ne?"~" When the election of 1952 was 

preempted by a rnilitary coup orchestrated by Batista and a militaq govemment under 



Batista's command was instalIed, the choices of 'what to do' were reduced. Batista's return to 

power saw Machado-like repression. Strict censorship silenced all critics, and opponents or 

suspected opponents were jaiieci, exiled, tomired or kiIled218 What was to be done, then, was 

to make revolution. 

Fidel Castro Ruz spent his fmt dozen years on his father's large cattle farm in the 

eas tem Cuban province of Oriente. He graduated fiom Havana's exclusive Belen parochial 

school as a youth and entered the University of Havana, where he encountered several 

Marxist and progessive infiuences during his studies on his way to becoming a lawyer. While 

he enjoyed a rniddle class upbringing, he was profoundly aware of the difficulties of Me for 

the average rural inhabitant. While in prison during the 1950s, Castro wrote: 

My classrnates, sons of humble peasants, generally came to school barefoot 
and miserably clad They were the very poor. They leamed their ABCs very 
badly and soon dropped out of school though they were endowed with more 
than enough intelligence. They then sufFered in a bottomles sea of ignorance 
and penury without one of them ever escaping the shipwreck. Today, their 
children will follow in their footsteps, crushed under the burden of social 
fafalism.2f 

In 1947, dismayed at the corruption of the Grau San Martin govemment, Castro had 

joined Eduardo Chibas's reformist Omdoxo Party. By 1952, following Batista's coup and the 

subsequent cancellation of the election scheduled for that year, he had becorne disillusioned 

with traditional p l i t i ~ s . ~ ~ ~  By 1953 Castro's strategy had turned to armed insurrection. On 

July 26h of that year he led eighty-one people in an attack on the Moncada ALTII~ barracks 

near Santiago & Cuba, in a largely symbolic assaulr on the Batista regi~ne?~' The attack was 

a disaster. Twenty-one were killed and thirty were captured immediately afterwards. Thirty 

others managed to escape to the mountains, but were eventualiy captured and imprisoned, 

including Castro. Sixty-eight of the eighty-one were eventually kined?22 This defeat. thou@, 

was certaidy not the end of the Castro-led msurrectionary movement, but only the bepinnUig. 
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It is important to understand that while traditional politics were abandoned by 

Castro, the ideology the rebel forces promoted publicly, especially m 1953, was reformist and 

inclusive. This refonnist portrayal meant that the movement was able to attract support fiom 

a wide range of sources, however, it also prevented the creation of a detailed and distinctive 

development programme and ideological orientation. In a manifesta entitled, The Cuban 

Revolution, which. was to be declated following the anticipated victory at Moncada, Castro 

outlined some of the revolution's general ideals. He proclaimed: 

The Revolution declares its love and trust in the virtue, honour and dignity of 
our men and expresses its intention of using ail those who are ûuly worthy in 
the great task of Cuban reconstruction. These men are found in a l l  places and 
institutions of Cuba fiom the peasant hut to the generai headquarters of the 
armed forces. This is not a revolution of castes. . . . The Revolution declares 
its absolute and reverent respect for the constitution of 1940 and would 
reestablish it as its official code? 

During his t r i a l  in the faU of 1953, Castro- delivered his famous speech, La Historia Me 

Absolver~i, * in his defense. While in prison he secre tly copied it and eventually 1 0,000 copies 

had circulated throughout cuba? The six revolutionary laws Castro proclaimed in his 

speech further demonstrate that the movement wished to pomay itself as liberal reformist. 

The laws included a pledge of sovereignty to the people with the return of the 1940 

constitution. Property gants would be given to all those working five caballerias** or less. 

Workers and employers of large industries would receive 30 percent of al l  profits. AU Cuban 

planters would receive the right to share 55 percent of sugar production. AU the wealth of the 

compt politicians would be expropriated, and free elections would be g~aranteed.*~~ 

In the 1956 manifes to of his revolutionary organization, the 26" of July   ove ment>^ 
Castro stressed that the lack of unity had been the revolutionary movement's greatest 

wealaiess in failing to overthrow the dictator Batista. He then stated: "Unity is now the only 

patriotic way. Unity is what a l l  political, revolutionary, and social sectors that combat the 

* History will Absolve Me 
" Approximately an acre. 



dictatorship have in ~ommon.'"~' Castro demonstrated the pragrnatic approach he would later 

take m confironting extemal forces following revolutionary victory when he attempted to caùn 

Arnerican fears of a radical revolutionary movement coming to power in Cuba. In a 1958 

article in the US. magazine, Coronet, Castro declared that "nationalism is, at best, a 

curnbersome instrument[;]" a provisional govemment coming to power would be made up 

of a i l  professions; and foreign in$estors would always be welcome? However, given his 

radical progressive inclinations, clearly Castro implied that he believed in the necessity of 

signifcantly altering the structure of Cuban society when, earlier, in 1952, he had written a 

legal brief protesthg Batista's coup. He stated then: '*Without a new conception of the state, 

of society, of the judicial order based on profound histoncal and philosophical pinciples there 

wiU be no revolutionary laws," and that "a revolution is more than a simple overthrow of a 

government, it needs progams, theories, declarations, and support of the peopIe." Further, 

even at this early date, Castro believed that revolutions themselves "constitute a source of 

1aw.99229 

In 1954, in an attempt to attain some degree of legitimacy, Batista staged an election. 

Almost every major candidate deched to run? The election was, of course, hudulent and 

''offended vimially everyone.'"' Solutions within the existing political system were 

increasmgly unviable. By the mid-1950s the middle classes had becorne increasingly hstrated 

with political corruption and a stagnant economy and joined the lower classes in their 

opposition to the Batista regkne. Many perceived Batista "to be the larges t single obstacle to 

the restoration of political stability and the r e m  of good tir ne^."^^ Further, the foreign 

domination of Cuba's economy meant that Cuban capitalism essentially was "absentee owned, 

foreign controlled and quasi-colonial." Thus, the revolutionary smggle was "dkected agaùist 

a class that was scarcely considered (and perhaps scarcely considered itself) ~ u b a n . " ~  The 

battie against Batista's dictatorship came from aU sides. Ronald Chilcote and Joel Edelstein 

state the case succinctly: 'n ie  inability of the regime to deal with the insurgents or the 

economy, combined with its brutaLity against people suspectai of siding with the opposition 

led to the withdrawal of middle-sector support and the isolation of the regime. . . . The 
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seinire of state power could be seen as vic tory for reform, but it was not cleariy identified 

with a class or a class coalition. ,t 234 

M e r  having spent nearly two years in prison after the Moncada Barracks attack, 

Castro was pardoned in 1955 and had fled into exüe to ~exico?" In Mexico he had 

organized another attempt to overthrow the Batista regirne. It was here that he met another 

prominent revolutionary figure, Emesto "Che" Guevara. The two led the expedition of 1956 

on board the boat Granma to the southeastem Coast of Cuba Imrnediately after landing, 

Castro's forces were nearly wiped out. However, they regroupeci in the mountains and began 

the battle anew. From the Sierra Maestra mountain range, the 26" of July Movement 

concentrated on promoting d insurrection. Meanwhile, other opposition groups 

throughout Havana and Santiago de Cuba, including the Revolutionary Directorate, formed 

the urban resistance to the Batista dictatorship.u6 By the end of 1958, Batista's forces were 

at the point of ~ o l l a ~ s e * ~  

Meanwhile, despite evidence gathered by the U.S. State department that Castro's 

movement was gaining power, through 1957 and 1958 the administration of President Dwight 

D. Eisenhower hoped that Batista could deal with the insurgency problem by enacting 

constitu tional reform. While Castro initially had some support among some liberal Democrats 

in Congress, Washington demonstrated its preference for Batista by fuiaily supplying hÏm with 

arms in early 1958. In the spring of 1958 bombing raids by pilots in Batista's air force flying 

US.-supplied planes prompted Castro to write angrily to his close companion Celia Sanchez 

in the Sierra Maestra: "I've swom the Arnericans are going to pay for what they are doing. 

When this war is over, a much wider and bigger war wiU begin for me, the war that 1 am 

going to wage against them. 1 reaüze that that is going to be my tnie destiny." As we shall 

see, these were rather prophetic w o r d ~ . ~  

The Castro-led insurrectionary movement lost ahost  a l  support within official 

Washington circles after June 1958. On the 26& of that month Fidel's brother, Raul castroY9 



kidnapped eleven US. citizens in order to halt the US. govemment's support of Batista. By 

June 3oh, nineteen Ameican and Canadian civilians were captured as were thirty enlisteci men 

of the U.S. Navy and Marine ~orps?' The hostage crisis ended peacefidly when the United 

States government, recognizing a complete lack of support for Batista, enforced an arms 

embargo in mid-My. The incident, however, also predisposed the US. govemment to search 

for an alternative to the Castro brothers, as well as labeling Ratil a dangerous radical in the 

muids of the political leadership of the United States. Raul, in fact, had secretly joined the 

Moscow-influenced PSP in the early 1950s when he was a student at the University of 

Havana and was a comrnitted cornmunist. as was Che ~uevara."' Fidel, however, "was no 

Marxist ideologue. In fact, simply put, he was the fmt Fidelista. Castro believed himself to 

be the embodimen t of the Cuban nation and the inheritor to the mantle of Simon ~olivhr."~* 

Nevertheless, the seeds of future Cuban dependency were sown m December 1958. when the 

26& of July Movement made its first serious contact with the most regimented and confomllst 

of communist nations, the Soviet Union. ~ e c e n t l ~  declassified Soviet documents reveal that 

in early December 1958 a representative of a Costa Rican 'importhg' Company, on behalf of 

the 26& of July Movement, requested arrns from the Czechoslovakian embassy m Mexico. Of 

course, the Czechs needed 'guidance' fiom Moscow, and on December ~ 7 ~ ,  1958 the 

Kremlin approved the small, yet highly covert, ~ ~ e r a t i o n ? ~  In the fall of 1958 the United 

States government, still uncertain of the radical nature of the Castro-led movement, hsmcted 

its intelligence service, the C.I.A., to fhd a suitable replacement of Batista but the agency was 

unsuccessful, and events in Cuba overtook the Amencan initiati~e?~ Lacking any support 

whatsoever, the Batista regime cnimbled on December 3 l", 1958. Hours earlier U.S. 

Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-Amencan affairs, Dick Rubottom, stated that "[ilt has 

k e n  hard to believe that the Castros alone, that the 26" of July Movement alone could take 

 ver.''^^ On January la, 1959, the leadership of the 26h of July Movement marched into 

~avana? Revolutionary victory had ken  attained. 

A few observations conceniing the state of pre-revolutionary Cuban dependency and 

underdevelopment in 1959, and the task confkonting the revolutionary leadership as they 
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assumed power, might be made at this point. In 1959, as we have stated while Cuba was 

as dependent as any Latin American nation on a foreign power and world market prices, it 

was not the most underdeveloped. In many parts of Havana prospenty was apparent and a 

nationalist rniddle class had developed, despite (or perhaps because of) the American 

interference in Cuban affairs. Based on its study of the intemal production potential of Cuba, 

the International Bank of Reconstruction concluded in 195 1: 'Tt is possible for Cuba, 

therefore, to increase and divers@ its agicultural production on a grand scale, once certain 

obstacles have been rern~ved."~' In addition, the bank's report noted additional advantages 

Cuba enjoyed that cannot be related to extemal factors, which included an excellent climate, 

exceptionally fertile soil, and adequate rainfall. 

A complete picture of the causes of Cuban underdevelopment is complex, and 

consequently, the task of developing the sociev would not be an easy one for the new 

revolutionary govemment On the positive side, dong with the aforementioned geographical 

advantages, there was a great potential for increased industrial and agicultural production, 

as the two greatest obstacles in the attainrnent of this goal - the corrupt Cuban politicians and 

the dominering influence of the United States - had been removed. Further, the victorious 

revolutionary force enjoyed the widespread support of the population, which meant the new 

govemment would be relatively free to institute radical social and economic change. On the 

negative side. the very uneven developrnent Cuba had attained would make the goal of 

expanhg intemal markets daficult. Low levels of education, especially in rural areas, and an 

inadequate health care system not only would use up valuable Cuban resources as the new 

re-e confkonted social problems, it also made the development of the social base necessary 

for prolonged economic development diffcult and costly. As well, other conditions would 

have to be dealt with, hcluding the excessive reliance on one crop and the hevitable hostility 

that would arise fkom the United States when mternal reforrns would begh to affect Arnerican 

m terests. 1 t appeared Castro was certainly prepared to confiont Arnerican hos aty. H owever, 

it aIso appeared that he coveted a personal war with the United States, givmg early indications 

that, in Castro's muid, the Cuban revolution was his revolution. Thus, the question must be 

raised: Would the South Commission's notion of popular participation through democratic 
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institutions be part of the new govemment's agenda? "9 Finally, ominously lurking in the 

background was the potential for a new dependency, as certain influentid rnembers of the 26m 

of July Movement c onsidered Soviet comrnunist ideology appropriate for their country, and 

hoped to expand relations considerably between Cuba and the other superpower of the world 

In ending the discussion on pre-revolutionary Cuba, it may be reasonably concluded 

that the level of Cuban underdevelopment and the degree of Cuban dependency was 

detemhed by a simcant combination of both extemal and interna1 forces. Thus, to 

minimize econornic dependency and to progress on the path toward economic and social 

development, the revolutionary government would have to alter intemal structures radically 

while rernaining vigilant in the face of extemd restrallits. 



Chapter Two 
"A Mystification of Capitalist Ideology" 

Revolutionary Cuba: 1959-1963 

One thing must be said and this is an acknowledgement to the extraordinary young man Fdel Castro, 
who fought against such heavy odds with such tenacity-, bravery and intelligence ever since his 
pathetically weak band of youths landed in Oriente Province on ~ecember 204 1956. A great burden 
now falls on his shoulders, and a task harder in its way than the struggle for liberty that has now 
ended. . . . His is a politicai mind rather tfim a military one. He has strong ideas on liberty, demmrcicy, 
socialjustice and the need to restore the constitution. - . . . He has sîrong ideas on the economy, too, 
but an economist would consider them weak. 

-Editorial Comments in the New York i5rnes. January 1" 1959.' 

When 1 have finished my task here, 1 will retire and devote myself to other afairs. 

-Fidel Castro, Januaiy 8". 1959.~ 

Moscow is our brain and ouf great leader, and we must pay attention to its voice. 

-Fidel Castro. Novernber 8". 1960~ 



Approximately tens years after the E.C.L.A. recornmended import-substitution 

through econornic diversifcation for the developing countrîes of Latin America, Fidel Castro 

led the 26" of July revolutionary movement to power in Cuba. 

Following victory on January lStT 1959, the revolutionary leadership decided to heed 

the advice of the E.C.L.A. At the tirne, Castro believed the apparent necessity of Cuba's 

reliance on sugar was only "a mystincation of capitalist economic ideology, designed to keep 

Cuba in economic ser~itude.'~ In the course of fundamentaily altering the structure of the 

Cuban economy, import-substitution through economic diversification, particularly in the 

agriculhiral sector, was the primary economic goal during the early years of the revolution. 

The plan, similar to various developmenr programmes instituted by other Latin Amencan 

nations of the period, was accelerated in 1961 and continued until the spring of 1963, when 

dismal economic indicators and political circurnstances required a change in policy. In this 

chapter we will examine the rationale of the Cuban import-substitution programme, the dismal 

economic results of the period, and the internal and extemal forces which contributed to its 

failure. Throughout the examùiation, we will make various references to the E.C.LAYs 

import-substitution proposais of the 1950s designed for capitalist LDCs in Latin America as 

well as the organization's analyses of the Mure to divers@ internal production in the region, 

in order to understand better the unique nature of socialist Cuba's attempt to diversify. We 

will conclude the chapter with an examination of the social results of the earfy period. 

But before we conduct our economic analysis of the early years in revolutionary 

Cuba, we must fmt consider the external political events of the pend and intemal issues of 

political alipnents and ciass interests. By 1%3 Cuban econornic dependency on the United 

States had been over for two years and the roots of dependency on Soviet Union had been 

defÏnitively established, as had the socialist nature of the regime and the power dynarnic within 

revolutionary Cuba. The external political events and conditions, such as ac ts of U.S . hostility 
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and the readiness of the Soviet Union to exploit the potential for a communist ally in the 

Western hemisphere, were fundamental determinants in endùig Cuban dependency on the 

United States and establishhg the ba is  for funire dependency on the Soviet Union, and 

mfluenced the choice of socialism - particularly Soviet communism - that Cuba made as the 

vehicle to pursue Cuban devebpment. However, conDicts between vested Biterest groups and 

the absence of a M e d  intemal bourgeoisie also played significant roles in influencing Cuba's 

move toward the Soviet Union and the internai ideological orientation of the revolutionary 

govemment AdditionaUy, the consequences of personal power stn~gges within Cuba led to 

the dominance of a small nurnber of ïnfiuential Cuban communists and the consolidation of 

Fidel Castro's position as el lider maxima, as popular participation wiunin the deveIoping 

society of socialist Cuba was not a prerequisite of the new Cuban government. This reality 

had profound effects both on Cuba's development effort during the entire 1960s and on the 

construction of a new fom of Cuban dependency. As interna1 and external forces operated 

interactively durir1g the period, they will be .presented concurrently. 

When liberal Manuel Umtia assumed the presidency of Cuba on January 5: 1959, 

it seemed that the moderates of the 2 6 ~  of July Movement would have simcant influence 

in the new regime? Consequently, on January 7&, the United States Congress officially 

recognized the incomhg Cuban administration. However, after news of the execution of 52 1 

former Batista offkials following surnmary war trials and questions appeared in U.S. liberal 

magazines, such as nie New Republic and rite Atlantic, conceming the radical nature of the 

new regime, Washington was unsure of what to make of Fidel Castro, the revolutionary6 In 

April 1959, Castro embarked on 'Operation Truth', a short trip to the United States and 

Canada, in order to calm fears that his regime was extremist. To an audience at the National 

Press Club in Washington, Castro stated that "we are against ail kinds of dictators. . . . That 

is why we are against ~ommunism.'" 

However, despite Castro's assurances, the strength of the communists within the new 

Cuban government, or more specifically, the influence of Soviet socialism, was very much 

undetemiined in Apnl1959. Prominent leaders of the 26" of July Movement, such as Che 



Guevara and Fidel's brother, Raul, had been secret mernbers of the Partido Popular 

Socialista (PSP), the Cuban Communist Party, for several years and were interested m 

fostering a closer relationship with the Soviet Union. At the same time that Castro was in the 

United States playing down the communist Muence in the 26Lh of July Movement, Rai3 had 

sent PSP member, L h r o  Pefia, to Moscow to request Soviet support in providing 

communists fkom Spain to help f o m  Rafù's control of the Rebel Amy and to assist m 

trainhg Cuban troops. While sixty-five year old Nikita Khmshchev, general-secretary of the 

Soviet Communist Party and chairman of the Council of Ministies of the Soviet Union h 

1959, was not much of a revolutionary, "he admired those who could make a revolution." On 

April 23d, 1959 the Soviet Presidium, abiding by Khmshchev's recommendation, approved 

a minor covert operation to assist ~ a i ù . ~  

Generally, though, the communist influence in the 26m of July Movernent of the 1950s 

had been small. Of the sixteen men who su*ived the initial landing of the Granma and who 

had reached the Sierra Maestra, only four were formerly afnliated with the PSP? It was clear 

that Fidel Castro, the very popular leader of a large and heterogenous anti-Batista coalition 

"which had the sympathy or support of the overwhelming majority of the Cuban population, 

regarciless of class membership," was in control in Havana during the early months of the 

revol~tion.~~ In fact, by one estimate, 90 percent of the population supported Castro and the 

revolution in the irnrnediate aftermath of victory." After Castro retumed £rom the successful 

'Operation Tmth' campaign, which saw him draw large, enthusiastic crowds for many of his 

appearances, perhaps he was pondering a fnendly relationship with the United States, as he 

stated on May IO&, that he hoped Cuba would have good relations "with all the Amencas." 

He also dismissed Che's ealier idea of a permanent militia and welcomzd any contribution 

by the United States toward the development of Latin ~merica.'~ Both RaCi1 and Che had 

been upset by Fidel's apparent attempt to appease the United States govemment and by his 

public statements conceming the lack of communist influence in the new Cuban govemrnent. 

However, by the surnmer of 1959, any rift between Fidel and the communists, Rad and Che, 

had disappeared. On July 16*, Fidel denounced President Urrutia as king too liberal and 
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forced the president's resignation. A month earlier, a number of liberal ministers in the 

revolutionary government had resigned." O n  h l y  17~9 Osvaldo Dortic6s, a member of the 

PSP since 1953, became president of Cuba SipQing his retum to his brother's good -ces, 

Raul was appointed on October 17" to head the new Muiistry of Revolutionary Armed 

Forces, consisting of the Rebel &y, Air Force, Revolutionary Navy and Revolutionary 

National Police. By the fall of 1959, there was no longer any question that RaiIl was second- 

in-cornmand, and it was mcreasingly clear which direction the Cuban revolution wouid take.'4 

It must be stressed that Fidel was behaving pragmatically during these early months 

of the revolution, both in his attempt to mhimize the mevitable hostile reaction of the United 

States by publicly distanchg himself fÏom communism, and in his cautious approach to 

leading the revolution and the Cuban people in the Soviet direction. Earlier, on May 17&, 

1959, the Cuban govemment had enacted its first Agrarian reform Iaw, which included arnong 

its provisions the nationalization of landed estates greater than 400 acres. By the fall of 1959, 

following Raul's appointment to head the Cuban military, the lefüst orientation of the new 

regirne had becorne undeniable, and thus a large segment of the bourgeoisie became very 

critical of the regime.15 However, the absence of ctass unification among the bourgeoisie and 

the excessive domination of the United States in the economic and political Life of pre- 

revolutionary Cuba prevented the developrnent of an effective interna1 bourgeois opposition 

to the revolutionary govemment. Louis Perez elaborates: 

. . . sectors of the bourgeoisie had pushed their own narrow interests 
independen tly and often in confiic t [in pre-revolutionary Cuba]. Indusuialis ts 
and manufacturers resented the prominence of the sugar Îndustry. S m ü  sugar 
producers were unhappy with large sugar producers. Colonos resented the 
control of mill owners. Small ranchers turned against big ranchers. Cubans 
employed by North American fïnns were suspicious of the econornic 
nationalism of Cuban-O wned enterprises. Rice gro wers resen ted sugar 
producers and both distrusted cattle ranchers. Light industry was in confiict 
with heavy indusîry. They a i i  tended to function independently, uninterested 
in coordination and cooperation and hence were eminently vulnerable. . . . 
When their dernise becarne imminent, large sectors of the middle class 
discovered they lacked the effective political institutions, ideology , and 
experience with which to defend their interests. l6 



However, in the fall of 1959 Fidel Castro was well aware that the rnajority of Cuban 

Society was not ready for the leader to embrace the Soviet Union publicly, and thus, as 

Aleksandr Fursenko and Timothy Naftali succinctly state, "hk challenge was to fmd a course 

of action that guaranteed him continued control over the revolution and the destiny of his 

people. At the same time the challenge for Raiil and Che would be to convince this man 

Fidel] that the future prospects of his regime and his movement dependeci on creating a much 

closer relationship with Moscow. . . . ,917 

The U.S.S.R., for its part, was biding its tirne. In September, convinced that "the 

international environment was not threatening enough to warrant escaping one's duty to 

felIow revolutionaries," Khrushchev approved the requests by the Polish government to seil 

arms to Cuba, despite objections in the d rem lin.'' On October lSt, 1959, a member of the 

intelligence agency of the Red Army (GRU), Aleksandr Alekseev, having just received his 

visa fsom Cuban authorities after significant delay, mived in Havana to gather information 

for the Soviet govemment regarding the prospects for future Soviet-Cuban relations. On 

October 1 6 ~ .  Alekseev met Castro, and after discussing a restoration of Soviet-Cuban trade 

and a resumption of the diplornatic reiations between the two countries that had been severed 

by Batista in 1953, they toasted the possibilities of a Soviet-Cuban fnendship with a 

traditional Russian feast However, Castro still was aware that the Cuban population was by 

no means predisposed to the adoption of cornmunism. In a rather cynical remark to Alekseev, 

Castro demonstrated his lmowledge of this reality, and confinned that he was convinced his 

role was to Iead the revolution personally: "You know what Le& saki, in order to bring life 

to an idea, you have to fling it to the masses."*19 However, further delaying Castro's public 

move toward the Soviet Union was an event that occurred in Havana on November 28: 

1959. On that day the largest crowd to date in revolutionary Cuba, over one million people, 

gathered in La P l w  de la Revoluci6n to hear Pope John XXIl I  speak to the Cuban people 

- 

' Obviously, this is a misquote. 
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at the opening of the National Catholic Congress. Khrushchev had wanted Soviet vice- 

premier, Anastas Mikoyan, to visit Castro in December; however "'with the congres drawmg 

larger crowds to hear priests denounce his movement as a tool in international cornmunism 

than had ever gathered to hear him, Castro could not very weli embrace Anastas Mikoyan." 

Mikoyan responded to Alekseev, "'What children they are!" afler he learned Castro had 

postponed his proposed visit. Mikoyan's outburst was a clear indication that "in the fall of 

1959 the Soviets were ready to do more for Castro than Castro felt it prudent to accept, @en 

his domestic strugde for legitimacy." 20 

By the end of January 1960, though, Castro reconsidered his position. In the previous 

two months Mosco w had twice demons trated i ts support for the Cuban revolution. The first 

demonstration had occurred in December 1959, when KGB agents, through Polish and Czech 

sources, infomed Castro, "in a very confidentid manner," of a plot against his govemment 

(it tumed out to be a false alann). The secand gesture of Soviet support transpired in early 

January, when the Kremlin approved the covert operation to deliver Czech rifies secretly to 

cuba2' Castro was now ready to further radicalize the revolution, convinced he had attained 

the necessary Soviet 'safety net' As Che's military aici, Major Emilio Aragonio, had predicted 

to Soviet officiais at the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City in January 1960, by February there 

had ken  a purge of the non-communist left in Cuba. This purge included the replacement of 

anti-communist David Salvador with Raiil disciple, Jesus Soto, as head of the Cuban labour 

movement, and the removal of moderate Marcelo Femhdez fYom directorship of the 26" of 

July  ovem ment?^ By the beginning of Febmary, Castro was prepared to reinvite Mikoyan to 

Cuba, and on February 3" Mikoyan arrived in Havana. By the end of his two-week visit, 

Mikoyan had ananged with Castro a Soviet aid package for Cuba, which included a 100 

million dollar trade credit, an agreement for the Soviets to buy five million tons of sugar over 

the next three years (125,000 tons for 1960), and the provision of Soviet industrial 

equipment, oil, machinery, and fertilizer? However, only 20 percent of the Soviet purchase 

of sugar was to be paid in convertible currency, demonstrating the limitations of dependency 

on the Soviet Union early in the new Soviet-Cuban relationship. 
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Whiie Soviet influence was increasing in revolutionary Cuba in early 1960, Castro 

believed there stül existed general opposition to the idea of a Cuban alliance with the Soviet 

Union and delayed the formal resumption of diplornatic relati0ns.2~ However, on March 4: 

1960 an explosion rocked the Havana harbour which changed the intemal dynarnic of Cuba. 

A Belgian ship, La Coubre. having recently arrived with an arms shipment, blew up. The 

incident, which killed more than 100 people, enraged Castro as he was convinced that the 

United States had been responsible. On March 5: he declared to the United States: T o u  will 

reduce us neither by war nor famine. . . .Cuba will never be intimidated, she wiIl never retreat 

. . . Paîria O M m e  [Homeland or ~eath]"~'  With the United States as an historic enemy of 

Cuban nationahm, Castro used the incident to rally a large segment of the Cuban population 

under his command. While it has never been proven the United States was behind the 

bornbing, nevertbeless the explosion aboard La Coubre had demonstrated, m the eyes of many 

Cubans, what the United States govemment thought of a Cuba free fYom U.S. influence. 

By March 1960, U.S. president, Dwight D. Eisenhower, while denying U.S. 

culpab'ity in the explosion, had determined that Castro had to be removed The United States 

had not known what to conclude following Caîtro's visit m the spring of 1959. Following the 

Agrarian Reform Law in May, the Eisenhower administration demanded compensation fiom 

the Cuban govemment for Arnerican-owned lands that had been expropriated. Four days later 

the Cuban govemment offered the United States bonds with a 4 112 percent interest rate as 

payment, but was nuned down. Raiil's appointment as miütary chief in the f a  of 1959 and 

Mikoyan's visit in Ianuary 1960 confïied Washington's suspicions regarding the comrnunist 

influence withm the Castro regime. As Arnerican Secretary of State, Christian Herter, said at 

the time, Mikoyan's visit in particular signified "a long step toward the breakhg of the 

rernaining links between the Government of Cuba and the American farnily of nations."26 

Fonowing Castro's provocative remarks after the explosion of Lu Coubre. official U.S. policy 

was directed toward ousthg the leader of the Cuban revolution. On March 17". 1960, 

Eisenhower approved "A Program of Covert Action Against the Castro Regime." This 

programme consisted of four points: the creation of a "responsible, appealing and united 
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opposition outside of Cuba; the development of a broadcastïng facility to promote 

opposition within Cuba; the continuation of work to create covert intelligence operations 

within Cuba; and the development of an "adequate paramilitary force outside of ~uba."~'  

After March 1960, the Cuban-U.S. relationship was essentially over. as Castro 

consoiidated his power within Cuba, and Cuba and the Soviet Union embarked together on 

a trail which would eventually result in a new form of Cuban dependency. The La Coubre 

incident allowed Castro "to unleash security forces against ail manifestations of 

counterrevolution in As Louis Perez States, "[dlefense of the nation became 

indistinguishable fiom defense of the revolution, and in fact, at once accelerated and 

facilitated the cenaalization of power, curtailment of civil liberties, and elirnination of 

opposition, a l l  in the name of national s e c ~ r i t ~ . " ~ ~  As the communist authority within the new 

government progresseci, criticism within Cuban society became increasingly forbidden, as the 

PSP influence had led to, in the words of K.S. Karol, "mini-StaLinist aberrations." In other 

words, "Whoever dared to make the least critical suggestion was txeated as a potential enemy 

or, at best, decried as a simpleton incapable of grasping the deeper profundities of 

~arxism."" The explosion in the Havana harbour, however, had Iùnited intemal division. As 

weLl. it prompted Castro, for the first time, to request military assistance personally from the 

Soviet Union during a luncheon with ALekseev on March 6'". Six days iater the Soviet 

Presidium approved Castro's request." 

On May lSt, 1960, an Arnerican spy plane was shot down over the U.S.S.R. The 

subsequent refusal of Eisenhower to apologize, despite clear-cut evidence that the plane was 

spying, caused the cancellation of a Paris summit between Khshchev and Eisenhower 

proposed for June. Khrushchev sensed an opportunity to annoy the United S tates, as well as 

to strengthen further the ties between the Soviet Union and Cuba. On May 9: the U.S.S.R. 

and Cuba finally resumed formal diplornatic relations. On May 18&, Khrushchev declared: 

'The dawn of progress breaks over the Americans, over the heads of the irnperialists who wùl 

be no more able to stop it than to prevent the king of the sudJ2 Castro had M e r  alienated 



the United States m Apnl when he expropriated United Fruit Co. properties in Cuba On May 

3 la, oil Company giants Texaco, Shen, and Esso, two of which were U.S .-orneci, were told 

by the Cuban government to process Russian crude oil. Naturally they refused and on June 

3 0 ~ 9  the refmeries were expropriated? On July 6 ~ ,  the Cuban sugar quota in the United 

States was reduced for that year by 700,000 tons, the rernainder allotted for the year, thus 

putting an end to Cuban sugar in the American market. The Cuban govemrnent responded 

the following &y by confiscating eight hundred m o n  dollars of American assets in Cuba. 

On July 9&, confident that in the near future Soviet military strength would be equal to that 

of the United States, but still wary of the existing military gap described in KGB reports 

regarding the Arnencan miIitary capability, Khnishchev made a ciramatic declaration to a 

group of Soviet teachers: 

Figuratively speaking, if need be, Soviet artilleryrnen can support the Cuban 
people with the& rocketfie should the aggressive forces m the Pen tagon dare 
to start intervention against Cuba. . . . [AIS shown at the latest tests, we have 
rockets which can land precisely in a preset square target 13,000 kilometers 
away. This, if you want, is a waming to those who would like to solve 
international problems by force and not by reason? 

Khms hchev had extended Moscow 's 'huclear umbrelIa9' into the Western 

hemisphed5 In September 1960, he personally greeted Castro for the f i t  time with a 

bearhug at the United Nations. On September 26: 1960, during his iengthy address to the 

United Nations Assembly, Castro disputed U.S. chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Arleigh 

Burke's earlier contention that the Soviets would not use nuclear force to pro tect Cuba 'But 

suppose for a moment that Admiral Burke is mistaken. Let us imagine that Admiral Burke, 

although an admiral, is wrong. If he is wrong, he is playing irresponsibly with the strongest 

thing in the world." Khrushchev, "'from his seat with the Soviet delegation, roared: 'On 

Oshibaetsial!' (He is mistaken), and punched the air with his fist The Soviets wanted there 

to be no doubt of their military commitment to cuba? 

On October l", in order tu suppress M e r  interna1 opposition in Cuba, Castro 
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organized the Cornmittee for the Defense of the Revolution (CDR). This civilian 

organization was set up in neighbourhoods throughout the country in order for Cubans to 

monitor counter-revolutionary activity, or, more precisely, to spy on each other. Thus, "the 

police state that the cornmunists [i.e., meinbers of the PSP] believed a prerequisite to 

achieving their goals was now a ml possibility.'" Also during October, there was a 'war 

scare,' fouowing reports fiom Soviet and Cuban intelligence that a U.S. invasion was 

imminent. When an attack fded to materialize, Castro believed that the strength of the Soviet 

military had staved off the invasion?' On October 13*, Eisenhower announced a complete 

ban on aiI U.S. exports to Cuba, except medicine and some foodstuffs. Imprts  fiom Cuba 

were also haited. Thus began the aifamous U.S. economic embargo. On October 14", secure 

in the knowledge that the Soviet Union was offering the revolution ample military and 

fmancial support, and convinced the Cuban-US. relationship had deteriorated to a point of 

no retum, Castro responded. Three hundred and eighty-two companies, including luxury 

hotels, department stores, movie theatres and factories, as weil as a l l  Cuban and foreign 

(except Canadian) banh, were nationaiized, and al l  private property in sugar and textiles was 

eliminated.39 On November 8". 1959 Castro declared to a group of Cuban journalists during 

an impromptu late night interview: "1 have k e n  a Manrist from my student days and have 

pulled together al1 of the fundamental works of ~ a r x i s r n . ' ~ ~  

On January 3d, 1961 die United States and Cuba formally broke off diplornatic 

relations. Three days later Khshchev announced that the Soviet Union now viewed national 

wars of liberation as "sacred wars." Fursenko and Naftali state that, fiom this point on 

"Khrushchev would idenw his leadership of the communist world and the prestige of the 

Soviet Union with the health of Cuba and Castro. An American attempt now to undermine 

the Castro regime would entail a grave challenge to Khnishchev's personal authonty.'*' In 

Apnl1961, the United States challenged Khrushchev's authority. On the 15. Cuban exiles, 

based in Miami and trained by the C.I.A., used Arnerican B-26 bombers to attack Cuba's srnaIl 

air force. Contrary to American expectations, the Cuban population did not rise up to support 

the imminent invasion. On April16~, at the P k a  de la Revolucihz, Castro declared to the 



world that a socialist revolution had occurred under the noses of the United States. On April 

17: undeterred, sixteen hundred Cuban exiles landed at Playa de G i h  @ay of Pigs). Due 

to the reluctance of the new U.S. president, John F. Kennedy, to continue air strikes because 

of increasing international diplomatie pressure. combined with the readiness of the Cuban 

a n e d  forces, the invasion was quickly and eEciently repeIled4' Castro's fear that the United 

States would invade was borne outP3 

True to his word, Khnishchev substantidly increased Soviet rnilitaq aid to Cuba in 

the irnmediate aftermath of the Bay of Pigs. The invasion also "removed the last major 

inhibitions holding Castro back fiom a domestic crackdown," as the Cuban secret service 

increashgly came to be under the mfluence of Soviet agents, as well as Moscow-favorite, PSP 

member Anfbal ~ s c a l a n t e .  In August 1960 the KGB had changed the code word for the 

Cuban fde fiorn YOUNTSIE (youngster) to AVANPOST (bridgehead). Following the Bay 

of Pigs, there remained no doubt: "there was a Soviet ally in the Western herni~~here.'*~ 

Cuba's role in the Soviet economy tripled fiom 1.6 percent to 5.1 percent between 1960 and 

1961 P6 By 1962 the Soviet Union had purchased 42.3 percent of Cuban expons and provided 

54.2 percent of Cuban imports. The year prior Cuban exports to the United States had only 

constituted 6 percent of the nation's overall exports, while U.S exports to Cuba only 

accounted for 2 percent of the island's total import value. By 1964 al l  trade between the 

United States and Cuba had been stopped. 47 

Thus, while it appeared that Cuba's dependency on a foreign nation had only been 

transferred from one superpower to another very early in the revolution, it still rernained to 

be seen whether Cuba could successfully reduce its dependence on sugar exports in its new 

relations with the Soviet Union. Agricultural diversification, as proposeci by the E C L A  and 

adopted as policy by the revolutionary Cuban govemment, ideally would reduce the reliance 

on the volatile prices of the worId market while allowing domestic needs to be better met by 

the production of a higher percentage of food staples interndy. As the economy became 

more self-sufficient in domestic food production, the govemment would then have more 
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capital to invest in industy, enabling it to become less reliant on industrial imports. In 

many Latin Amencan nations, including Cuba, the plan also offered the possibility of durable 

employment for a population historically plagued by high unernployment through the 

incorporation of the niral unemployed into the production process of new crops and 

industries that diversifcation would bring:* In the Cuban case it was expected that sugar, 

historicdy viewed as the vehicle which had kept the nation at the mercy of the imperialist 

nations and maintained its subservient position in the world economy, would not play such 

a decisive role in the composition of exports. However, while the E.C.L.A. had stopped short 

of recornmendmg socialist planning in its progamme of miport-substitution, the Cuban policy 

was conducted increasingly through state possession of the means of production. 

Development in Cuba would not be pursued, as Che Guevara stated m 1964, "with the worn- 

out weapons left by ~ a ~ i t a l i s r n . ' ~ ~  

The diversifcation process in Cuba had begun fairly conservatively, as the 

governrnent initially sought to redistribute income and to reduce its economic dependency on 

the United States. Ide lands held in pasture and idle capital were fmt utilized by the state in 

the production processo As the E.CL.A. had suggested, Cuban leaders considered land 

reform an important prerequisite of the diversification process? As mentioned earlier, on 

May 17: 1959, the fmt land reform programme was instituted with the enactment of the 

Agrarian Reforrn Law and the simultaneous creation of the Znstituto de Reforma Agrarin 

(I.N.R.A). The 1.NR.k's goals were "to facilitate the development of new crops for national 

mdustry," mcrease exportation, and enlarge the domestic market. Large landed estates greater 

than four hundred hectares were replaced by cooperative production, however since the 

credits and debits were handled by the state, they probably can best be termed as state 

enterprises. Farmers working on fewer than twenty-seven hectares were aven title to the 

land. In addition, all rental lands were expropriated as the socialist nature of the new reghne 

becarne increasingly apparent?' 

By 1963 the state controlled 70 percent of the agriculhiral sector and 95 percent of 



industry. (See Table 1 ). B y assuming command of the greater part of the economy, the new 

government was able to mcrease public fünding for economic development from the 1957-58 

level of 45 mïüion dollars to 703 million dollars in 1%3? Funher, by controihg the largest 

tracts of land and, generally, the land with the highest soil quaiity, the govemment was fiee 

to dictate which crops should be grown and where. By 1960 the large cooperatives were 

replacmg sugarcane with rice, fruits and vegetabIes. Twenty-five to thirty experirnental crops, 

including citrus fruits, beans and corn, were grown on various granjar del pueblo, or farms 

of the people, the dominant fom of state farms." Between 1x0 and 1%1,20 percent of land 

that previously held sugarcane was plowed under? 

Consistent, however, with the E.C.L.A. programme, the new govemment in Cuba 

Table 1 
Progressive Collectivization by Sector of the Means of Production (percentage) 

raised tariffs on foreign goods in September, 1959 in an attempt to protect its domestic 

Sector 

Agriculture 

Indus try 

Constnic tion 

Transpomtion 

Retail Trade 

Wholesale & Foreign Trade 

Banking 

industries. Tanifs were raised 30 percent on food, 40 percent on office equipment, and 60 to 

80 percent on automobiles. As well, foreign exchange was restricted? Simrlarly, the Cuban 

Source: Susan Schroeder. Cuba: A Handbook of Hisrorical Srahtics (Boston: G.H. Haii&Co., 1982), 213. 

1961 

37 

85 

80 

92 

52 

100 

100 

effort to expand intemal markets through a reduction of unemployment was part of 

1963 

70 

95 

98 

95 

75 

LOO 

100 

E.C.LA.'s plan. In Juiy, 1959, a public works programme was launched at a cost of 34 

million dollars, in an effort to reduce unemployment. as weli as contribute to infrastructure 
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development. " Additionally, agrarian reform saw the hiring of large numbers of the rural 

unemployed by state enterprises? By 1963 unemployment was one-half the level of 19595~ 

Alrnost immediately following revolutionary victory, salaries had been raised by 60 percent 

for nual workers, m e r  raising the purchasing power of a large number of Cubans and, 
60 consequently, expanding intemal markets. In their new role as the prirnary suppliers of 

Cuban credit and principal buyers of Cuban exports, the Soviet Union and its Eastern bloc 

trading partners, dong with cornrnunist China, provided sorne of the financial assistance to 

Cuba deemed necessary by the E.C.L.A. Along with the Soviet aid previously rnentioned, in 

1960 China supplied Cuba with a 60 mülion dollar credit for the construction of industrial 

plants and equipment. In the same year Czechoslovalcia extended 40 million donars in credits 

for electrical plants and automotive industries. In 1961 Rornania and Hungary each supplied 

Cuba with 15 million dollars for industrial plants and eq~i~rnent.~ '  By one estimate, Cuba 

received 570 million dollars in total aïd just between 1961 and 1962P2 

Despite the aid received fiom the socialiçt nations and the ciifferences between the 

socialist approach of the Cuban diversification programme, on the one hand, and the approach 

recommended by the E.CL.A for capitalist LDCs, on the other, the economic results of the 

penod were not any better than those that had occurred in the majority of Latin Amencan 

LDCs at the time. Cuba's economy did grow moderately in 1959 and 1960, however. With 

widespread support for the revolution, rnany delinquent taxes were paid to the new 

govemment. As well, the C u b a  leadership was able to take advantage of underutilized 

equipment, stocks and reserves." Sugar crops were decent, as the full effects of the 

diversifcation plan were yet to be felt. In 1959, 5.78 million tons were harvested, and m 

1960, 5.86 million tons? Nineteen sixsr-one also saw a very good sugar crop, despite 

emphasis k i n g  shifted increasingly away fiom sugar to other agicultural products. Overall, 

the economic results were decent for that year and diversification was intensifiecl? Initially 

there had been positive nidicators m indusaial growth, with a 21 percent increase in industrial 

production (excluding sugar) between 1959 and 1 9 6 2 . ~ ~  However, any hope of successfbl 

import-substitution was quickly dashed by 1963 as agicultural output feu by 23.2 percent 
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relative to 1959, Uicluding a drop of 1 1.3 percent in 1962 and another 5.8 percent drop m 

1963 fiom the previous yearb7 Even industrial output dropped by 1.5 percent between 1962 

and 1963 .~  As throughout most of Latin Arnenca, Cuba's balance of trade dramatically 

worsened. By 1963 Cuban exports had fallen fYom 637.4 million douars to 543.8 million 

dolkus, a 14.7 percent drop from 1959, while imports rose 28.7 percent, from 673.5 million 

to 867.3 million in the same period. Between 1959 and 1963, Cuba ran a 573.7 million dollar 

made deficit, and by 1963 the government was spenduig 116 million dollars servicing its 

debt.69 

When we look at the place of sugar in the composition of the Cuban export totals for 

the period fkorn 1959 to 1963, it is easy to see that there was very littte replacement of sugar 

in the export sector, and thus, the Cuban leadership cleariy f d e d  to diversify the economy 

significantly. Despite an extremely low production total for 1963, sugar still constituted 87 

percent of Cuba's export value, the highest figure since 195 1 and a 10 percent increase since 

19~9.'~ K the fan in exports had meant that there was an abundance of goods in the domestic 

market, then the econornic situation would not have k e n  so bad for the average Cuban. 

However, despite the -hg up of a large amoun t of idle farmland and an economic approach 

designed for self-sufficiency, food ratioring had to be introduced on March 19: 1962." 

In their assessments of the dïEcuIties the Latin Amencan LDCs encountered during 

the 1960s, both Theotonio Dos Santos and Raul Prebisch felt that a fundamental problern 

during the miport-substitution process in capitalist Latin Amenca had been the low purchasing 

power of the masses caused by economic policies which rnaintauied high unemployrnent and 

low wages. The low purchasing power meant that there was not an intemal demand of 

suffïcient size to accommodate a rise in domestic production. In Cuba, though, intemal 

demand was greatly increased through a reduction of unemployment and an increase in 

wages. This made the problem of an inadequate supply of domestic goods a very serious one 

for a population now in a position to buy more. With the decluie in agicultural output, Cuba 

was forced to mcrease imports simply to meet interna1 demand. Compiicating matters firther 
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was that any savings the Cuban govemrnent had made by reducing agicultural irnports 

(there had been some reduction because of the wider variety of locally grown crops) did not 

keep Pace with the loss fkom sugar export earnings.'* With the reduction of the sugar 

revenue, wiîhout a corresponding drop in agicultural Unports, Cuba found itself in a very 

poor economic position. The govemrnent not only tacked fun& necessary for the requisite 

development of its infrastructure, but, as weii, for an adequate supply of consumer goods. 

While Celso Furtado had noted how many Latin American countries had problems 

substituting for the more costly consumer non-durables and capital goods, the Cubans even 

encountered problems during what he termed the 'easy stage,' that is, substituting for basic 

consumer goods?3 The sagging economy and the very unhealthy balance of trade led Cuba 

by 1962-63 "to one of the worst recessions of the Revolution." As a result, "sugar was 

res tored to its traditional prominence .'"4 

And so it appeared that Cuba had little choice but to retum to sugar. In the Economic 

Suney of Latin American of 1963, the E.C.L.A. had the following opinion: 

The general review of Cuban exports makes it clear that an increase in the 
coming years wiU depend basically on the possibility of expanmg sugar 
production and exports. Although it is not improbable that exports of other 
products may recover or even surpass former Ievek, an increase would not 
result m any substantial short-term change in the baiance of payments, because 
of their small share in the total volume of exports? 

There is a pattern arnong scholars who study revolutionary Cuba to view the retum 

to sugar in 1963 and the abandonment of rapid diversification as inevitable. Depending on 

one's ideological viewpoint, Cuba's failure to divers@ economically can be attributed to an 

impractical economic incentive structure caused by the rapid socialization of the economy, 

to a lack of intemal infrastructure and organization combined with the hostility of United 

States towards Cuba, or to the realities of the world market which necessitated the return to 

sugar? However, as  there was a qualitative merence beween the socialist approach of 

Cuba and the E.CL.A.'s programme for irnport-substitution, we must analyze Cuba's 



diversifcation effort indepth to clac why the Cuban plan failed Moreover, if we wish to 

gain a more complete understanding of what happeneci m the first five years of the revolution 

and to undersiand the relation of the extemal forces to the intemal class issues and policy 

decisions, the problems and obstacles that the Cubans encountered need to be considered 

systernatically. Only then c m  we begin to evaluate the effectiveness of Cuba's socialist 

techniques and confront the question: Was rapid diversification an inherently wrong strategy 

because of the limitations imposed by external constraints, or did the Cubans simply 'fou1 it 

up7? Che Guevara believed that "instead of embarking on diversifcation by degrees we 

attempted too much at once." According to Che, the Cuban haste resulted in Cubans 

dispershg their limited resources to a great nurnber of overly arnbitious projects. He 

concluded that Cuba "lacked developed cadres at the intermediate level," and "never had the 

organization to undergo, simultaneously, diversification and profound change in agricultural 

str~cture.'"~ Fmally, through a thorough analysis of the Cuban diversifkation attempt, we cm 

determine if early policy mistakes were, as Che contended, due solely to inexperience or if, 

perhaps, the magnitude of the errors was such that inexperience itself is not a satisfactoly 

explanation; were there, rather, other political and administrative problems specifc to 

revolutionary Cuba that impeded the success of diversification? 

External forces, such as the effects of the Amencan trade embargo, the U.S. hostility 

towards the Cuban revohtion, and the realities of Soviet aid, ali exercised si@cant influence 

on the outcorne of econornic diversification and development policies of the early period in 

revolutionary Cuba. Despite the U.S.SP.'s economic presence in Cuba, the American 

embargo was stiU severely felt in Cuba. If one compares what Cuba received fiom the 

U.S.S.R. with what they would have procured from the United States, keeping in rnind that 

these figures are based on U.S. and U.S.S.R. preferential prices, Cuba ceaainly bst a 

signifïcant amount of mcome. In the period fiom 1960 to 1963 the value of sugar exports sold 

at Amencan prices would have been 257,453,000 dollars higher than what the Cubans 

received fkom the Soviets, and all of the C u b a  income would have k e n  in convertible 

cunency?* The political and diplornatic hostility of the United States govemment in its 
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response to the establishment of a socialiçt nation nineîy miles nom the country's shore 

also had detrimentai economic effects in Cuba. Amencan-sponsored terrorist activities 

resulted in bombings, sabotage and the buming of cane fields, M e r  darnaging sugar 

production? Additionally, it cost Cuba one to two million work hours per week as militia 

units were created to perform guard duty? Under the pressure of recurrent C.I.A. and 

C.1.A-sponsored counterrevolutionary activities to dislodge Castro and defeat the revolution, 

by 1963 Cuba was allocating 10.2 percent of its budget to defense and the suppression of 

intemal disorder?' 

Still, there were problems only indirectly associated with the removal of Amencan 

capital and the extent of Amencan hostility. Whereas in the past industrial goods and their 

spare parts, as well as many consumer goods, were located only ninety miles fiom Cuba, now 

Soviet machinery, spare parts and consumer goods had to bave1 halfway across the world to 

reach the island. Further, Soviet spare parts could hardly be described as adequate 

replacements for the American machinery that was s till operathg in Cuba Un July 1 gm, 1962, 

Che stated that the Cuban leadership was "completely taken aback by the technical 

backwardness of the Eastern b l o ~ . " ~  It should be noted too that the Soviets, for their part, 

had also become disillusioned regardhg the economic situation in Cuba early in the new 

relationship between the two nations. By 1962, they began to realize that the Cubans' needs 

were far greater than they had a n t i ~ i ~ a t e d . ~ ~  

Cuba's new relationship with the Soviet Union posed other problerns as well. 

Following the resumption of diplornatic relations in 1960, Soviet and Czechoslovakian 

advisers arrived in Cuba to aid in the development effort. These advisors reinforced Cuban 

economic optirnism as both the Soviets and Cubans believed in an imminent 'economic 

However, Soviet-inspired policies helped prevent the 'miracle' fiom becorning 

realit~.~' Cuban specialist, Carme10 Mesa-Lago, notes that in 1961 the Czechoslovakian 

economic mode1 was applied to Cuba's industrialization effort? He believes the mode1 ?vas 

too centralized, shaped by a developed, industrïalized economy and was rigidly applied with 
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no effort to adapt it to Cuba's insular, monoculture e c o n ~ r n ~ . " ~  During one of his three 

lengthy trips to Cuba during the 196ûs, K.S. Karol, hirnself having spent several years 

studying in the Soviet Union, noted how the imposition of the impractical Eastern European 

industrialization programmes in Cuba were a result of the pattern of intellectual exchange in 

the Soviet Union: "Their [the advisors'] mistakes were the direct result of their intellectual 

and political training which prevented any real exchange of ideas with their young 

revolutionary hosts and inclined the experts to push excessively for rapid development (in 

accordance with the habits they had acquired at home).''= Fi~laUy, because the Soviets used 

rubles to pay for the majority of the Cuban sugar it purchased, Cuba could not look to the 

world market with great regularity to buy the equipment and goods it needed to replace either 

defective Soviet goods, or goods that were not available in the Soviet bloc nations. 

As we examine these extemal limitations operating during the early years m 

revolutionary Cuba, we also must acknowledge the failure of the Cubans to mitigate the 

harmful effects of such constraints. French economist, R e d  Dumont, who was in Cuba at the 

t he  seming as an advisor to Castro, contended that a search for spare parts could have been 

more effectively carried out in Western Europe and Canada; however the Cubans did not 

carry out the search "21s patiently as  it should have k e n  [done].'" While Cuba lacked 

adequate harbours and warehouses in the early 1960s, this did not prevent the revolutionary 

govemment fiom fdly cooperating with plans to import great quantities of g o o d ~ . ~ ~  In 1961 

50,000 tons of soya oil arrived from China, yet "it was only just before the arriva1 of the ship 

that the consignees realized that so great a quantity of oil had never been brought into their 

country and that there was nowhere to store it  " Further, many Eastern European spare parts 

and industrial goods arrived without t e s ~ g  or sampiing and were found quite unsuitable for 

Cuba with its predominance of American-built factories and equipment? The Cubans blamed 

the Czech advison for failing to recognize the shipping problems that would occur in Cuba, 

because the Czechoslovakians were accustomed to planning m their own landlocked country, 

which could much more easily re-supply go& as needed. Karol asked sardonically, "Was it 

possible that the practical Cubans had been so mesmerized by their Eastern cornrades as to 
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forget that their country was an i~land?"~~ CZearly the Amencan h-ade embargo posed rnany 

problerns for the Cubans. However, it must be recognized that the Cubans did not do all they 

could have done during the early years in revolutionary Cuba to 1 s t  the effects of the U.S. 

embargo, even though the econornic effects were somewhat abated through the financial aid 

received fi-om the Soviet bloc countries. 

As we shift fiom extemal 'conditioning' forces to intemal 'detemùning' forces, we 

will be able to see more clearly that it was not only the failure of the Cuban govemment to 

ease the burden caused by extemal pressures that contributed to such economic difficulties, 

but the fact that the diversification programme within Cuba was not conducted in a 

particularly prudent or competent manner. In 1964 Che acknowledged that the Cuban people 

could have expected better economic resdts during the early years of the revolution: "How 

cm we explain the relative scarcity of some agicultural produc ts, and particulariy the deche 

in sugar production, when the Revolution began by incorporating al1 the ide rural productive 

factors in the agricultural process, thus greatly increasing its p~tentialities?"~~ Che was not 

reluctant to lay blame on the revolutionaries themselves. However, m 1970, Castro attempted 

to explain away the faltering economy of 1963, as if there had been no policy adjustment He 

stated: "In that period, we did not speak of production - only the capitalists were interested 

in production - of figures, of statistics or of structures. There were pressing needs 

accumulated by unemployrnent, exploitation, abuse, and injustice of all Nevertheless, 

drops in productivity resulted in senous consequences in Cuba Food rationing and the 

abandonment of the irnport-substitution programme were two obvious results. In addition, 

by denying the signifcmce of productivity figures, it becarne much easier to overlook the 

particularly troubling in temal developmen ts which con tribu ted considerably to the economic 

woes of 1963. 

One major economic problem for the revolutionary govemment during the cary years 

was the exodus of qualified personnel, apparently in reaction to the socialist character of the 

new regime. In reality, however, the cause of the exodus can also be tied to the 'closed' 

nature of Cuban sociaüsm. Between January 1961 and October 1962 153,534 Cuban refugees 
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entered the United  tat tes? It was noted in a Stanford University study that people left in 

reverse class order durhg this period, that is, the higher the class the more likely one would 

be to leave.% Additionally, most who left were those with white-collar jobs, especially 

professional and managerial jobs. As well, most were fforn metropolitan Havana Manual 

labourers left in roughly the same proporeion as they were presen t in the Cuban labour force, 

while agricultural workers were among the least represented in the ernigrants." While 

emigration was encouraged by the Castro govemment as a way of eliminating oppositiong8, 

it is misleading to conclude the sole reason that so many Cubans were dnven abroad was 

economic self-interest, despite the disproportionate high number of middle and upper class 

Cubans who had abandoned the revolution. There were those who would have cooperated 

winingly with the new govemment's diversification and development plans, but usualy found 

themselves without a voice in the implementation of economic and social policy during the 

early years of revolution in Cuba. And the loss of the skilled rniddle class personnel had 

significantly contributed to the 'lack of developd cadres at the intemediate level.' 

As Castro consolidated his power in an effort to preserve the revolution at any cost, 

qualifications in the workforce becarne secondary. It was revolutionary support which now 

dictated career success. The hiring practice of teachers demonstrates part of the problem. A 

teacher from pre-revolutionary Cuba, who had remained in Cuba for a short period foIIowmg 

the revolution, concluded fkom Miami a few years later that the teachers of the period were 

not hired for their educational capability, but rather for the degree of support they held for 

the revolution, and made this observation: "1 witnessed work written on the chalkboard and 

classes which showed they [the teachers] were not literate."'9 Some Cubans saw the new 

teachers as more of a police force. The result was that one of every two teachers fiom pre- 

revolutionary Cuba sought exile, as compared to one out of every nine in the general 

population, hardly an encouraging sign for a developing society.lW 

Promotion for those who uncritically supported the revolution, regardless of the 

individual's qualifications, was commonplace diroughout Cuban society. Dumont observed 
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that "[tlhose who remained often found themselves under the ordee of incompetent or 

mediocre, and sometirnes arrogantly ignorant men. Their underutilization, together with the 

contempt often shown them led many into opposition who had only wanted a chance to 

ser~e."'~' Karol no ted how rnany Cuban technicians became aware of the infenority of Soviet 

equipment much sooner than the govemment officiais, but their cornplaints were not heard, 

another demonstration of the lack of popular participation at this early stage in revolutionary 

Cuba. By 1963 Cuban leaders publicly acknowledged the second-rate state of Soviet 

technology, however, '-y leadmg Cuban technicians had not waited for this admission and 

left to swell the ranks of exiles in 

It was certain that the economic policies which promoted social justice, but infringed 

upon the economic interest of the upper class, would drive out a signifcant portion of the 

bourgeoisie, as well as Batista's cronies. However, Castro and the leaders of the Cuban 

govemment were also signifcantly responsible for policies that drove out those who had 

"only wanted a chance to serve." Cuban professor and former member of the 2 6 ~  of July 

Movement during the 1950s and revolutionary govemment of the 1960s. Dr. Jose Taberes, 

summarizes what the results of the exodus were: 
h 

We had to make a lot of improvisations without the necessary group of 
experts, practically in any field. Most of the experts left the country. That can 
explain a lot of the mistalces. I'm sure if we had the experts that we have today 
the practical policies, not the ends, but how they were implernented, would 
have been different. I'm sure we lost a lot of opportunities because of a lack 
of knowledge about the market, about t e c h n o l ~ ~ ~ . ' ~ ~  

There were other intemal problems related to agicultural production. Carlos Rafael 

Rodriguez, who assumed cornmand of the INRA in March 1962, noted in 1964 how there 

were poor techniques in the growing of rice and how the cade industry was hurt by 

"in discriminate slaughtering." As well he believed there was a Yack of rational utilization of 

labour power."'" Dumont made a number of important fmt-hand observations: there was 

poor draninig, imigation and weeding on farms; too much cane was bumt during harvest tirne, 



reducmg the arnount of processed sugar, thou@ making harvesting easier; crops were planted 

too fàr apac  ploughing was poor resultmg in poor sol and smaller yields; rocQ land suitable 

for forestry was cleared to plant orchards, far fiom any important market On the island of 

Tumguano, for instance, cultivation was carried out in an area of 'dog's tooth rocks." In 

Pinar de Mayori garden fanning was carried out on soil which filered much too easily, and 

only some vegetables were successful despite thousands of truckloads of soil king brought 

in. In East Havana, on "chalky, non-irrigable hills," and in an area with little rainfall, small 

coffee plants were unsuccessfully grown. In Bayamo, Dumont witnessed "dozens of sad- 

looking vineyards that had k e n  planted in black impermeable soil." As well, instead of the 

twenty-five to thirty experimental crops that were king grown on the granjas, Dumont had 

recommended only three to four and found many crops were being grown very badly.105 He 

concluded: "Diversincation of crops was thus brought about amid disorder, each cooperative 

growing the crops their leaders or their advisers fkom the I.N.R.A. wanted them to. . . 
.Unfamiliar crops, planted amid chaos, with no explanatory pamphlets available and 

insufocient technical leadership at han& began to demand too much manpower, whiie at the 

sarne time giving very smail yields. 9~106 

With high numbers of skiIled personnel leavmg Cuba and the lack of experience of the 

revolutionary leadership in govemance, there were considerable diEculties in the 

administration of the diversification plan itself. Karol described his tour of granjas and CO-ops 

in 1961: "Nowhere did we meet local leaders or anybody capable of giWig us an overall 

picture of the situation. INRA officiais, no less than the managers of the granjas, discussed 

nothing except the diversification of agriculture, quoting repeatedly from a speech of Fidel's 

on this very subject Many of the projects stmck us as rather un~o~histicated"'~ Dumont also 

no ted how the early years were hindered by a lack of decent s ta fis tic^.'^* B y conducthg the 

irnport-substitution plan without the proper figures to determine its viability, the govemment 

was late m discoverhg that ""per hectare cos& were lower for sugar than for nce, corn, beans 

and several other import-substitution commodities."'* As the economy became more 

centrally organized and with the Cubans' desire to divers@, it would seem obvious that a 
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m a t  deal of planning would have b e n  necessary. However, Dumont stated that there was 

no basic planning and a lack of serious study for the vast number of new crops behg 

prop~sed."~ 

1t appears that a senous lack of foresight and understanding of the realities of Cuban 

industry in 1959 by the Cuban leadership during the import-substitution programme fürther 

contributed to Cuba's economic problems. One signifcant cause of the hi@-import totals, 

hence the balance of payments problems, was the geat  need of Cuban industry for raw 

materials and capital goods inputs in order to increase industrial eficiency . Che confessed in 

1964 that in industry "later we learned that technical efficiency was poor by world 

cornparisons and import-substitution benefits were limited because of the necessity of 

impoaing raw materials""' Exactly in which country did the leaders of the revolu tion believe 

irnport-substitution was being implemented? It should have been obvious to Cuban leaders 

that the country was not technically efficient .in industry by world standards and that it did not 

produce a wide variety of raw rnaterials, yet these preconditions were necessary to support 

such an ambitious industrialkation plan, a process only made more mcult by the realities 

of Soviet aid and the effects of the Amencan embargo. 

The diversification attempt, though, was not only hplemented rapidly and carelessly, 

without great concem for domestic realities or for the necessity of popular participation; it 

was carried out shorrsightediy as it pursued the socialization of the means of production at 

too rapid a pace. If a decline in produc tivity was to be avoided during the transition period 

fiom capitalism to comrnunism in a developing socialist economy, the government had to be, 

as one econornist has stated, '%etter infonned than [it] is by the law of the marketplace' if [it] 

is to intervene in the proper way.""' Lacking accurate statistics, adequate production plans 

and experienced leadership, the Cubans unequivocally were not 'better informed! This did not 

prevent Cuba kom canying out the collectivization of the means of production at a very fast 

pace. As Mesa-Lago concludes: "Millions of econornic micro relations were destroyed at 

once, breaking the automatic mechanisms of the market when the state was no t ready to take 

over these functions.""' While the market's automatic mechanisms alone are generaiiy 



unsatisfactory for the economic development of an underdeveloped nation and do not appease 

the social needs of the entire population, nevertheless, to abandon almost totaiiy the only 

method the Cubans had in setting pnces and determining viable export products was to 

attempt to meet al l  societal and economic objectives hastily without ample consideration of 

dornestic ~alities, and without the necessary patience required to pmue these objectives 

prudently. In 1964 Che accurately reflected that "our immature concept of revolution led us 

to tear d o m  a number of established procedures merely because they were ~apitalist.""~ 

Thus, there were incentive and productivity problems in the diversification attempt. 

In a@cuiture, without &ancial incentives and checks, and certainly at this early point without 

a deveIoped socialist consciousness among the workers, labour effort was low, absenteeisrn 

grew, and productivity sufEered"' By mcorporating most of the expenses of Cuban hdustrïes 

in the state budget, the result was once again predictable. Between 1961 and 1963 

administrators "behaved as if their main objective was to maxùnize their budgets." Costs were 

overlooked, s tate paymen ts neglected, and deficits p w  while administrators only requested 

larger budgets.ll6 The result was not just fiscal mismanagement but real ciifferences in 

productivity. A good example of the productivity problem is the case of tubercles (yam, taro, 

sweet potatoes) m the Oriente province during the early to rnid-1960s. Without mechanization 

and with the crops grown in poor naniral conditions, private fanners produced an average 

yield of seven tons per hectare. W1th ail the benefits of a state operation, including good soil, 

rnachinery and irrigation, the state farms only managed 2.4 tons per hectare."' Dumont 

estimateci that in 1963 productivity m the state sector was "perhaps no more than half that of 

the private sector. ml18 

According to the dependentisras and the E.CL.A.3 analyses, import-substitution 

failed in other parts of Latin America for essentially three reasons: the lack of support from 

developed nations: the failure to funy instim te the import-subs titution programme because of 

objections fiom the bourgeoisie within an LDC; and the diffculties of industriaking a 

monoculture economy given the structurai extemal resmints of a world capitalkt e~onorn~."~ 
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In socialist Cuba, though, the failure of the import-substitution programme cannot be 

traced solely to lack of assistance Born devetoped nations or to the lack of govemment wiU 

to fulIy implement the programme. Further, contrary to what historian, Susan Eckstein, has 

claimed, it was not only the realities of world market that dictated the retum to sugar. She 

stated that by 1963, Castro had recognized "mat the way Cuba had b e n  integrated into the 

world economy historically restricted domestic production options," and noted that in 1963 

"Cuba did what Wallerstein would expect, that is gear production to wards the global export 

Her contention is misleading, however. Numerous examples have ken  noted of 

how poorly the diversification attempt was undertaken, from incompetent administrators, to 

obvious agicultual errors. Combined with inexperienced leadership, a developing economy 

not yet ready for complete socialization, a cornplete lack of organization in the agicultural 

sector, and an overly ambitious diversifcation plan, it is not at all surprising that Cuba's 

economy suffered so greatly. There were many problems that could have been avoided, and 

Cuba most certainly would not have found-itself in such dire econornic straits in 1963 had 

economic policies k e n  sounder. Consequently, it became necessary to reemphasize sugar 

production simply to pay for ail of the mistakes of the early years. Granted that the idea of 

irnport-substitution through econornic diversification in the short time h i m e  Cuba had set to 

do it in, was a poor idea, nevertheless on the bais of the evidence revolutionary Cuba's early 

years provide, a rational policy of import-substitution and diversfication was never attempted, 

and thus, it cannot be fairly cIaimed that the diversification attempt was inevitably doomed 

to failure because of exigencies of the world market. Simply put, Cuba had f;uled to conduct 

economic poiicy or coordinate agricultural production competently. Thus, it is more accurate 

to conclude on the early years m revolutionary Cuba, at Ieast with regard to econornic policy, 

the way Che concluded as early as March 16", 1962: 

Why was it that under the Revolution shoes lost their heels after one &y's 
Wear, and why did the Revolution's coca-cola taste so vilely? Does that son 
of thing happen under capitalism? No. Then why should it happen under 
socialism? Because of the nature of socialism? No, that is a lie. It happens 
because of our own shortcomings, o u  lack of revolutionary vigilance, the 
inadequacy of our work.12' 



However, as we have explained earlier, development cannot be measured by 

economic and productivity indicators alone; social conditions must also be considered. By 

controlling and expanding the national budget, socialist Cuba was able to improve the social 

well king of a significant portion of the population despite the economic difficulties. Social 

and cultural spending mcreased threefold fkom 1 957-58 to 1962, rising h m  98 miilion dollars 

to 569 million dollars.'" 

One outstanding achievement in the social sphere during the early years in 

revolutionary Cuba was the government's virtual elunination of itliteracy, highüghted by the 

Literacy carnpaign of 1961. In the fmt two years of the revolution the govemment had 

managed to reduce the pre-revolutionaxy illiteracy rate fkom 23.9 percent to 10.2 percent of 

the population. By January 196 1, there were 707,Z 1 1 illiterate people out of a Cuban 

population of 6,933,253, including 476,155 in rural areas. FoLlowing the massive literacy 

campaign, when students, teachers and workers were sent out to all parts of the country to 

teach the population basic reading and writing skills, the results were remarkable.lu After 

only one year there remauied but 271,995 illiterates, d o m  to 3.9 percent of the population.1" 

In primary, secondary, and higher education, despite the aforementioned probIems 

regarding some teachers' q ~ ~ c a t i o n s ,  the early statistics indicate that this was an area of 

great concem to the new govemment Total expenditures and investment in education rose 

fiom 79.4 million d o m  m 1957 to 3 10.13 million dollars in 1963!%f particular importance 

was how the govemrnent was targeting rural areas, that segment of the population historically 

neglected by past governments. Whereas m the 1958-59 school year there was a to ta1 of 7567 

total schools - 2678 in urban areas and 4889 in niral areas - by the year 1962-63 there were 

already 13,780 schools with 2709 in urban areas and 10,134 in rural During this 

same period overall education enrolment rose more than 100 percent, fiom 834,881 to 

1 ,772,837.1n W e  there were 17,355 teachers in 1958, by 1962 there were 36,6 13.'" In 

higher education, though, there were some discouraging indicators. Overall enroùnent feu 
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fiom 25,259 in 1959-60 to 17,259 in 1962-63. Further, in the areas most necessary for 

Cuba's economic development, and where one would hope enrolments would have mcreased, 

the statistics were equally discouraging. S tudents in technology rose only slightty, fkom 3456 

students to 3684 students in this period. There was a small drop in the number of agronomy 

students, a particularly trou b h g  occurrence, fÏom 1 1 17 to 99 1, and a large &op in student 

enrolments in economics, Born 6010 to 3575.'" These declines, however, can certainly be 

attributed, in large part, to the exodus of a signifcant portion of the middle-class. 

Professional h e m  care and housing, however, would be the hallmark of the Cuban 

revolution, and early govemment initiatives demonstrate why. While only one rural general 

hospital, with ten beds, existed in 1958, the figure rose to forty-one hospitals by 1963, with 

943 beds. In urban areas the number of hospitals rose fiom thirty-three in 1958, with 3264 

beds, to forty-nine, with 9983 beds, in 1963. Overall, the total number of health 

establishments rose from 134, with 21,780 beds, to 371, with 40,426 beds, in the same 

periodlm The government also set about constnicting houses for the negIected segments of 

the Cuban population. Between 1959 and l%3,85,447 dwebgs were built, compared with 

25,237 in the four years prior to the revol~tion.'~' A great deal more was king  done to look 

&er the welfare of all Cuban citizens and, despite some of the discouraghg indicators m 

higher education, social development was well undenvay. Much of the success in this area 

was due simply to the will of the government to institute change. 

The early penod in revolutionary Cuba was thus one of mixed results. By instituting 

land reform, reducing unemployment, distributhg income and building houses for the poorest, 

and by developing and expanding the health and educational systems and teaching so many 

illiterate Cubans to read, the new govemment lived up to many of its social promises and 

goals. However, econornically and politicdly, the results were far less than satisfactory . 
Among other things, the econornic problems the Cubans encountered in the early years of the 

revolution demonstrate that a nation cannot simply spend its way out of underdevelopment. 

Certainly the extemal forces Cuba endured during the early years limited Cuba's ability to 



diverse its economy and to industrialize. That said, there were so many ill-advised and 

poorly organized plans developed within Cuba that it becomes difficult to ascertain accurately 

the limiting extent of the extemal factors. The idea of attempting to accomplish everything 

at once set a dangerous precedent in Cuba, and it would be the pattern of thinking for much 

of the decade. It seerns the guerilla leaders of the Sierra Maestra were not competently 

prepared to institute the economic changes necessary to begin the economic development of 

their nation. And there can only be one k t  chance. Political, social and economic pressures 

merely increased with each economic failure. As Dumont aptly noted, 'Revolutionary leaders 

in the future must be prepared to efficiently manage a developing economy once they have 

assumed power."132 

Very early in the revolution Cuban economic and political dependency on the United 

States had ended, yet the political bais for a new dependency on the Soviet Union had 

emerged. Further. spurred on by former members of the PSP and by his passion to Save the 

revolution at all costs, Castro's increasing radicalization of the revolution through 'bac kdoo r' 

deals with the Soviet Union, and the escalation of the restrictions on Cuban civil liberties 

during his attempt to quash mtemal opposition, appeared to indicate that popular participation 

through the establishment of democratic socialist institutions was not a priority for the leader 

of the Cuban revolution. 

Retuming to sugar in 1963 meant a retum to monoculture, while the failure to 

divers* combined with the consequences of the intemal political alignments following the 

exodus of ~ i ~ c a n t  portions of the rniddle and upper classes meant that economic 

dependency on a foreign nation was not significantly reduced, only transferred Born one 

superpower to ano ther. The question then remahs: Was the socialist leçser developed country 

of Cuba of the 1960s more successfd economically than the Latin Arnerican nations of the 

1970s through the 1990s with their 'outward' directed development strategies? In the next 

two chapters we will attempt to answer this question as we continue to trace revolutionary 



Cuba's attempt to develop during the 1960s. 



Chapter Three 
The Return to Sugar 

Revolutionary Cuba: 1963-1966 

Sugar now has the first prionty in the distribution of resources and in the assessrnent of those factors 
which contribute to the most efficient use of these resources. 

-Ernesto "Che" Guevara. 1%4.' 

[There was] a breadth tu al1 his writings, revealing a human warmth that put him head and shoulders 
above the mld calculators in Eastern Europe. He may not have been the greatest Mmist  theorist, but 
even d e n  he spoke of the most highly technical problems, it was impossible not to be moved by his 
passionate desire to fght for the Iiberation of al1 the exploited and humble of th13 earth, and by his 
vision of a free and fraternal society. 

-Au- K.S. Karol on 'Che' ~ u e v a r a ~  

7he impartant thing for Khrushchev, it seems to me, is to be able to sayr ' 1  saved Cuba. 1 stopped an 
invasion. ' 

-Former U.S. Ambassador to the Soviet Union, Lleweliyn Thompson, in the cabinet room to President John 
Kennedy duruig the Cuban Missile Crisis. October 27&. 1962.~ 



In May 1963 Castro announced that Cuba would expand sugar production to supply 

the capital fiecessary for industrialization4 W e  Castro's proclamation signaled the 

postponement of rapid industrialization in revolutionary Cuba, as Che Guevara stated, "[tlhe 

other sectors of agicultural production and their development have not k e n  abandoned, but 

adequate methods have been sought to prevent a dispersal of resources of which the effect 

would be to hinder the obtaining of maximum yields.'" 

Six months later Castro decfared agriculture would dorninate for the next ten years 

in Cuba. In September, Castro had rationalized Ms position in stating that "[tloday we have 

a much clearer view of our possibilities and we know how to invest our resources better. We 

lmow what sugar means to us as a source of foreign exchange. We know the extraordinary 

possibilities of our agriculture, which, because of our climate, cm surpass the agriculture of 

the most-developed co~ntries."~ It was not, though, simply a case of the Cuban govemment 

responding to the economic disaster of the early economic diversification attempt. It was also 

a combination of the consequence of Castro's intemal political response to the economic 

situation following the diversification attempt, as weU as the political and econornic 

ram.ü5~ations of the Cuban Missile Crisis, which played a part in the Cuban leaders' decision 

to focus production on agriculture, and, more specifically, on sugar. In addition, the political 

repercussions of the Missile Crisis enabled Cuba to pursue briefly its own path toward 

socïaiisrn, as the Soviet-Cuban relationship remahed in flux until the failure of the ten m o n  

ton sugar harvest in 1970. However, despite the aforementioned pronouncements of the 

Cuban leadership conceming the overali scope of Cuba's renewed focus on agriculture and 

the subsequent increased invesûnent into this sector by the govemment, as we shall see, the 

y e m  1963 through 1966 were clearly defmed with regard to econornic development, oniy by 

Cuba's return to sugar monoculture. 

In an attempt to define the path Cuban socialisrn fouowed in the wake of the Missile 



Crisis, one other signifiant occurrence in Cuba in the period between 1963 and 1966 shouid 

be noted, that is the Economic Debate over which f o m  of socialisrn Cuba would adopt and 

the road it should follow to achieve it. The two contendhg positions, referred to as Budgetary 

Fmance and Cost Accounting, dealt with the degree of cenûxhtion and individual enterprise 

accountability the Cuban economy should have, as weU as the role of moral incentives in the 

emerging socialist society. The debate, though, was essentially of a theoretical nature, and 

thus does not have direct bearing on the assessment of Cuba's developrnent effort? 

Nevertheless, as we are not only tracmg Cuba's developmental path in relation to intemal and 

external forces, but also snidying the viability of socialisrn as a developing force, it is 

worthwhile to outline both theoretical positions in some detail. In doing so, we can 

understand the range of options avdable in socialism as weLi as appreciate the openness and 

sophistication of the debate, the later king  a particularly rare occurrence in revolutionary 

Cuba. 

In this chapter we wiil examine the intemal economic rationale behind Cuba's retum 

to monoculture, the means with which the govemment's policies were implemented, and the 

economic and social results of this poücy shift. In the course of the discussion, the contendhg 

positions of the Economic Debate will be presented However, we must first trace the interna1 

and external politicai events which contributed to the C u b a  leadership's decision to focus 

on agriculture, and eventually led Cuba to conduct economic and social policy in relative 

independence of the influence of Moscow until1970. 

As early as Mach 1962 Castro had become aware of the seriousness of the economic 

situation in Cuba, stating to Soviet officials at the time, 'Tor the foreseeable future, 

surmounting these economic difnculties wiil be one of the most important tasks of the party 

[the new Cuban Communist Party, yet to be inauguratedl and the govemment."8 The 

introduction of food rationhg in March, despite Castro's concems the policy wouid damage 

the govemrnent's popularity, had k e n  a necessity because the dismal supply situation had led 

to widespread discontent among the Cuban population, and Castro feared 
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counterrevolutionaries would exploit the situation. In addition, Castro believed that most 

Cubans blamed the Moscow-oriented communist influence within his government for the 

economic problems.g In the surnmer of 196 1, Fidel, RaCl and Che had agreed to merge aii 

revoIutionary parties under the banner of the prototype of the new Cornmunist Party, the 

Organization of Revolutionaries (ORI). Anilbal Escalante was designated as the party's 

executive secretary.1° In an attempt to assume greater control over the domestic economy, 

Castro had personaiiy appointed Carlos Rafael Rodnguez to head the 1.NR.A. earlier m 

March, 1962, the first major economic decision he had made without consulhg Escalante 

since the summer of 1% 1 ." Escalante complained bitterly to a tmsted colieague that Castro 

had not consulted any former member of the PSP with regard to Rodriguez's appointment. 

Aware that Escalante was, by no means, the rnost popular Cuban leader among the people 

due to his strong ties to the Soviet Union, Castro saw in Escalante's defiance an opportunity 

to calm domestic f em regarding Soviet innuence in Cuba and its effect on the economy, as 

welI a chance to further consolidate his power within Cuba. A public opportunity to achieve 

his airns presented itself to Castro on March 13&, 1962, during a ceremony commernorating 

the f f i  anniversary of the attack on the presidential palace and the death of student leader, 

José Antonio Echevania. During a speech by a "certain Ravelo," a few lines of Echevarrfa's 

belief in God were excluded.'* Castro reacted in rage: "1s this possible, carnpaiieros? Could 

we be so cowardly, . . . so rnorally wretched, as to suppress three lines? . . . Are we going to 

mutilate what he wrote? . . . What kind of faith is that in one's own ideas?"I3 Castro's tirade 

ended with "some mysterious allusion to the dangers of secta~ianism."'~ On March 19: 

during a meeting of the ORI, Castro accused Escalante of dividing the revolutionary 

rnovement. On October 20~, Escalante was relieved of his p s t  as party seaetary, and a few 

days later "one of the Soviet Union's best friends in Cuba boarded a flight for ~oscow." '~  

On March 26&, 1%2 Castro publicly denounced the 'sectarian he' that had been imposed by 

Escalante: "He Fcalante] is the one responsible for introducing . . . a senes of methods 

within that organkation [ON] which were Ieading to the creation not of a party . . . but 

rather a tyranny, a straightjacket."" 
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While a certain 'revolutionary purity' retumed following this denunciation, and 

contributed to the openness of the Economic Debate and the fieedom of subsequent economic 

policy decisions, Castro did not attack "the bureaucratie system that put Escalante] in 

place."17 In fact, some traditional Cuban communists were able to hold onto their influence. 

Escalante, in his ques t to Hicrease his sway m the govemment, had alienated many former PSP 

members and thus, these communists had supported Castro when he had made his stand. 

Former leader of the PSP in the Batista era, Blas Roca, was hstalled as editor of the OR1 

newspaper, Hoy, and made a rnember of the secreteat of the party following Escalante's 

departure .ls At the time Roca s tated that "anti-Communists and anti-Russians would be 

disappointed, since the new party has emerged from its latest hial stronger than ever."Ig 

Nevertheless, some old communists were expdled fiom the ORI, and thus, "[tlhis intemal 

upheavd in the party called for a clarification of Soviet-Cuban  relation^."^^ Extemal events 

provided the clantic ation. 

In the afterrnath of the Escalante affair, whrle the U.S.S.R. was confident that Cuba 

would not abandon socialism, it became increasingly concemed with which form of socialism 

Cuba would adopt; more specifically, the U.S.S.R. feared Chinese inauence in Cuba. With 

Escalante gone, no authonty remained in Cuba who could oppose Che's plans to spread 

revolution across Latin America, which was consistent with Chinese foreign policy of the 

period.21 By May 1962, Cuban intelligence had begun conducting operations m Latin America 

without the assistance of the KGB. Khrushchev felt that he had to act in order to maintain the 

degree of Soviet innuence present. On May 1 l", 1962 the U.S.S.R. excused the Cuban debt 

and provided Cuba with Soviet experts in agriculture. At approximately the same time, 

Khmshchev came up with an idea that not only would reassert Soviet influence in Cuba, but 

he believed would guarantee the survival of the Cuban revolution as well as dramaticafly alter 

the geo-pliacal situation of the Cold War. On May 20&, Khmshchev informed the Soviet 

Presidium that he wanted to i n s a  Soviet nuclear missiles on Cuban temtory. One day later 

the Presidium unanimously approved Khmshchev's proposal?2 While Khnishchev probably 

had sorne genuine concem regarding the survival of the Cuban revolution and its importance 
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in the international socialist m~vement ,~  it is likely that geo-political concems are what 

kally persuaded hùn to invoke such a dangerous policy. By insralling the missiles, 

Khnishchev "could paper over the U.S.S.R.'s swtegic ùiferiority by doubling at a stroke the 

number of missiles that could hit the United  tat tes."" At a private party on May 27", 

Khnishchev stated that "the missiles have one purpose - to scare them [the United States], 

to restrain them so that they have appreciated this business . . . . to give them back some of 

their own rnedi~ine."~~ On May 30&, ,962 Castro approved the mstallation of the rnissïies. On 

October 4Lh, 1962, at the port of Mariel, the fmt shipment of nuclear warheads arrived in 

Cuba, comprishg the quivalent of twenty times the force of all the bombs dropped by AILied 

forces in World War T W O . ~ ~  

On August 2gh, 1962 the United States had detected Soviet surface-to-air missiles 

(SAMs) in Cuba. However, the missiles were defensive, that is designed to shoot down 

incornhg planes, and the Americans tolerated the move?' To be safe, though, 150,000 

reserve troops were put on active duty by Amencan president, John F. Kennedy, and on 

October 3", U.S. Congress pleaded with the White House to stop "by whatever means may 

be necessary, including the use of a m ,  the creation in Cuba of a foreign military base that 

endangered United States se~urity.'"~ Clearly, the U.S. govemment, already extremely hostïie 

to the Cuban revolution, was not about to allow the Soviets to establish an offensive threat 

so close to its mainland. An offensive threat was confirmed, though, on October 14: 1962, 

when the Americans obtained photographie evidence of the construction of Russian missile 

launchers capable of attacking most of continental United States. Due to the length of the 

launchers, US. officials deterrnined that the missiles were to carry nuclear warheads. The 

Cuban-Missile Crisis had begun. 

On October ~ 2 " ~ ,  Kennedy stated in a television announcement that in two days the 

United States would enforce a blockade of Soviet ships sailing for Cuba. On October 25: 

Soviet ships, jus t prior to an anticipated rendezvous at sea with the Americans, tumed back? 

Convinced the United States was prepared to invade Cuba to remove the Soviet missiles, 



Khrushchev had relented. While between 1956 and 1961 he had "threatened nuclear 

retaliation as a bargainhg chip to M e r  his plitical objectives," in October 1962, he "did 

not have the desire to threaten nuclear war when it mi@ actudy lead to one.'J0 On the ~ 6 ~ ,  

Khnishchev adrnitted that nuclear weapons had been set up in Cuba in a "rambling message" 

to ~ e n n e d ~ ?  On the 27: and 2gm, two more Ietters arrïved fÏom Khmshchev. In the first the 

Soviets agreed to remove the missiles fiom Cuba in exchange for the removal of Arnerican 

missiles in Turkey. In the second, the dismantling of Soviet missiles under international 

supervision would be undertaken in exchange for an Amencan promise not to invade Cuba. 

Kennedy publicly responded in the &mative to the second letter, while privately ageeing 

to withdraw the missiles fiom Turkey within six months, and thus, the irnmediate crisis was 

On December 25: 1962 the last nuclear weapons left Havana. In subsequent months, 

Khmshchev remained quiet regarding the 'closed door' deal he had made with Kennedy 

regarding the removal of the missiles in Turkey, despite mounting pressure on Ium within the 

Soviet Union to produce some positive spin on the ou tcome of the crisis following his abject 

surrender to the United States in the Caribbean. Khrushchev knew full weU that, besides the 

removal of the Turkish missiles, the only gain he had made in the aftermath of the Missile 

CBsis was Kennedy's word not to invade Cuba. Consequently, any mention of the removal 

of the missiles fiom Turkey would cause Kennedy significant domestic problems and thus 

anger the man whose word Khrushchev had to rely on, as any U.S. concession to the Soviets 

would make Kennedy appear weak MeanwhiIe, Castro, who had b e n  excluded fiom the final 

settlement of the Missile Crisis, was considerably upset "as matters which vitally aected 

Cuban sovereignty were settled without his knowledge or consent.'d3 In October 1962, the 

Soviets "simply dropped Cuba like a hot p ~ t a t o . " ~ ~  In 1992 Castro recalled a conversation 

he had had with Khrushchev a few rnonths after the Missile Crisis. Castro contends that 

Khnishchev let it slip that Cuba, in fact, had not k e n  his only concern. 

When 1 heard the message that Nikita was reading - that they were going to 



withdraw the missiles from Turkey . . . I thought, 'Well! This hasn't been 
mentioned publicly; this must have been some kind of gift or concession.'. . 
. . Nita  really musm't have meant me to hear that. He knew what 1 thought, 
knew that 1 was utterly opposed to Cuba King used as a pawn for bargainkg, 
which went against the idea that the missiles were for Cuba's defense. Cuba's 
defense didn't involve getting the missiles out of Turkey; that was perfectly 
clear and logical. . . . This thing contradicted the idea that the main purpose 
was the defense of Cuba. When that appeared and was read, 1 looked at him 
and said, 'What? Please repeat.' He read that part again, and 1 said, 'The 
missiles from Turkey and Italy?' And he laughed that mischievous laugh of 
his. I'm sure it had just slipped out; he hadn't meant to tell me that. He'd 
simply put his foot in his mouth? 

Castro's obvious displeasure over how the crisis was settled led the Cuban population 

to believe that the pro-Soviet era of the early years was now over, as "anyone who was in 

Cuba at the time will tell you that there was a most strikhg resurgence of popular support for 

Fidel Castro and that everyone, except for a srnall minority of old communists, wished for a 

clean break with ~ u s s i a . " ~ ~  This clean break, though, was not possible for Castro as he 

remained a practical politician, determined that the revolution had to survive. For that reason 

"he refrained fiom slamming the dwr m Russia's face.'"" Econornically and politicany, Castro 

needed the U.S.S.R. Still fearing a US. invasion, the Soviets were the best protection Cuba 

could hope for, despite Khrushchev's quic k subrnission during the crisis. Economicdy . the 

Soviet markets were essential for the success of Cuban exports, and the Soviet Union had 

supplied nearly a l l  of Cuban oil needs in 1961 and 1962:' 

The ultimate result of the Missile Crisis within Cuba was that now, while m 

maintainhg a iiiendly relationship with the Soviet Union, for the next few years Cuba pursued 

its own road to socialism, as Castro was unsure of the degree of Soviet commitrnent to Cuba 

and no longer believed m the rnilitary su periority of the Soviet Union over the United States. 

Politically, this meant the promotion of Latin American revolution to reduce the Cuban 

dependency on the Soviet Union and to combat hemisphenc isolation caused by US. 

diplornatic pressure on Latin Arnerican States. Econornically, the need to increase agricultural 



production became paramount The Americans tightened the economic blockade of Cuba 

following the cri si^:^ and thus, the importance of Soviet markets for Cuba increased, as did 

the pressure to increase intemal production of consumer goods to reduce the nation's o v e d  

reliance on trade. We recall that neither the Soviets nor the Cubans had been satisfied with 

the economic situation in Cuba; the Soviets were upset with the ovenvhelmuig economic 

needs of the Cubans, whiie the Cubans were not happy with the state of Soviet technology. 

In the spring of 1963 Castro traveled to the Soviet Union in order, among other things, to 

work out a new economic arrangement. Mer Castro spent several weeks touring the 

U.S.S R., he came to an economic arrangement with Khnishchev. The Soviet Union would 

provide a@cultural equipment, including mechanized cane cutters, while Cuba would give 

up its plans for rapid mdustrializationPo It was m this context that the retum to sugar and the 

emphasis on agiculture was proclaimed in the summer and fall of 1963. 

While the political situation of 1963 meant Cuba needed to reduce its reliance on 

foreign trade, the economic recession of 1963 made the acquisition of hard currency a 

necessity for the Cuban govemment. Capital was to be accumulated by following economist 

Albert Hirschman's theory of unbalanced growth? This theory called for the m ~ c a t i o n  of 

the production structure through the development of the leading sector. In Cuba's case, of 

course, this was sugar. The expansion of sugar production would result Ui the acquisition of 

more hard currency, which was required to pay for the increase in irnports necessary to meet 

domestic needs, as well as to cover the costs of the capital goods irnports essential for 

industrialization. Eventually industrialization and developrnent would occur once sufficient 

capital was built up to fmance the process and to divers@ agric~lture.~~ However, sugar 

could not be the sole focus of the Cuban economy, because if other agricultural sectors were 

ignored then excess capital derived from the sugar industry would have to be used to import 

basic consumer goods? White the rapid agriculhiral diversification plan had been abandoned, 

by continuhg to develop certain agiculiural products at the same time as sugar, it WU 

expected that imports of basic foodstuffs could be reduced." 



Emphasis on agrïcultural production, including sugar, would con tribute to ano ther 

revolutionary aim, namely the development of the rural areas of the country. As the 

agrÎcultural sector continued to expand, ruraI unemployment wodd continue to f d .  As weLl, 

the need for basic fwdsniffs for the rural population would becorne less pressing. Further, 

as capital was accumulateci, the rnechanization of agriculture would occur. This would lead 

to increased productivity combined with a reduction of labour exploitation caused by the 

diffcult nanire of manually harvesting sugarcane. The industrial technology needed for the 

expansion of the manufacturing sector would be secured through the hances eamed through 

sugar revenues.45 As weil, a more rational approach to the industriakation process would be 

implemented Che explallied further: "In planning new industries we are evaluating the 

maximum advantages which they may b ~ g  to our foreign trade through the use of the mos t 

modem technical equipment at present obtainable, taking into consideration the particular 

conditions of our country.'46 

Exports would be concentrated on opening new markets. This was deemed necessary 

by Cuban leaders, not only because of the tightening of the Arnerican trade embargo following 

the Missile CBsis, but also because of the diffculty of shipping goods halfway across the 

world to and fiom the Soviet Union. Investrnent in the domestic economy was to increase, 

especially towards the development of capital equipmentP7 However, recognizing that this 

process would take time, Che acknowledged that initially Cuba would need to reserve 

significant fun& to irnport capital equipment, and thus, there would be less money available 

to spend on the importation of consumer durables. He believed, thou*, that the trend would 

be reversed m the years that foiiowed, once export revenues increased through the reemphasis 

on sugar and the rnechanization of agriculture? FinaUy it was anticipated that the 

management skills that had k e n  lacking in the Grst years of the revolution would develop 

through continued education and examples set by the revolutionary leadershipP9 

Cer'cainly, the state of the Cuban economy in 1963 dictated a change in economic 

policy. The Cuban realities of 1963 were not what they had k e n  in 1959. Some of the 
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nation's potential to implement irnport-substitution policies had declined This, it rnust be 

remembered, was in large part due to intemal mismanagement during the fmt  four years of 

the revolution. That said, it seerns the Cubans now had little choice but to increase sugar 

production and emphasize agriculture over industry. A cornparison of the gross investment 

in agriculture and industry in the years 1962 and 1966 demonstrates the policy shift In 1962 

investment in agiculture accounted for 29.4 percent of the total investment the Cuban 

govemment directeci towards econornic development, while 23.1 percent of this invesûnent 

went to industry. By 1966 mvesmient m agiculture had risen to 40.4 percent, while industry's 

share had dropped to 16.7 

The collectivization of the means of production continued between 1963 and 1966. 

The second Agarian Reform Law was enacted on October 2nd, 1963. AU landed property 

between 67 and 400 hectares was expropriated by the state, bringmg the total arnount of land 

nationalized from 49 percent to 70 pcen t ;  Only small pnvate farmers were left outside of 

state ownership? By 1968 industry, construction, eansportation and retail trade had joined 

the other sectors that had been fûlly nationalized. Agriculture remained at 70 percent state- 

owned, but for the most part, capitalist private production was over in revolutionary 

With the economy virtually entirely in the hands of the state, it was now to be 

detennined what forrn the socialist organization of Cuba would take. In the Economic 

Debate, two approaches were advocated. In the approach labeled Budgetary Finance, the 

state was to retain total financial control over all enterprises. The economy would be highly 

cenmlhed, with production decisions made by JUCEPLAN, the Cuban planning board 

created in March, 1960. Moral mcentives were to be emphasized to increase productivity and 

to raiIy Cuban society in pursuit of the govemment's econornic and social objectives, 

especially in tirnes of shortage. Che Guevara and economist, Ernest Mandel, among others 

promoted this position. The Self-Finance or Cost Accounting system was designed to 

maintain fmancial independence, and thus f w a l  responsib'ility would rem& within the Cuban 

enterprises. Market mechanisrns would control the allocation of supplies and determine the 
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costs of production. Material incentives would be retained in order that the profitability of 

enterprises would be guaranteed Among its chief proponents were Carlos Rafael Rodnguez 

and French economist, René Dumont. Responding to poor economic growth in the Soviet 

Union, Soviet econornists, by the early 1960s. were also advocating various decentralïzed, 

more market-oriented, socialist economic policies for Cuba. " 

There were four main areas of contention in the economic debate in Cuba: two of a 

theoretical nature and two of a practical concem. First, the exact role of value in the transition 

to communism was to be determineci. Would the market be the uitimate determinant of prices 

and wages? Second, what was the nature of the means of production? Was it simply a 

question of producing goods or are social relations and social equity a product of the 

production system? Third, the organization of the Cuban enterprises was to be considered. 

This dealt with the degree of cenmlization of management, as weU as which organization 

would be responsible for the construction and maintenance of an enterprise's budgets. Finally, 

the type of incentives, moral or material, that were necessary to increase productivity during 

the construction of socialism was debated?4 

There were several considerations in Che's defense of the Budgetary Fmance System. 

He believed that "Communism is an objective of humanity that can oniy be achieved 

consciously; education and the elhination of the defects of the old system in people's 

conscience are of huge importance." He noted, though, that parallel advances in production 

were necessary in order to reach a cornmunist society? As well, if enterprises were to be 

gran ted financial au tonomy, national priorities wodd risk being secondary to sectoral choices 

made by the managers of the enterprises. Che felt that "a better national profitability is never 

the sum of the optimum potential of each Finaïly, Che was concemed with the effects 

of basing the organization of work on material incentives: "One goes back to the theory of 

the market . . . The whole organization of work relies on material incentives . . . and it is the 

managers who always earn more.''57 The term 'enterprise' in the context of this debate, 

however, needs to be explained. In the Budgetary Finance system an enterprise consisted of 



a 'konglomerate of factories or units that have a similar technological basis, a common 

destination for their production, or, in some cases the same limited geographicd 10cation.''~~ 

In the Cost-Accounting system an enterprise is a far simpler entity, a single production unit, 

for example, a sugar mill. 

The Budgetary Finance system was to have all enterprises fmanced through the 

national budget. Fmanciial control was to be exercised at the level of the Ministry of Industries 

and Finances. The ministries would have the specifc responsibility of designing and 

controllhg the plans, which originated from JUCEPLAN, the central planning board created 

in March, 1960. JUCEPLAN, in addition to formulating policies that would brïng about the 

desired ends of the decisions made by the political leadership, would be responsible for overall 

c e n a  controls of the economy. In this task it would be assisted by the Minisûy of Finance 

and Labour. The ministry would also be held responsible for the f u l f i e n t  of quotas at the 

enterprise level, while the enterprises themselves would be expected to fulfill quota 

obligations at the unit level. The accounting system would be consolidated at the enterprise 

and rninistry levels so that unused resources could be easily msferred nom one enterprise 

to another. Che's main prernise was that 'a  product acquires value because of the labour that 

goes into in."'' Diagram 1 sumarizes the Budgetary Finance system. 

Diagram 1 
Summary of the Budgetary Finance Systern 

POLITICAL DEClSlONS 
1  
L  

JUCEPLAN (Central Planning Board) 
.l-L -L 
L L  L  

MINISTRIES (Designation and control of pians and funds) 
L L L L  
L I L L L  

ENTERPRISES (Control of Accounts of All Unit's) 
L L L L L I L  
L - L L L L L L  

PRODUCTlON UNlTS (Fulfillrnent of Quotas) 
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The law of supply and deliland would be replaced by state physical alIocation and 

pricing. J?rices would be a refiection of an enterprise's activity and would be determined at 

JUCEPLAN and the ministries through the exaction of price indices. It must be kept in rnind, 

though, that prices were not to be determined without extremely accurate statistics? Price 

indices would be created by considering the average international market price of the 

necessary raw material inputs, plus transportation and administrative costs in production. In 

addition the real cost of the production of Cuban raw materials and estimated labour costs 

would be calculated Thus, the price indices created would constantly be affected by real 

world market prices. Che noted that "[tlhe indices will continuously teU us [the cenaal 

organizations and the enterprises] what Our real assets are and would prevent us ftom m a h g  

rnistaken decisions." Further, he added that the Cuban population would not be affected, as 

their consumer prices would be created independently, beartîg m mind demand and vital need 

for each prod~ct.~' Enterprises would functîon with estimated costs and without profits, 

profits king determined at the MQiistry of Intemal Trade. Firms could withdraw money nom 

the state budget to pay for general expenses and salaries, while revenues would go to the 

central bank and be considered state property.62 Workers' and managers' wages would be 

based on work noms with the wages varying according to the assessrnent of qualifcations 

and the scarcity of jobs. A portion of the wages would relate to the productivity of the 

worker. There would be some wage differentials in order to foster professional development, 

though they would not rise higher than the figure set for the highest qualification. Fially, 

there would be rewards for outstanding production, many of a moral nature, as well as 

punishment for poor production performance." Che also considered the underdeveloped 

nature of Cuban society, and correspondingly his system required the creation of the New 

Man: 

To constnict communism sirnultaneously with the material base of our society, 
we must create a new man. . . . That is why it is so i rnpomt to choose 
correctly the instrument for the mobilization of the masses. n ia t  instrument 
must be of a fûndamentally moral nature, without forgetting the correct 
utilization of matenal incentives, especially those of a social nature? 
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Che's 'new man' would be 'îmselfish, h g a l ,  egalitarian, motivated not by greed but 

by patriotism and solidarity, and would give his maximum labour effort to the collective, and 

receive &om it the basics to satisfy his needs."" Che believed it was necessary that work 

become "a pleasant irnperative" rather than ''a paùiful necessity." He realized that initiaily 

productivity wodd suffer, but eventuaIly the workers who achieved a socialist consciousness 

would produce more than those who needed material incentives would.& Revolutionary 

example was considered essential, and the Communist Party, he stated, must ''utilize every 

type of example set by its militants so that productive work, training and participation in the 

economic affairs of each production unit will become an integral part of the workers' lives and 

an irreplaceable habit?' 

Mandel argued that centralized con trol of investment and allocation of resources was 

necessary in an underdeveloped economy with few 'kapable, experienced and mily socialist 

technical cadres."68 Centralkation for ~ h e '  meant a more "rational utilization of national 

fun&" and "a greater rationalization of the entire administrative system." Ano ther advantage 

Che stressed was that, with the creation of larger production units, manpower would be 

reduced and productivity of the workers would increase. As well. there would be one national 

wage scale which could easily move around, and investment control would be simp13ed by 

containing all the relevant data in one central ~rganization.~~ 

But Che also noted the foiiowing weakness in his proposed system: the imrnaturity 

of the system itsel. a scarcity of qualified cadres, a lack of dissemination of the systern to the 

public, a lack of a central planning agency that "functions Wormly and with an absolute 

hierarchy," shoacomings in supply and transportation, and quality control relations with 

distribution ~rganizations?~ And Che was not obstinate in defending his position, either. In 

1964 he reaüzed that "it is still diffcult to distinguïsh which shortcomings are the product of 

weaknesses inherent in the system and which are due substantiaily to our present degree of 

organization.'"' Unfortunately this was a question that was never resolved. 



On the other side of the debate, the essence of the Cost-Accounting system, as 

advocated by Rodriguez and Dumont among others, posited that a socialist nation cannot 

progress farther than its structure aliows it to. A matenal base must fmt  be developed to 

satiso production and consumer demands. In turn, socialkt consciousness wül be raised. 

There can be no skippmg of the transitional phase to cornmunism. This phase would have the 

traits of the capitalist past and the communist future. Market mechanisms would have to be 

given a signifcant place in a planned economy due to the law of value, which, according to 

the advocates of the position, determines accurate prices for comrnodities. These mechanisms 

include money, profit and interest, and differential rent. The position holds that excessive 

collectivization, particularly in agriculture, should not be undertaken. Farms should be of 

smalI to medium-size, rather than giant state fam1s.7~ 

AU state enterprises wodd be respon,sible for their profits and losses. In the Budgetary 

Finance system, Rodriguez felt that because the state would cover all expenses, individual 

enterprises would not be forced to be profitable. He believed, rather, that enterprises should 

be given fuiancial autonomy and be subjected to strict economic cnteria This implied a great 

reliance on material incentives in order to interest managers and workers in hcreasing 

productivity and profits.73 Dumont also noted that W y  autonomy allows for the rapid 

training of the only technicians who are worth anythùig, those who are hammered into shape 

amid danculties and daily re~~onsibilities. "74 Control is achieved thro ugh mone tary discipline. 

But, as Che stated in his critique of the Cost Accounting system, money is also ''a means of 

payment that acts as an indirect instrument of control, for these fun& allow the unit to 

operate and its relations to the banking system are similar to those of a private producer in 

contact with capitalist banks to which it must explain its plan exhaustively and demonstrate 

its sol~enc~.'"~ Nevertheless, Dumont defended the monetary autonomy of enterprises, as 

weIl as price derivation through the market, as pnces would be set according to the real cost 

of production as dictated by the market: 

Not everythmg in traditional economies is a vice; the traditional variations of 



pnces are not aIl due to speculation. It is necessary to compensate for the 
extra effort required to produce certain crops either earlier or later than the 
ordinary season for them, which is aiways costly; othenvise everybody would 
produce these crops in the season when it is easiest to grow them and the 
markets would thus be flooded or completely empty, depending on the tirne 
of year.'6 

In Cost-Accounting there would be a rigorous method of hiring to ensure that the 

proper people were at the proper posts. Wages would be paid per hour or per piece, with 

bonuses used to encourage increased productivity. There would be monetary penalties when 

quotas were not fiilsne~i,~~ W e  Dumont did no t agree with Che that workers needed a sense 

of ownership in the production process, he did concede the necessity of a sense of 

responsibility. But to build a socialist state by constmcting a 'new man,' accordhg to 

Dumont, was not possible: "Socialism needs to revive a sense of responsibility but to believe 

that these moral stimulations can replace material recompense is to deiiberately and uselessly 

repeat the whole cycle of errors of the other socialist countries, for which they have aiready 

paid quite dea~ l~ . ' "~  

Thus, the Cost-Accounting system would use market mechanisms in order that 

resources could be controned while stiIl meeting social aims. Productivity would be raised by 

monetary remuneration of the workers and managers. As Che put it critically, "material 

interest is the great lever that moves the workers individually and coiiectively," and preferred 

a much mater  emphasis on moral in cent ive^.'^ 

From 1963 until1%7 no clear choice of the form of socialist organization that would 

define the Cuban socialist economy was ever made; rather there was a "nidimentary, almost 

ad hoc system of centraI planning, a mixture of budgetary and enterprise Eulancing and the 

incentive sy~tem."~ One economist estimates that two-thirds of the state's economy during 

this period was conduc ted under the Budgetary Fiance system, while the O ther one- third was 

organized under the Cost-Accounting ~~s te rn . '~  However, it seems unWcely that the Cost- 

Accounting system was ever really attempted at aU. Robert Bemardo notes that 
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"responsibility is key in this concept [however] f m  were bailed out, had debts erased, 

loans were not repaid, etcetera . . . ,782 

From 1963 to 1966, the short-term econornic situation did improve, mainly because 

of the reemphasis on sugar. The economy grew sigmflcantly between 1963 and 1965. 

However, there was a slight decline in output in 1966. The year 1964 saw an increase of 

nearly 770,000 tons of sugar from the 1963 production total, totaling 4,590,000 tons. By 

harvesting 6,082,000 in 1965 Cuba had reached its third highest total in the country's history. 

There was, however, a drop to 4,867,000 tons in 1966, which, by no coincidence, 

corresponded to the decline in overall economic growth? 

When we look at the overall agricultural output as well as the production of specific 

crops, we discover that, despite the increased agricultural investment and Castro's 

proclamation regardhg Cuba's emphasis on overall agricultural production, it was ody sugar 

that was propelling the Cuban economy. In 1964 overall agicultural output rose 7 percent, 

and in 1965 the total rose a further 17 percent. These numbers correspond with increased 

sugar output. In 1966, a year of decreased sugar output, overall agricultural output dropped 

17 pcent.8' The production totals of coffee, rice, potatoes, malanga, and boniato* all 

dropped between 1962 and 1965.'~ Paradoxicdy, industrial output rose 20 percent between 

1963 and 1965.- Apparently, indusaial production had become more efficient. 

Revenues fkom hcreased sugar production did not keep Pace with the ever-increashg 

imports, and the balance of trade deterïorated further. Between 1964 and 1966 Cuba 

registered a trade defcit of 808.1 miliion dollars? Increased sugar production did lead to 

slightly higher export figues, however the need for infrastructure and social investment, as 

weil as the drop in the production of certain food staples, led to extmordinarily high irnport 

totals. Sugar's share in die composition of Cuban exports continued to be very hi&: in the 

years 1964, 1965 and 1966, sugafs share of the exports was 88 percent, 86 percent, and 85 

' Malanga and boniato are types of tubercles. 



percent respec tively? 

By 1966 the Soviet Union had clearly become the major replacement market for 

Cuban goods and the main supplier of Cuban miports. By 1966,46 percent of Cuban exports 

were destined for the Soviet Union, while Soviet goods comprised 56 percent of Cuban 

imports? The pice the Soviets paid for sugar was approximately the same as that which the 

Amencan preferential rate would have been m the same pend (the U.S.SR. actually paid 11 

million dollars more in this penod than the United States would have)? By 1966 Cuba had 

successfuily filled the void left when the United States hdted trade between the two nations. 

However, the dificulties already outlined in Chapter 2, including the distance between Cuba 

and its new trading parmer and Merior machinery and supplies, were now permanent 

obstacles to devel~prnent?~ 

By 1965 unemployrnent was reducid to 4.7 percent, though there was a lack of new 

jobs m urban areas, especially industrial jobs." Bemardo explained how the Cubans were able 

to employ vimialiy everyone, however, with economic consequences: 'To employ the visible 

labour surplus new money was printed to a United extent. Ovedl employment is suggested; 

overt unpaid unemployment and underemployrnent disappeared at the cost of substantial paid 

hidden unemployment, much of it actually king training costs." " 

While social services continued to be emphasized, the increase in the number of 

hospitals leveled off. Only six additional hospitals, with approximately five hundred beds, 

were constructed between 1964-1966, one in an urban area and five in rural areas. The focus 

was now on training, as the number of students enroled in medicine began to climb. In 1962- 

63,3393 students were enroled in medical sciences. In the next three years the figures rose 

to 4620,5704 and 5 169 r e ~ ~ e c t i v e l ~ . ~ ~  Higher education enrolment rose 5 1.6 percent in the 

period, totaling 26,162 students, finally surpassing pre-revolutionary figures? Overall 

educational enrolment continued to climb, in fact quite dramatically. By 1965-66 there were 

2,414,493 students enroled in Cuba, a 362 percent increase kom 1962-63 and a 190 percent 
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mcrease h m  1959-60? By 1966 Cuba had 13,782 day care centres, an increase of more 

than five thousand in just two years.98 The construction of houses conhnued at a higher rate 

than in pre-revolutionary Cuba, though the total constituted a si@cant drop-off fkom the 

fmt five years. Between 1964 and 1966 an average of 6155 dwellings were built, compared 

to the pre-revolu tionary average of 5047 between 1954- 1958 and early revolu tionary average 

of 17,089 between 1959 and 1963.~~ Overall, the expansion of social services was becoming 

a fundamental characteristic of the revolution. 

W e  the economy undenvent some moderate irnprovement between l%3 and 1966, 

the overall balance of trade was st i l l  entirely unsatisfactory. Consumer goods were lacking 

despite the reemphasis on sugar and the contmued kcrease of ïmports. Further, besides sugar, 

overall agriculturai production was disappointing, although the climb in industrial output was 

enco uraging. 

The Missile Crisis had demonstrated that Cuba was Mllnerable to external forces, and 

these forces affected intemal poiicy. However, the fact that Castro was able to corne to an 

economic arrangement with the Soviets in the aftermath of the cnsis, despite the tensions 

obviously present, demonstrated an internai flexibility in the derivation of policy, despite 

extemal limiting factors. Further, as aiready mentioned, the retum to sugar was precipitated 

as much by internd policy mistalces in the early yem as by world market realities. 

The Economic Debate was not onIy hi@y interesting, informative and healthy, the 

issues raised are of fundamental importance to a socïalis t nation attempting to develop within 

the confines of a capitalist world economy. Additionally, the task of transfonning an 

underdeveloped and dependent 'capitalist' economy to an equit~ble, developed socialist 

economy is daunting. There have k e n  no easy answers and the presence of open debate, rich 

in theory regarding which road Cuba as a developing nation should take in order most 

efficiently to manage its economy, can only be beneficial. It is deeply unfortunate that this 

would not occur in revolutionary Cuba again. As Janette Habel noted, "it was a public and 

contentious debate between Cuban leaders (the only one in this case)."lw 



While many scholars have stated that the Guevarist mode1 was chosen and 

implernented in Cuba during the late 196ûs, an examination of what actudy happened will 
101 demonstrate that this was not precisely the case. Obviously there are strengths and 

wedcnesses in bot. organizational approaches. However, before a proper appraisal of the 

viability and effectiveness of either system can be ascertaineci, the theories, of course, would 

have had to be put into practice. Moreover, the economic path Cuba followed in the later 

years of the decade once again demonstrates the fundamental lack of popular participation 

m socialist Cuba. Foilowmg the fmal decision to harvest ten million tons of sugar pronounced 

at Santa Clara in Novernber, 1966, Castro chose a path which would not offer an opportunïty 

to make an appraisal of either system in the economic debate, and demonstrated that, for 

better or worse, the revolution would only follow his lead. 



Chapter Four 
The Drive Toward Communism and the Ten Million Ton Zafra of 1970 

Above al/, always be capable of feeling deeply any injustice against anyone anywhere in the world. 
That is the most beautiful quality of a revulutionary. 

-Ernesto 'Che' Guevara, in his lasr letter to his children. October. 1967.' 

As difficulties increase, Castro asks his fello w Cubans not tu Iinger in the present but to tum their eyes 
toward a horizon that moves further and furlher away. . . . He traces a more and more idyilic picture 
of that future - a future within their grasp if they accept a program that becornes increasingly far- 
fetched - especially to anyone whose first thoughts are for the Cubans' daily rice needç. 

-French economist and former C a m  adviser, René Dumont., 19702 

This system that delights you because you're a communist delights me because 1 find it evangelic. 1 
also am fond of scarcity: 1 am a monk. 

-Emesto Cardinal, 1970. to a Cuban writer. on the ration ~ ~ s t e r n - ~  



The r e m  of sugar7s predominance in the Cuban economy did not bring about the 

desired economic recovery. The economy was still relatively stagnant, productivity was a 

problem, and the trade balance was dismal. A plan fmt  proposed in 1964 was finalized at 

Santa Clara on November 26: 1966. Cuba would attempt to produce ten million tons of 

sugar in 1970, more than any country ever l ~ a d . ~  Accordingly, the period 1967 to 1970 in 

revolu tionary Cuba was characterized by Cuba's gant sugar zafa of 1970. In this chapter we 

wiU examine the economic and political reasoning behind Cuba's decision to harvest ten 

million tons of sugar, the economic results of the perhd, why the ten million ton harvest was 

not successful, and the political consequences of the economic failure. as well as the social 

results of the period. Finally, we will end the chapter with a bnef surnmation of the political, 

economic and social realities in Cuba after a decade of revolution. 

(Xncialiy launched following the nationalization of 56,012 small businesses in March 

1968, the Revolutionary Offensive saw central planning abandoned in favour of Fidel Castro's 

'special plans' designed to meet specinc output goals and the disappearance of practically a l  

material incentives for workers. Accordingly, voluntarism was stressed and an increasingly 

militaristic society emerged? WhiIe historians studying this period generally believe that the 

Cuban economy during the Revolutionary Offensive "was centralized dong the lines of the 

centrai budgetary position that Che Guevara had advocated earlier in the [economic] debate," 

we wiIl see in our andysis of the failure of the Ten Million Ton Harvest that this depiction is 

quite erroneous: It is important to differentiate between Castro's dictatorial and pragmatic 

policies during the Revolutionary Offensive and those of Che's position in the Econornic 

Debate for several reasons. First, if we fail to understand the ciifferences between the two 

approaches, then it becornes easy to dismiss Che's conceptions of a new man and his 

economic policies as utopian and idealistic. Moreover, issues raised during the Economic 

Debate, mcluding the participatory role of workers m an emerging communist society and the 
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econornic organization of a socialist state, are still today fundamental unresolved issues 

with which advocates of socialism mus  come to t e m ,  and thus, a proper understanding of 

the clifferences between Che's Budgetary Fiance position and Castro's 'special plans' during 

the Revolutionary Offensive is important. As well, the organization of the Cuban economy 

and society during the late 1960s demonstrates the irrationality of the approach of the Cuban 

leadership during this period and the role that el lider played in the failure of the ten 

million ton sugar harvest, important considerations in our analysis of the Cuban effort to 

develop. 

In keeping with the pattern established in this study, we must first outline the intemal 

and extemal political events and pressures which influenceci the direction the revolution 

followed during the late 196ûs, as weli as demonstrate Fidel Castro's pragmatism in his 

choice not to alienate major trading Pamiers, especially the Soviet Union. 

One of the key strategies for Castro, Che, and other Cuban leaders during the fxst 

decade of revolution in Cuba, particularly in the aftennath of the Cuban Missile Cnsis, was 

the promotion of Latin Amencan revolution abroad. Contrary to the conservative strategy of 

the Soviet Union in aiding international revolutions~ Cuba had attempted to limit its political 

and economic isolation in the Western hemisphere by creating 'one, two, three Viemams' in 

Latin Arnenca. Castro had no patience for those 'communists' who would not perform their 

revolutionary duty. In 1965 he stated: 

But one thing we are convinced of is that, in the vast majority of the countries 
in Latin Amenca, better conditions exist than in Cuba, and if revolutions do 
not occur in these countries it is because conviction is lacking of those who 
call themselves revolutionarïes. . . . We would have k e n  in a real pickle, if, 
in order to make a socialist revolution, we had had to spend all our time 
catechizing everybody in socialism and Mancism and only then undertake the 
revolution. . . . This business of thinking that the awareness must come fmt 
and the smiggle afterward is an error. The smggle has to come fnst.' 

In 1966 Che Guevara left Cuba to resume the Latin Amencan stniggle against 
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imperiaüsm, afier Wnting his classic Man and Socialim. In August 1967 Havana hosted the 

Conference of Organizations of Latin Arnerican ~olidarity? The conference had three goals: 

"to develop and promote the unity of anti-impenalist movements in each Latin Arnerican 

country; to support by ali  means within its power, the peoples of Latin Arnerica smigghg 

against impenalism and coIonialism, especially those engaged in m e d  struggle; [and] to 

coordinate the struggïe against U.S. imperialism in order to form a united strategy."1° 

However, on October gh, 1967, the momentum that had accumulated foilowing this 

conference, a s  well as Cuba's enthusiasm in general for supporting Latin Amencan 

revolutions disapmued in a heartbeat. By the beginning of October, Che's guerilla struggie 

m Bolivia had been going badiy. By the 7: he and a srnail contingent of feliow revolutionaries 

found themselves encircled in the rnountains in the southem part of the country by 15,000 

Bolivian govemment troops. The next day 184 Bolivian rangers pursued the gueriuas into a 

canyon, and the battle began. Four hours Iater Che was captured and the next day "was 

murdered by his captors."" 

Che's death had a profound consequences in Cuba K.S. Karol noted in 1970 that 

there had been no new Cuban proclamations on revolution in Latin Arnenca since the tragic 

incident in 1301ivia.12 with the impetus driwig support of Latin Amencan revolution removed, 

and with the giant supar harvest fast approaching, Castro had to reconsider his relationship 

with the Soviet Union, particdarly his defiance of the Soviet strategy discouraging violent 

revolution in underdeveloped and dependen t countïes. The Soviets, not only unhappy with 

Castro's support of Latin American revolution, but &O displeased with the economic nature 

of the Revolutionary Offensive, by 1968 began to make their disapprovai of the Cuban plan 

known. l3 In 1968 the Soviets increased oil shipments to Cuba's 'archenemy' Brazil and 

provided the country with trade and credit conce~sions.'~ As Carme10 Mesa-Lago States, the 

Soviet support of Brazil "was a clear example of c~ercion."'~ 

Thus, Castro felt he had to rernain pragmatic if he hoped to guarantee the survival of 

his revolution, and he demonstrated this pragmatism throughout 1968, during his public 
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responses to various international incidents. Three events illustrate Castro's fear of 

alienating major trading partners, especially the Soviet Union. For two months Castro failed 

to offer support to radical students in Paris, foUowing the insurrection initiated by these 

students in May, 1%8, protesthg the French govemrnent's consemative economic and social 

policies. Despite the revolutionary intentions of the students, with the gant sugar harvest of 

1970 approaching, Castro did not want to offend France, an important trading partner, nor 

the Soviet Union and French cornunisa, who had not supported the uprising.16 On July 26&, 

following a revolt in Mexico precipitated by deteriorathg social conditions of the Mexican 

indigenous population, and the brutal repression committed by the Mexican govemrnent 

(including a massacre orchestrated by govemment forces at Tlateloloco), Castro was once 

more reticent. As Mexico had been the only neighbouring country to maintain trade relations 

with Cuba, Castro believed he could not offend the Mexican government and in September 

1968, Cuba sent its athletes to the Olympics in Mexico City. The thkd incident occurred m 

late August. On the 23d, the Cuban populayion waited anxiously for Castro to condemn the 

arriva1 of Soviet tanks into Czechoslovakia, the event that marked the end of the Prague 

Spring. Castro, however, refused to condemn the Soviet invasion because, in his public 

statement, he claimed Czechoslovakia was moving towards capitalism and irnpenalism." 

Historian Juan M. del Aguila believes the speech Castro made on the night of the 23" was a 

turning point in the Soviet-Cuban relationship. Afterwards, he contends that there was "a 

penod of political reconciliation, mcreased economic assistance, "mutual concessions and new 

bonds of solidarity between the two co~ntries."'~ As well as demonstrating his pragmatic 

nature in the face of moral outrages, Castro's reluctance to condemn the atrocities of 1968 

made the Cuban sponsorçhip of Latin Amencan revolution increasingly unviable. As Karol 

stated, as  Castro moved closer to the Soviet position in the late 1960s, "a continental 

equivalent of the Cuban Revolution would have to be fought under the red banner [which] 

would have meant stimng up all the sad past and reviving aU the theoretical wrangles of the 

international communkt movement of which Castmism was now a part. And that was the last 

thing Fidel Castro wanted at this crucial ~tage."'~ However, Castro stiU had one more 'card 

up his sleeve' in his quest to establish a relatively independent socialist Cuba. 



The rationale for the ten million ton sugar harvest was as foilows: a few years of great 

effort would result in great rewards and a permanent solution for dealing with Cuba's 

econornic problem and underdevelopment, as well as limiting extemal economic and political 

dependence. Sugar earnings would finance industrialization, although, the proponents 

clairned, stnictural diversification and mechanization in agriculture would still be pursued. 

Castro, who had assumed personal charge of agriculture in Febmary, 1965:' believed that the 

lack of suEcient export earnings kom the reemphasis on sugar, combined with the general 

poor productivity in the agrïcultural sector, and hence the need to import large quantifies of 

consumer non-durables, had k e n  roadblocks to development. Therefore, he concluded, 

independence and mdustriai development would be achieved by first creatmg a solid econornic 

base nom one giant sugar harvest? A great deal of land previously used for the production 

of other agicultural crops was now reserved for sugarcane." Further, the 1NR.A. "'diverted 

meat, h i t ,  shoes and vegetables fYom domestic to export," in order to acquire additional 

capital to fmance industrialization? Manyhdustrial projects were abandoned in order to 

concen trate Cuba's limited resources more fully on the at tainment of ten million tons. Clearly 

it was a period when capital accumulation was emphasized much more than domestic 

consumption. 

As we stated, in the process of taking the concept of an outward-directed economy 

to the extreme, under the Revolu tionary Offensive, Cuban society undenvent dras tic changes. 

As neither market mechanisms nor central planning were deerned necessary by the Cuban 

leadership in its pursuit of ten million tons of sugar, "emphasis was placed on meeting output 

goals" in the various economic sectorsF4 However, lacking the economic base to offer 

signifcant material incentives, the govemment was forced to rely solely on moral incentives 

and voluntarism to increase productivity in order to reach these output goals. Castro cailed 

for the substitution of the 'econornic man,' or the capitalist worker who only responds to 

material mcentives, with a version of Che's 'new man.'= This 'new man' would be dedicated 

to the construction of a better society and would not be in need of personal economic 

gratincation? In the process of offering moral mcentives, everyone was assured employment, 
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however, obviously with littie potential for material gain. Additionally, as the entire 

Cuban society was in the hands of the state afier the nationaiization of srnall businesses m 

March 1968, a period in which the economy was fairly stagnant, the accuituration of Cuban 

society to cornmunism becarne an immediate concern of Castro and the Cuban govemment. 

Accordingly, Cuba society was taught to respond to moral incentives through 
27 pronouncements in schools, by the media, and by the Communist Party. As well, 

govemment policies became more radical. There was an expansion of the free pods  sector, 

incIuding the kee use of telephones and the total abolition of rentw2' In 1969 di state taxes 

were eli1ninated.2~ The combination of many cost-free services and the declining availability 

of consumer goods meant wages, and consequently money, lost a great deal of significance. 

Simply put, there was nothing left to buy. 

At the workplace an elaborate system of work noms was put in place in order to 

establish salaries. However, workers were not compensated £hacially according to the 

difficulty of the job, nor to theK actual physical output?' Bonuses and overtirne pay were 

eliminated by 1969, as overtime became 'conscience tirne.'" Party memben, enterprise 

managers and outstanding workers were considered to be the 'vanguard movement.' A wide 

variety of moral titIes was awarded to workers who met output quotas, though by the second 

half of 1%8 prize qualifications were lowered so that the average worker couId meet thern. 

hinishment for poor performance, including absenteekm and lateness, was administered via 

public pronouncements condemning the laziest workers, or by ms fe r ,  suspension, or a 

sentence of one to twelve months in a centre of rehabilitation? 

It is at this point that we can see the differences in Che's theoretical approach with 

that of the Cuban govemment's 'special plans' during the Revolutionary Offensive. Whüe 

both approaches adopted the concept of the 'new man?, the method the Cuban govemment 

used to employ this concept, as well as several other econornic policies that were introduced 

m this penod, were in sharp contrast to what Che had m minci Even Castro admitteci as much 

in 1987 on the twentieth anniversary of Che's death: "Some of Che's ideas were, for a tirne, 
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rnismterpreted and badly introduced It is true that no attempt was ever made to put hem mto 

practice, and that for awhile ideas diametrically opposed to Che's economic thought were 

~ ~ r e a d . " ~ ~  Che proposed as early as 1961 that Cuba attempt to harvest what RenE Dumont 

later termed, a bTeasible'y 8.5 million tons of sugar in 1970" It is unlikely that Che would 

have favoured the plan to harvest ten miILion tons, considering how other crops and industries 

were ignored. Janette Habel notes how Che always supported diversifcation and less reliance 

on sugar? Even after the failure of the diversifcation plan of the early years, Che believed 

that diversification on a smaIler scale could be achieved by ' b ~ W g  the reserves of 

produc tivity existing in the resources assigned to the various traditional types of cultivation." 

At the same t h e  more modem techniques would be introduced for traditional crops so that 

in the future the techniques may be transferred to new crops without darnaging productivity 

in the traditional sector? 

The issue of moral versus material hcentives is the one that clearly has been most 

misunderstood. Volunteer labour and moral incentives were key aspects of the Revolutionary 

Offensive Period, especially with regard to the harvesting of the 1970 sugar crop. Cuban 

economis t Manuel Figueras, who had worked with Che at the Miaistry of Industry, stated that 

''Dele was not an extrernist. He had a balance of moral and material incentives and a modem 

management  stem."^' Che himself stated that "[wle do not negate the objective need for 

material incentives, but we are reluctant to use them as a fundamental element. We believe 

that in econornics such a lever becomes an end in itself and then b e a s  to impose its own 

force on the relationship among men.d8 Che did believe, though, that material incentives - 

the prospect of fiancial remuneration - and that socialist consciousness - achieved by the 

use of moral incentives such as public announcernents of exemplary work, and by the example 

set by the vanguard - were contradictory te-, and socialist consciousness would eventually 

result in the more productive path. However, in a demonstration of his realistic approach, he 

adrnitted that "we need experience to Hrrm these ideas and . . . in the course of the 

experiment if it is demonstrated that consciousness is a dangerous brake to the development 

of productive forces we shail have to stop and return to well-traveled r ~ a d s . " ~ ~  He thus 
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believed that material incentives were stiU necessay to reward work and to punish those 

who did not comply with work normsP0 Further, wage differentials were necessary in order, 

"among other things, to foster professional Che also understood the diffculties 

of an accelerated road to communism, feeling that certain stages could not be skipped, 

especidly foJlowing the failure of the rapid diversification plan. He even stated that "for a 

certain time the capitalist elements WU be retained and this period cannot be ascertained 

bef~rehand. '~~ He would have never agreed with a policy that n a t i o n h d  all  small 

businesses. He feit only the nationalization of the srnaIl and medium-sized businesses that had 

been abandoned by those who had left the country was worthwhile, as "it was not necessary 

to centraiize small shops and coffee staiIs . . . whose management would lead to serious 

administrative problems.'*3 

Substituting 'special plans' for an organized central plan was entirely contrary to 

Che's economic thought. Being concemed with bureaucracy, he felt that the more an 

economy was oqanized and centraüzed the less bureaucracy would be a problem. He stated 

that "[ilt is evident that the Iess bureaucracy exists, the more centralized the process of 

recording information and the control of the enterprises and unit becomes. So, if each 

enterprise could centralize ail its administrative functïons, its bureaucracy could be reduced 

in each unit to a srnall managerial nucleus and a collecter of information to be sent to the 

central ~rganization.'~' Castro's uncoordinated special plans led to a reduction in the ability 

of the govemment to track economic indicatorsPs Che would not agree with a programme 

that lacked accurate economic indicators. Even Castro acknowledged this in 1987: 

If there was one thing that Che paid absolute attention ta, it was accountancy 
and the analysîs, cent for cent, of expenses and costs. Che saw the 
construction of socialism and the management of the economy as nothhg less 
than proper organization, eficient control and strict accaunting . . . . He even 
studied mathematics to improve control of the econorny and rneasure its 
effkiency. Che used to dream of using information technology to gauge 
economic efficiency under socialism and saw this as essential? 

Professor José Taberes describes how Che's hhistry of Industry was set up and how 



many misinterpreted Che's econornic thougk 

He tried to establish a good accounting system, good control of the work of 
everyone, a high level of discipline and personal responsibiüty of the managers 
. . . the elements of any enterprise anywhere in the world. Some people, after 
he left Cuba, made a different interpretation of Che Guevara's economic ideas 
and started iaiplementing them in a way he never did. First they abolished, 
practically completely , material incentives. The y abolis hed al l  the controls, 
accountancy, even control of the hour you would arrive at work. They said 
'You have to trust the w~rkers.'~' 

This period was characterized far more by policies that originated fkom 'Fidel's 

chaotic urgesy48 than Che's system of Budgetary Finance. Whiie the reason for Che's 

departure in 1966 is unbown, and has been the subject of much speculation, disthguished 

historïan Francis Maspero contends that, not only were the policies of the Revolutionary 

Offensive distinct fkom Che's economic thought, but Che left because Castro rejected his 

proposais: 'Che came off the worst in this polemic [the Economic Debate] with ideological 

enemies at the heart of power, and that the defeat of his ideâs in this area led him to move 

ont0 another, namely that of the tri-continental struggle. . . . In other words, even if there was 

an agreement, and more probably, a strategic agreement, between himself and Fidel, Che left 

Havana with his economic policy defeated.'49 

There was, though, one glaring weakness in Che's position during the Econornic 

Debate, and, coincidentally, it was also the most fundamental problem of-the Revolutionary 

Offensive. In both Che's Budgetary Finance system and Castro's 'special' policies during the 

Revolutionary Offensive, decisions legarding the allocation of investrnent and the setting of 

wages and @ces would have to be carefully made, as market mechanisms were lirnited. The 

question, then was: 'Who decides, how are key production decisions taken and who is in 

control?'" By the late 1960s, with the popularly supported Che gone, Castro was in fidl 

control in Cuba, and thus, he must bear responsibility for the effects of the Revolutionxy 

Offensive and the pursuit of ten million tons of sugar on Cuban society and the economy, 
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whatever they have ken. Dumont correctly observed as early as 1%4 that, '*bides Che, 

there was less and less tak of participation. In actualiiy Cuban society remained authontarian 

and hierarchical; Fidel maneuvered it as he saw fit.'"' A young Cuban m 1970 stated: "If you 

criticize anything, it is taken very badly, you're a destructive critic. Suddenly Fidel comes 

dong and sees these defects and criticizes them and then everyone admits that they were bad 

and they praise Fidel who corrected them.'"' Unfomnately, however, serious economic 

rnistakes during the later years of the decade in revolutionary Cuba were corrected too late. 

In 1970 Cuba produced 8.538 million tons of sugar, far more than it had ever 

produced in its history? However, the total was well short of the ten rniuion tons that had 

k e n  anticipated. Further, achieving ten million tons was an obsession for the Cuban 

leadership, and consequently, other crops and industries saw their output fall, and sugar 

harvests for the years imediately precedùig 1970 were reduced in order to accumulate the 

highest possible figure for 1970.5~ In short, .the plan was a devastating econornic failure. An 

examination of the Cuban economy following the harvest of 1970 wiU demonstrate this. 

The reemphasis on sugar had resulted in increased production during the mid-sixties. 

A decent crop was harvested in 1967, as wel, totalhg 6.236 million tons. n i e  figure, though, 

feu considerably, amounting to only 5.165 million tons in 1968 and 4.459 million tons m 

1969, the third lowest total since 1946. The figure again dropped the year afier the failure, 

totaling 5.925 million tons m 1971? Overa. agiculhiral production rose 19 percent in 1967, 

but dropped 8 percent in 1968, and a m e r  6 percent in 1969.'~ Industrial production 

peaked m 1967, then declined, as much of the workforce was diverted to the sugar harvestn 

Meanwhile, the deficit in foreign trade soared. From 1967 to 1970 Cuba ran a trade deficit 

of 1.561 bülion dollars. In 1970 alone, the year of the giant zafra that was supposed to 

finance future industrializattion, the trade deficit was 261.5 million dollars. In that year, 

exports did reach a record hi& of 1 .O49 billion dollars, however, imports rose even faster, 

totaling 1.3 1 1 billion dollarsP8 The plan to increase exports signXcantly had resulted in an 

even higher level of imports. One cause of the need for a high level of imports was the state 



of Cuban sugar müls. The newest mill had been built in 1927. Karol estirnated that an 

Uivestment of 300 million dollars into the miUs was required to produce 8.5 million tons of 

sugar, while 8 billion dollars was needed to produce 10 million tons, as most mills were 

already operating at peak output levelssg Miguel Figueras notes that by 1970, excluding the 

sugar sector, "the rest of the economy was depleted and di~or~anized."" 

Economic growth was virtually nonexistent between 1967 and 1969. In 1970, due to 

the huge increase in sugar production, growth was deceptively highO6' There had ben 

problems in productivity and coordination, as Cuban leaders discovered that a signifcant 

portion of the workforce was not motivated by moral incentives. There were hi& rates of 

absenteeism, and some of the more unpleasant jobs were not done at alL6' Ronald Radosh 

estimates that the productivity of volunteer workers was only one-quarter of the newly trained 

agricultural workers." Salaries rose faster than production, once again creating a situation 

of great demand without an adequate supply of goods. Further, the importation of consumer 

goods, as Ren6 Dumont noted, '"was reduced to a trickle," as a sigificant portion of irnprts 

had k e n  in capital goods designateci for the sugar harvest . Karol no ted the madequate supply 

of consumer goods as early as 1967, during a trip he made across the country: 'The reason 

we avoided restaurants was simply that they served nothing or next to nothing. in the village 

bars en route it was idle to h o p  for a cool drink, let alone a cup of coffee. There were no 

market s t a s  either.'9a Castro had responded to the domestic crisis in 1968 by induchg a 

senes of rationmg and production policies, or as Janette Habel refers to them, "special plans." 

These plans were designed "to protect consumption of essential agicultural products 

suddenly under threat from extensive cane cultivation" and kom the low production and 

import totals of consumer durables." However, they only resulted in "long lines at the ration 

stores" that produced 'iuiproductive fatigue for the workers," and resulted in a lower 

standard of living for the ppulation." Additionally, the expansion of free services often 

resulted in the waste of the free cornmodities that had b e n  available? Dumont summarized 

the situation for the average Cuban during this period: Tverywhere, kom Havana to 

Bayamo, vegetables, fruits, and clothing disappeared fkom the stores. The shortages, which 



had become bearable until then, suddeniy became shocking and dramati~."~ 

Full employment was attahed, but the problems of productivity and the lack of 

consumer goods meant that the benefits to society were not what they could have ken!' 

Further, perks from govemment jobs resulted in some inequality, as did the emergence of a 

black market. KaroI noted that it was the people with the minimal socialist consciousness, 

those who had been the least productive in Cuban society, who, nevertheless. reaped the 

greatest benefit fiom the emerginp hequality. Black marketeers, unemployed bureaucrats, and 

rentiers* were the people who had been able to afford to spend the most time in the few 

lwury restaurants still left in ~avana." 

Extemal factors played a role in Cuba's economic d8Eculties of the period, too. These 

extemal forces included the mcessant Arnerican mde embargo, which constantly forced Cuba 

to seek markets in countries located very far away. AdditionaHy, the continued negative 

ramitications of Cuba's economic dependency on the Soviet Union persisted. Between 1967 

and 1970 Cuba lost nearly one billion dollars in sugar revenue based on what the preferential 

prices paid to the Cubans by the Soviets, as compared to what the Americans' preferential 

prices would have beedl As weI1, goods from the Soviet Union were late in arriving to Cuba 

or did not arrive at The mechanical sugar harvesters promised to Cuba in the aftermath 

of the Missile Crisis arrived late, and eventuaily proved ineffective under Cuban geographical 

con~iitions.~~ FimaEy, the decision itself to return to sugar in 1963 had been in part due to the 

realities of the world market and Cuba's historic role as a sugar producer. 

However, the decision to harvest ten miilion tons of sugar for 1970 was made without 

extemal pressure, and its prudence seerns very questionable. The industrial output of sugar 

production, that is, the percentage of processed sugar to sugarcane cut, in 1970 was the 

lowest since the 1930s.'~ The poor performance was due to several factors: the cane was not 

ripened when harvested; the cane was cut too hi@, Ieaving most of the sucrose in the ground; 

' People receiving an indernnity from expropriated property 



cut sugarcane was left too long in the fields, reducing the amount of sucrose available; there 

were too many leaves and dirt left on the cut cane, posing problems during the rnilling and 

boiling processes? Of course, given the increased number of volunteer workers that were 

king utilized, some of these problems are not surprising. However, this does question the 

wisdom of using so many volunteer labourers. By sanincing centrd accounting in favour of 

the special plans, adminisaation predictably became a problem as well. Reliable data were 

very difficuIt to fmd, workers were hired when not needed while managers were poorly 

organized and often considered volunteer labour costless to the enterprise and employed it 

in marginal waYs? 

The inexperience of volunteer labour and poor administration, though, were not the 

full extent of the problem. The logic of the 1970 zafia was basically as follows: by simply 

increasing the amount of harvested cane ground and the number of grinding days. it was 

thought that the Cubans could attain ten million tons. This logic was fine, if industrial output 

numbers are ignored. Willard RadeII explains how the Cuban leaders used very poor 

judgement when they believed that the target of ten million tons of processed sugar was 

feasible: 

Proper interpretation of pre 1959, 1962, 1966, and 1967 data would have 
allowed an orderly retreat fkom the goal of ten million tons as late as the fall 
of 1968. . . . Specifications using cane alone show roughly constant returns 
to scale. What should have womed Cuban plamers was that of the years 
analyzed, the years with the greatest output, 1957 and 1967, show lower 
retums [industrial yield] to cane input. . . . That implies that many fac tories 
were operating at levels of diminishing marginal retums. Thus, an output goal 
that depended upon merely cutting more cane would necessarily involve 
signifcantly higher unit production costs. . . . While Cuban sugar experts 
knew well that sugar extraction is more expensive early and late in a season, 
political preoccu pation with gross output dorninated until the obvious failure 
of 1970.'' 

It seems unlikely that Che, with his preoccupation for accurate statistics, would have 



overlooked such signifcmt data. 

There were additional examples of an absence of foresight. Despite nearly a decade 

of experience with Soviet technology, the mechanical sugar harvesters that had arrived late 

had not been pre-tested by Cuban leaden. After the fmt one thousand arrived, they 

discovered the machines were "too heavy, too clumsy, and quite unsuited to Cuban 

conditions. In other words they caused nothing but damage."'8 While the realities of the world 

market constituted an external force consistently throughout the decade, Cuban leaders did 

littie to limit the effects of these forces. Being a major world sugar producer, Cuba's sugar 

output had an effect on world prices. Guaranteed pnces offered by the Soviet Union would 

seem to have limited this problem for Cuba. However, the Soviets set their price with the 

world price in mind. Further, the Soviets sold much of the Cuban sugar on the world market, 

which also affected world prices d o ~ n w a r d ? ~  Cuba, in turn, also frequendy looked to the 

world market Anxious to increase its holdings of convertible currency, Cuba sold whatever 

sugar it could on the world market in order to "import a range of products and consumer 

goods [it] cannot buy with rubles - either because the Russians do not make them or else 

because the quality of their merchandise is inferior to that sold on the free market at the sarne 

price."" Thus, excessive sugar production could only decrease the world market price by 

flwding the market. The bottom line for Cuba was that "surplus export production works 

against its own intere~ts."~~ 

Sugar, historically the vehicle which had propelled the Cuban economy, as Figueras 

notes, "becarne an end itself."" Consequently, other areas of the economy were largely 

ignored. B y 1970 overall agricultural investmen t had fallen by 9 percent from the 1966 total. 

Industrial investrnent had risen 3 percent from 1966 but was still3 percent below the 1962 

figure.= The Cuban leaders' policy of abandoning structural economic diversification during 

the pursuit of ten mülion tons of sugar is the mirror image of the early revolutionary economic 

policy. The case of cotton serves as a good example, as it was one of the sectors sacrifced 

by Cuban leaders during the late 1%0s. Dumont noted that "the total abandonment of cotton 



is no more justifiable than was the excessive craze the Cuban govemment originally developed 

for this plant; dozens of Soviet cotton-picking machines are now m s ~ g  in shedCW 

With the arrival of the second major econornic crisis in ten yem in the context of 

increased moral incentives and volunteer labour, the Cuban people were k ing  asked, or 

perhaps ordered, to do more for less reward. It became "a communism of au~teri t~. '~ '  Peter 

Clecak's theoretical explanation of what may occur to the decision-making process in 

conditions of such austerity aptiy describes Cuba during the Revolutionary Offensive: 

For if moral incentives under austere conditions encourage a crude fonn of 
egalitarbnism and community they may also discourage the development and 
expression of independent critical thought. The whole enterprise rests on a 
foundation of sti£ling conforrnity, in part 'voluntaq' but largely coerced. This 
in Nm not only ensures the emergence of clumsy bureaucracies, despite 
campaigns to increase flexibility in decision-making, it also guaran tees the 
monopolization of power by a min&@, usually personified by a maximum 
leader, who decides on the nature of the ideals and sets the specific tests of 
complian~e.~~ 

In the desperate attempt to increase productivity, the Cuban govemment used al1 its 

"mechanisms of ideological control" to motivate workers? As store shelves became more 

and more empty and daily life became increasingly diiIicult for the average Cuban, the use of 

moral incentives, as Betrarn Silverman States, "could be viewed as just another form of 

repression."" 

However, despite all the econornic problems, social services were stiU a genuine 

concem of the govemment. Obviously, health care was included among the fie services 

offered, as was university education." Day-care centres continued to expand. By 1970 there 

were more than double the number of daycare facilities than in 1966, totaling 30,317.~' 

Education enrolment fell slightly during this period, especially in 1969 and 1970, as the total 

number of students dropped below two million for the first tirne since 1963 by the end of the 

decade? Some of the decline can be attnbuted to the desire of the govemment to have as 
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rnany workers as possible in the cane fields. Overall, higher education enroiment did 

increase, rising h m  28,243 in 1966-67 to 34,520 in 1969-70? We must note, though, that 

the retum to sugar monoculture, cuùninating in the giant sugar harvest of 1970, consumed 

a great deai of the nation's resources, and social investment was affected. Education 

investment, as a percentage of the Cuban budget, dropped fkom 8.1 percent in 1962 to 4.4 

percent in 1966, to 2.4 percent in 1970.9~ Nevertheless, for the most part, social incikators 

during this penod continued to suggest that, if the economy was not developing as planneci, 

at the least the social development of the Cubau people tiemselves continued to progress. 

Castro noted in 1970 that, despite the econornic difficulties of the period, children less than 

seven years old SU continued to receive their rlaily litre of mi&." 

In 1968 K.S. Karol stated prophetic&y: 'To win his gigantic sugar wager, Fidel has 

had to pay so high a political price that one be@s to wonder if he bas not mortgaged the 

entire funire of the revolution. Industrial and military conscription; closer ties with the Soviet 

Union; the kind of 'CornmuniSm' that prevaüed in Russia during the '30s'- a l i  of these are the 

direct consequences of his battle for the ten-million-ton ~ a f r u . " ~ ~  Two years later, on July 26h, 

1970 Fidel Castro publicly acknowledged in a lengthy speech that he had lost this wager. At 

one point in the speech he stated: '4 believe that we leaders of diis revolution have exacted 

too dear a price during the process of leaming. And, unfortunately, our problem, one of the 

most diffcult problems is . . . the inhentance of ignorance."96 In essence, Castro was 

admitting, as Juan M. del Aguila stated, "that the dilemma of how to make headway against 

underdevelopment could not be solved through infantile subjectivisrn, half-baked ideas, ill- 

conceived impulses or permanent e~~erimentation."~ 

And what was this pice of 'the inheritance of ignorance'? Simply put, because of the 

nation's faiure to develo p economicaily u tilizing an ' outward' direc ted develo prnent smtegy, 

Cuba's experirnent with independent socialist econornic development was over. It was no 
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longer fiee to chart its own course. Following the "dreadful failure" of the ten million ton 

sugar harvest, the Soviet Union and its supporters within Cuba were now able to "pull the 

Castro leadership into line and to get its men into positions of control. Fidel Castro would 

hencefoah have to read his copy back before speaking and provide a full-written submission 

to the regular authorities of leadership."98 The main agent of Soviet control was the Cuban- 

Soviet commission for Economic, Scientific and Technical Collaboration (C-SCESTC), 

established in 1970. The C-SCESTC controlled a number of Cuban industries including 

Foreign Trade, Merchant Marine and Ports, Basic Indusbies, and Mining and Metallurgy. As 

wen, the Agencyfor Agricultural Development, Agicultural Mechanization Agency, hstitute 

of Fishing, hstitute of Civil Aeronautics, and the ElecUic Power Enterprise were also under 

the command of the C-SCESTC.~~ Robert Packenham States that "[alll the agencies it [C- 

SCESTC] coordinated were required to have systernatic, f o d  bureaucratie procedures 

under the guidance of Soviet te ch ni ci an^."'^^ 

The Soviet Union was able to assert such control over Cuban society and economy 

because the severe economic consequences resulting from the failure of the ten million ton 

sugar harvest meant that, by 1970, Cuba had retumed to an entrenched form of dependency. 

Cuba's trade deficit with the Soviet Union after the f h t  decade was 2.16 billion dollars. When 

other charges, including interest, are added, Cuba owed the U.S.S.R. 2.55 billion dollars in 

1970.1°' Overail, imports exceeded exports by 2.943 billion doilars between 1959 and 1970.1°2 

Cuba's imporVexport ranking in Latin America had fden kom fm out of twenty countries 

m 1960 to sixteenth by 1970.'" By 1976 Cuba's overall debt was 6.2 billion dollars compared 

with 45.5 milüon dollars in 1959.'" Cuba's average economic growth rate between 1%0 and 

1970 aras a negative 0.2 percent, compared with a Caribbean average of 2.8 percent and a 

Latin Amencan average of 3 percent.105 Per capita earnings had falien fkom 871 doilars in 

1960 to 867 dollars in 1970, which meant a drop of six places in Cuba's Latin American 

ranking, kom sixth out of twenty countries to twelfth.'" 

Cuba's trade dependence on an industrialized nation rernained intact as the Soviet 
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Union clearly had replaced the United States as the island's dominant trading partner. In 

1970 the Soviet Union accounted for 53 percent of Cuban imports, whde 50 percent of Cuban 

exports were destined for the u.s.s.R." Further, Cuba was still as dependent, if not more 

so, on a single export. Between 1960 and 1970 sugar averaged 8 1.8 percent of Cuba's total 

expo~ts.'~' In 1955 Cuba was the fourth mos t dependen t country m Latin Arnerica on a single 

export. By 1970 it had moved up to the second rank.'" By the mid-seventies Castro no 

longer considered the necessity of sugar production as a 'mystification of capitalist economic 

ideology,' but was announcing that "Cuba would stick to ~ugar.""~ 

There was, however, some hprovement during the decade in the rnanufacturing 

sector. Cuba's Latin Amencan ranking as a percentage of its GDP in 1955 had been third, at 

21 percent. By 1970 rnanufacturing output accounted for 47 percent of the GDP, the highest 

rank in the region."' The signifïcant investment by the Cuban govemment in infrastmcture 

contributed to the increased output in the manufacturing sector. The consîruction of roads 

in Cuba during the 1960s is a good example. There was a greater than 50 percent increase in 

the amount of roads, increasing fioin 10,104 kilometers in 1959 to 15,579 kilometers in 

1968.'12 As weU, small, yet inconsistent, increases in investment in some sectors of industry, 

such as construction and transportation, also contributed to the rise in rnanufacturing output. 

Investment in these two sectors rose a combined 13 percent from 1966 to 1970."~ 

However, Cuba's large trade deficit, foreign debt, negative growth record, and 

continued monoculture export sector meant the nation had not developed economically to a 

significant degree. Further, we can conclude that extemal dependency was renewed as "a 

perplexing combination of endogenous nimabouts in development strategies, zig-lagging 

economic policy courses, and sMting prionties in political policy" a i l  resulted in a devastated 

economy and increased political and economic ties to the Soviet Union by 1970."~ 

Despite these sobering results, the revolution's accomplishments in the social sphere 

during the first decade deserve attention. By 1970 unemployment was essentially 
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eli~ninated."~ While Carme10 Mesa-Lago and René Dumont accurately note the produc tivity 

problems that can occur in the absence of a labour market, nevertheless, the fact that 

everyone was working in a country historically plagued with unemployment and 

underemplopent should be considered an accomplishment of çome sort? Additionally, as 

we have highlighted throughout the study, housing constmction in Cuba constantly increased 

during the decade.'" Further, what is important to note in the fmt decade is the focus on 

construction in the rural areas. Between 1964 and 1968 in the province of ûriente, where a 

large segment of the Cuban rural population Iived, 11,824 houses were built, compared with 

only 1,993 between 1954 and 1958.'18 

The virtual elimination of illiteracy, paaicularly through the aid of the literacy 

campaign of 1961, was achieved very quickly. While Cuba had managed to reduce its 

Uiteracy rate fkom 23 9 percent in 1957, to 10.2 percent m 1960, to 3 9 percent following the 

1961 literacy campaign, the problem persisted in the rest of Latin America. As late as 1980 

the Latin Amencan average illiteracy rate was 36.8 percent.11g The increased access to 

education has k e n  highlighted throughout the study. By 1970 overall enrolment in Cuba 

increased by 133 percent, going fiom 834,88 1 in 1959 to 1,946,797 in 1970.'~~ Between 

1959-6û and 1969-70 there was almost a threefold increase in the number of graduates m 

higher education, rising fiom 133 1 to 3832.12' Castro stated in 1970 that the number of 

people who worked in public education rose fiom 23,648 in 1958 to 127,536 in 1970. He 

noted that public expenditures in education rose from 77 million dollars to 200 million doilars 

in the same penod and also stated that, by 1970, there were 277,505 scholarships awarded 

compared with only 15,698 in 1958.1U The expansion of health care facilities was &emed 

necessary by the Cuban leadership in the fmt decade of revolution. While the emigration of 

middle class doctors prevented a si@icant rise in the number of physicians in Cuba, the 

mcrease m hospitals, health establishments and beds was si@cant, especially during the first 

seven years of revolution.lu The overall number of health establishments rose fiom to 134 

to 530 between 1959 and 1%4.'" Between 1958 and 1970 the total number of beds in health 

establishments increased fiorn 28,536 to 1, while the number of nurses rose to 14,372 
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m 1969, up fkom 5431 in 1959.12' Castro stated in 1970 that the overall number of people 

employed m the public health sector had risen h m  8209 in 1958 to 87,646 m 1969. He noted 

that public expenses in the health services climbed nom 22.7 mülion doilars to 236.1 million 

doilars in the same pioctl" In addition, Castro smted that the total public outlay for social 

sec-, health and education rose IÏom 213.8 million douars in 1958 to 850 million doilars 

in 1970.'~ 

While in most of Latin America during the 1960s, the poor became poorer and the 

rich retained their inordinately hi@ share of national income, in Cuba, the nation's wealth 

became far more equitably distributed. In 1960 the poorest 20 percent of Latin Amenca 

garnered 3.1 percent of national income, while the richest 10 percent held 47.9 percent. By 

1970 the figures had not changed substantially. The share of the poorest 20 percent had even 

dropped to 2.5 percent of national Bicorne whïle the richest IO percent still accounted for 44.2 

percent.'" In Cuba, by comparison, the poorest 20 percent of the population was eaming 7.8 

percent of national income in 1973, cornpared with the 6.2 percent they had been earning in 

1962 and 2.1 percent in 1953. The share of the richest 10 percent dropped from 38.8 percent 

in 1953 to 23 percent in 1962, and to 19.4 percent in 1973. (See Table 2) 

By 1970 the nahm of Cuban society had k e n  fundarnentally altered Many of the 

Table 2 
Cuban Nationai Income Held by Economically Active Population, Estimated Shares, by Percentile 
Group: 
1953-1973. 

Y ear - 

1953 

1962 

1973 

Source: Susan Ecksteia 'The Impact of the Cuban Revolution," Comparutive Studies in Society and Hhory 28 (1) (January, 
1986). 522. 

Poorest 
0-20 - 

2.1 

6.2 

7.8 

- 21-40 - 4 1 -60 

4.4 

11.0 

- 61-80 

11.1 

16.3 

81-100 

24.4 

25.1 

26.0 

91-100 

57.9 

41.4 

34.5 

I 
Richest - 96-100 

38.8 

23 .O 

19.4 12.5 

26.5 

12.7 

9.8 19.2 



poorest citizens gained newfound respect through increased access to health care and 

education, and the construction of homes and schools, despite the economic hardships. By 

1970 mcome was much more equitably distributed, unemployment and illiteracy were Wtually 

elirninated health care services had been greatly expanded, and the educational system had 

become much more accessible to the majority of the Cuban population. When we compare 

Cuba with Brazil in the mid-1970s at the height of its so-called 'economic miracle', we cm 

discern what these early social investments by the Cuban governent meant to the average 

citizen. In John SIoan's study ubïizing the PhysicaI Quality of Life Index (PQLI), an index 

calculated using an average of the index ratings for lfe expectancy, uifant morality and 

literacy, Cuba scored 86 while Brazil managed ody 68.1U Sloan concluded in 1983 that 

"[t]housands of socially preventable deaths occur each year in Brazil. They do not in Cuba. 

With a higher per capita mcorne than Cuba, millions of Brazilians suffer fkom malnunition and 

live an average of 12 years l e s  than the ~ubans  ."lm Dumont s tated that Castro, by 1970, had 

"restored the dignity of the country's poorest people - the agricultural worker - and of its 

most despised - the blacks and rnulattoes. Such things cannot be measured in economic 

terms. He does dl he can for the people, for their education, and their health."131 Further, it 

was not only social equity that was at stake. The development of a highly educated and 

healthy population cm only contnbute to the future development of the economy and society 

as a whole. Taberes States: 

This is no diversification, no development if you don't educate the people and 
we created the human base in order to diversiSr: medical doctors, enmeers. 
university professors, architects, experts in computers and so on. We created 
those people and it took dot  of capital. And you need to create alot of public 
works: highways, raüroads and other public institutions. . . . These thmgs take 
time. You have to prepare the people, you have to make the investrnents, to 
let the investments gow.'" 

Unforhmately in economic terms, by 1970, t h e  had run out in the pursuit of independent 

socialkt development, as the minor image of Dos Santos' conception of 'dependent capitalist 

development,' had become a reality in revolutionq Cuba in the form of 'dependent socizlist 



The two ovemding conclusions, after a decade of revolution, are contradîctory, yet 

indisputable. Cuba would necessarily have to rely on the Soviet Union to a higher degree for 

future developrnent due to the economic crisis in which it found itself in 1970. However, in 

terms of social development, the will of the administration had led to the expansion of social 

benefits and a far more equitable distribution of wealth. As well, the consmiction of a social 

base, notably in health care and education, necessary for prolonged economic development 

was well under way. 

Obviously this study cannot comment on the overail development record of 

revolutionary Cuba to the present day. However, the economic hardships in Cuba during the 

early 1990s which resulted fiom the conapse of the Soviet empire demonsû-ate that Cuba has 

remaineci a dependent country, despite whatever economic and social development occuned 

in the post-1970 period. This study has shown that the roots of the new Cuban dependency 

were definitively established during the 1960s. The conclusion to this study win offer a survey 

of the development lessons, in the context of dependency issues idenàned in the introduction, 

that cm be denved from Cuba's pre-revolutionary history and the Cuban experience during 

the highly interesting and crucial fmt decade of revolution. 



Conclusion 

The lady who runs dong like a mouse being chased 
was too late for the bread line. She hurried in vain- 
She s incapable of thought: at this moment she simply hates. 
That young man with a knapsack is going to do his military service. 
He used to study. Now he wiYl cut cane. He has not slept. 
His mother weeps at home and curses- 

Havana is a city waiting for lights, 
for food, for buildings, for automobiles, 
for the men who will come sometime to rebuild her 
and who are now scattered through the countryside, 
in filfhy hue, trying to raise up the country 
in the midst of harrors 
faith, hatred, love, and fits of despair, 
drearning of her because in the evening the new Iights are soft 
and the mercury lights pale. 

The sun rises over the buildings. 
Now we can see clearly a sign that announces: 
Hasta Victoria Siempre. 
(Un til Victory A lways) 

-Fmm the poem, Havana is a C i v  in Waiting, by Cuban José Yanes. 1 



At the eve of revolution in Cuba, political and econornic dependency on the United 

States and the social and economic ramifications of a monoculture economy, had led to many 

of the traditional problerns of underdevelopment. These problerns included widespread social 

mar@alization, especially m rural areas; general and persistent economic stagnation; conupt 

and repressive govemments; and an economy controlled by foreign interests and dominated 

by the export of a single prirnary product- 

However, our examination has shown that intemal and extemal forces operated 

simultaneously to produce the specific level of dependency and underdevelopment that 

existed in pre-revolutionary Cuba by 1959. At various important conjunctures in pre- 

revolutionary Cuban history, the nature of class and political alliances played a fundamental 

role in the evolution of the nation's economy and Society. During the Ten Years War, for 

instance, Cuban creoles were far more concemed with economic autonomy and behaved 

pragmatically in pursuit of ùieir goals. The planters' desire to end slavery was not the result 

of some moral awakening that decried the inhumanity of the system; rather their desire was 

based on a number of pragmatic considerations. These considerations hcluded the recognition 

that slavery, as an econornic system and a political option, had run its course; the need of the 

independence rnovement for the support of the United States. a country where slaves had 

recently secured emancipation; and the possibilities that a promise of fkeedorn to the slaves 

could swell the ranks of the Liberation Amy.  In 1895, a broadly based social movement was 

only held together by the dynamic leadership of Jose M d .  When Tomas Estrada Palma 

replaced Marti, the independence movement pursued a much more conservative path toward 

independence. Eventually, Estrada Palma's conservative nature led him to welcome U.S. 

intervention in 1898. B y 1933, an emerging national bourgeoisie in Cuba would not tolerate 

the policies of the ruthless dictator Gerado Machado. W e  Machado could contain, through 

repression, a working dass that had yet to fdly assert itself as an independent and united 

force, when global economic downturns led to economic crisis in Cuba, Machado could not 

withstand the widespread popda. discontent and was removed Born office, as the hstrated 



national bourgeoisie and elements from the middle sector had joined the working class in its 

opposition to the Machado tymnny. However, the lack of class cohesion among the 

opposition groups in Cuba prevented the reform-minded Grau San Martin govemment £iom 

resisiing the US.-sponsored mïlitary coup orchestrated by Fulgencio Batista. The corrupt 

Authentico govemments of the 1940s failed to capitalize on favourable sugar prices and to 

institute structural changes to the Cuban economy that could have reduced foreign 

dependency and M e r  develop native industry. When corruption was combined with brute 

repression in the 1950s under Batista, the Cuban M e  class joined forces with student 

groups, rural forces and working class organizations to form a formidable opposition to the 

Batista dictatorship. The desire and combined effort of most segments of the Cuban 

population to overthrow the Batista govemment led to its demise. Further, after years of 

economic stagnation and niral marginalization, there was f a -  greater support for a 

fundamental alteration in the prevailing social system than there had been d m g  the War of 

Independence, or during the administration of Dr. Ramon Grau San Martin in 1933. Finally, 

a strong revolutionary tradition, dating back to the mid-nineteenth century, made decisive 

social change a viable option by the beginning of the 1950s, and, as the decade progressed, 

the manipulation of the political system and the increasing repression conducted by the 

dictator Batista tumed this viable option into a solitary one. 

However, the diverse composition of the an ti-Batista coalition had a disadvantage. In 

order to maintain the united front required to remove the Batista dictatorship, leaders of the 

revolution had presented their revolutionary agenda as encompassing and moderate. As RenC 

Dumont had stated, "[a] purely working-class revolt would have . . . rallied against it the 

entire bourgeoisie. . . . [I]t would surely have fhiled.'" This requisite encompassing approach 

of the 26& of July Movement meant that the revolutionary movement did not possess a weU- 

ddined ideology, a reality that would have two serious consequences in revolutionary Cuba. 

First, the ideology of the revolution was to be defined subsequently by the charismatic, 

popular, creative and pragmatic leader of the revolution, Fidel Castro, at the expense of 

popular participation. Second, the general lack of preparedness exhibited by the revolutionary 
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leadership throughout the 1960s, with respect to economic policy and administration, 

cm, in part, be traced to the absence of a properly articulated revolutionary development 

progamme that a well-defied ideology could have provided. 

However, extemal forces also played a crucial role in creating and rnaintauling Cuba's 

underdevelopment and dependency. Colonial Spain's influence on trade and social structures 

certainly lirnited the development of native Cuban capitalism. It was the incessant U.S. 

intervention in Cuban intemal affairs, epitomized by the Plan Amendment, however, which 

delayed any real structural change of the Cuban economy or political system. U.S. military 

intervention during the War of Independence m 1898 and m 1906,1912, and 1917 during the 

early years of the Cuban republic, prolonged a form of political stability that ensured U.S. 

economic interests would not be signifcantly disturbed. By king oniy concerned with the 

prese~ation and expansion of its econornic interests, the United States govemment had no 

moral qualms about supporting the ruthless dictators, Machado and Batista. Both of these 

men were extrernely dependent on U.S . support to maintain themselves in power. When the 

U.S. officiais fïnally realized that Cuban society could no longer tolerate the corrupt and 

brutal nature of the dictators' regimes, it was not long afier these regimes were overthrown. 

Additionaliy, the United States govemment was late in responding to the uprisings of the 

1950s, a factor that facilitated revolutionary victory. Finally, the Soviet Union made itself 

available as a means of support to the revolutionary leaders on the eve of the revolution and 

immediately after revolutionary victory, when it agreed tu provide military assistance to the 

26h of July Movement, thus at least creating the potential for future Cuban dependency on 

a superpower. 

Dependency on a single export product also had serious rarnfications in pre- 

revolutionary Cuba. While the United States had worked to ensure the continuation of the 

pre-revolutionary Cuban monoculture economy, as it best semed their needs, the realities of 

the world market had made Cuba very vuinerable to extemal shocks during worldwide 

economic downturns or global price fluctuations in the sugar market, as evidenced by the 

economic crises in Cuba following the Dance of the Millions and during the Great 



Depression. Unformnately, Cuban leaders did not seek to minimize Cuba's reliance on the 

world market. The shortsighted, unscmpulous nahm of Cuban politicians in willingly enterhg 

the reciprocal trade agreements with the United States only facilitated the development of a 

monoculture economy. The reciprocal tmde agreements agreed to by various Cuban 

politicians, who were ofien encouraged by the 'strong-arm' tactics of U.S. politicians, 

increased the Cuban reliance on Arnerican trade and prevented intemal econornic 

diversification that could have lirnited the effects of global depressions. When domestic 

concerns within the United States dictated U.S. t a s  rates. the Cuban economy invariably 

suffered, as the volume of Cuban exports to the United States, no longer cornpetitive with 

goods produced domesticdly, quickly dropped. 

Thus, an approach as advocated by dependenrista writers like Fernando Henrique 

Cardoso and Theotonio Dos Santos, and which takes into account the role of both extemal 

and intemal forces in establishing the- 'conditioning' and 'detemiining' factors of 

underdevelopment and dependency is clearly the most prudent course to take in studying 

underdeveloprnent in the periphery. Additionally, there have been other tenets of dependency 

which have proven usefil in our construction of the 'development of underdevelopment' in 

pre-revolutionary Cuba. Ratil Prebisch's contentions that under capitalist world market 

conditions, the working class in an LDC is hit hardest during global econornic downturns, and 

during periods of global econornic expansion this class does not the see the benefits of 

increased prosperîty, were confirmed in the pre-revolutionary Cuban case. Celso Furtado's 

claim that the bourgeoisie in the penphery emulate the consumption patterns of the 

bourgeoisie in the center was also observed in pre-revolutionary Cuba, especially during the 

1950s. Writing in the late l96Os, Dos Santos's assertion that either socialism or fascism could 

result from a situation of dependency and underdevelopment, was, in part, based on the 

histoncal example of Cuba Dos Santos has more recently claimed that the ernergence of 

dictatorial fascist regimes that had dominated Latin Arnenca in the 1970s has proven his case, 

as Latin American authorities needed to respond with an increased use of force to contain 

rising discontent resulting nom growing social inequality and marginalization in the context 
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of a dependent capitalist relationship3 Fmally, Dos Santos's widely accepted defintion 

of dependency itself, cannot be historically dernonstrated more accurately than in Cuba's 

dependent economic relationship with the United States, as econornic expansion and 

contraction in the United States produced the same effect within Cuba. 

With key dependency tenets historically demonstrated in pre-revolutionary Cuba, 

paying particular note to Cardoso's and Dos Santos's contentions that the interrelation of 

intemal and extemal forces produces the specifk level of dependency and underdevelopment 

in an LDC, we tackled socialist Cuba's attempt to develop during the fmt  ten years of 

revolution. Through our examination of intemal power smiggIes, class alignments, and policy 

decisions, on the one hand, and external political and economic pressures, on the other, we 

established that, by 1970, Cuban dependency had been renewed, both on a superpower and 

on a single export product. This reality meant that after 1970, interna1 options in Cuba were 

Limited as Cuban dependency on the Soviet-Union had become more entrenched. 

A decade later, Castro defined the differences between the dependent relationship 

Cuba endured with the United States prior to the revolution and the dependency with the 

U.S . S I  that developed after the revolution in the following terms: the S ovie t-Cu ban 

relationship was based on principles of seIfIfrespect. The U.S.S.R. allowed Cuba fair ternis of 

trade. The United States had owned the Cuban economy while the U.S .S .R. did not. Castro 

clearly was implying 'rhat although Cuba was dependent on the Soviet Union, its dependency 

did not necessitate exploitation and underdevelopment.'" 

But we have seen the problems of Cuban dependency on the Soviet Union durhg the 

1960s. The distance between the countries, the incompatibility of Soviet spare parts with 

American machinery, and the lack of storage facilities aiI hindered economic development 

during the early years in revolutionary Cuba. And there were other problems inherent in any 

economic and politicai relationship with the Soviet Union. We have discussed the poor quality 

of Soviet goods in general and the fact that the Soviet Union purchased the rnajority of Cuban 

sugar with non-convertible rubles. Further, bureaucratie tendencies within Cuba were 



enhanced by followhg Soviet economic recommendations. As Janette Habel noted, "the 

Soviet mode1 wrought havoc, as bureaucratie disorganization was grafted ont0 an aiready 

hypertrophied state apparatus characterized by underdevel~~ment.'" 

Moreover, des pite Castro's attempt to determine economic policy relatively 

independentty of Moscow following the Missile Crisis until the failure of the ten million ton 

sugar harvest, the Cuban economy was still dependent on Soviet trade. Thus, it was 

VUInerable to extemal threats, such as the Soviets' gesnire of granting ?rade concessions and 

increasing oil shipments to Bnzil in 1968 in order to influence Cuba's intemal mode of 

production and the Cuban leadership's strategy of exporthg revolution to Latin America. 

Additionally, after the early diversification failure, Cuba's continued reliance on sugar as its 

chief export, in the context of its dependent relationship with the Soviet Union, did not rnean 

the island escaped the realties of the world market, as a form of unequal exchange can be 

observed in the Cuban-Soviet relationship. While the Soviets sold Cuban sugar on the world 

market in exchange for convertible currency, the Cubans, as already mentioned, usuaUy had 

to be content with Soviet rubles. This is not the sarne type of unequal exchange that occurs 

between capitalist cenm and peripheral nations, where investment capital is used to extract 

any surplus production value from the periphery, but the result is sirnilar. Ln both situations 

the capital that is withdrawn exceeds the capital inputs. In the Soviet-Cuban case this is 

because the Soviet Union eventually exchanged the Cuban sugar for convertible currency 

which had a higher value than the rubles with which tbey had paid Cuba for the sugar. And 

the more Cuba relied on sugar, the more it had to depend on the Soviet Union to purchase 

the sugar, and the l a s  it had access to the convertible currency it needed to buy goods on the 

world market that it could not get from the Soviet Union. The only way Cuba could have 

reduced its dependency on the Soviet Union was to diverse and industrialize its economy. 

Moreover, domestic needs could have been better met if the diversifcation of agriculture had 

been more successful during the early years of the revolution. As the mpid diversification plan 

was abandoned by 1963 and replaced with a strate= of unbalanced growth, leading to the 

idea that industrialization could be fianced through the revenues garnered by one gigantic 
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sugar crop, sugar's role in the Cuban econorny was reinforced. 

Even if one contends that the relationship between the Soviet W o n  and Cuba did not 

result in Cuba's exploitation and underdeveloprnent, it seems only cornmonsense to question 

the wisdom of a relationship in which one country indefinitely fmances the process of 

development and industrialization, especially when one considers that the two nations 

possessed such wide differences in weaith and production potential? Only three years after 

the faüure of ten million ton harvest, and consequently, well before anyone could reasonably 

have predicted the fa11 of the Soviet empire, social scientist, Norman Girvan, asked "How 

feasible is a development strategy which relies on the assumption of the automatic support, 

of the nature, quality and quant.@ required, from a given set foreign co~naies?"~ When the 

Soviet empire collapsed in the late 1980s. the 'day of reckoning' arrived for the Cuban 

republic.' 

This discussion of the realities of Cuban dependency on the Soviet Union leads us to 

the fmt of four observations based on socialist Cuba's experience during the 1960s, with 

which we will conclude the study. First, whüe relative economic independence through 

economic diversifcation and a reduction of trade parmer dependence certainly should be 

mcluded among the goals of development, the existence of extemai forces which limit intemal 

developrnent must be reco-d and considered, even (or perhaps especially) for a socialist 

LDC in a capitakt world. We have seen the number of extemal obstacles to developrnent for 

Cuba in the 1960s. Along with a l l  the aforementioned problems of dependency on the Soviet 

Union, the effects of the U.S. economic embargo, paaicularly following the Missile crisis: 

the constant threat of American intervention, and Cuba's hernisphenc isolation aLl necessarily 

limited the economic opportunities available for the Cuban revolutionary govemment Thus, 

extemal forces in Cuba only unnecessarily added to the problems of underdevelopment and 

the obstacles to development. IdeaUy, what is needed, as one author as put it, is "access to 

si@can t, flexible and cheap foreign cwperation" so that 'kevolu rions that have taken place 

in the small, backward and peripheral countries" can prosper? 



Ceaainly the historic role of sugar in the Cuban economy made the diversification of 

the economy very difficuIt. We have explained how the guaranteed price the Soviets paid the 

Cubans for their sugar did not mean Cuba was free of the pressures of the world market,'' 

even as a socialist nation in a capitalist world. It is, however, precisely these world market 

realities that made it important for Cuban leaders to divers@ the econorny and limit the 

effects of global price fluctuations. Additionally, U.S. hostility was definitely not unforeseen, 

and certain econornic limitations were mitigated by the econornic assistance of the eastem 

bloc." That said breakmg the chahs of dependency on the United States would not be easy. 

This bMgs us to our second observation based on the Cuban expenence of the 1960s. It was 
. .  . absolutely crucial that, if these extemal constraints were to be muilmrzed in order that Cuba 

prevent the exchange one form of dependency for another during the critical fmt decade of 

the revolution, internai econornic policies had to be implemented with great care and wisdom, 

and the leadership had to exhibit great patience during its pursuit of independent econornic 

development. Unfortunately, for the most part, this did not happen in Cuba The revolutionary 

leadership was no t committed to one policy of development; rather it was prepared to switch 

£iom one extreme to the other in an attempt to overcome underdevelopment in a very short 

t he .  Further, most policies were not carefully considered. Thus, the degree of dependency 

that emerged after the failme of the ten-ton harvest is not surprising. The poorly administered 

and coordinated diversification attempt of the early years led to the fmt major recession in 

revolutionary Cuba in 1962-63. And it was not the world market nor political pressure IÏom 

an industriaüzed nation that led to the decision to attempt to harvest ten million tons of sugar. 

The pwsuit of one giant sugar harvest disregards any notion of patience and prudence. The 

results of wagering everything on the success of one sugar crop were a devastated economy 

and much s tronger dependent ties with the Soviet Union. 

It must be remembered that for ten years Cuba enjoyed relative freedom in pursuing 

its economic policy. No mapr foreign power had sponsored Cuba's victory in 1959. Althou@ 

the fïrst major econornic crisis of 1962-1963 did appear to make the Cubans more vulnerable 

to Soviet pressure, after the Missile Cris's, Cuba was clearly able to pursue its own economic 
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strategy, as weU as conduct an open debate on which form of socialist organilation 

should be implemented, until the failure of the ten million tons sugar harvest sealed the 

island's dependent fate. Thus, questionable economic and political interna1 policies durhg this 

period of relative autonomy determined the specifc level of dependency that Cuba found 

itsexin afier the faiure of the ten million ton sugar harvest, consequently makgig it extremely 

difTi~ult to assess the degree to which extemal consnaints lûnited Cuba's development effort 

of the decade. 

As nothing is, or has ben.  suaightfomard in revolutionary Cuba, the social 

accomplishments of the h t  decade stand out in sharp contrast to the economic failures. In 

February 1989, the Financial Times r e c o p k d  Cuba as "the most advanced welfare state in 

the Third World," in terms of its living standards and social sewices available to the 

population.12 Even following the collapse of the Soviet Union, Cuba has maintained a geat 

deal of the revolution's social accomplishments. As a billboard proudly proclaims in central 

Havana, there are hundreds of thousands of chUren aII over the world sleeping on the streets 

and none are cuban.13 While Cuban leaders were unsuccessful in limiting Cuba's extemal 

dependency, they did reduce the most severe social ills of underdevelopment, as the lack of 

prudence and patience exhibiteci in the economic sphere was not present in the social sphere. 

As we have demonstrated, the Castro govemment invested in social infrastructure from the 

very beginning of the revolution. In addition, Cuba's experience has show that certain social 

problems, such as illiteracy, can be overcome in a relatively short period if the wül of the 

govemment exists. Castro and the revolutionary leadership were cognizant of the fact that the 

overall development of the counüy required substantial invatment m education and improved 

health of the population. 

However, one economist has argued that it was precisely the overly arnbitious pursuit 

of social goals that led to the economic dEiculties of 1970: 'The Cubans painfully leamed 

in the 1960s . . . that when a goal such as more equal distribution is idealistically pushed 

beyond remonable lùnits disregardhg its econornic costs with declinhg produceivity and 

growth, the sumival of the whole system is in j e ~ ~ a r d ~ . ~ ' ' ~  This scholar, echoing the daim of 



many an economist of the ~ & t ,  believes the p a l s  of sustained economic growth, economic 

diversincation, fidl employment, relative extemal mdependence and a more equal distribution 

of income and social services are not "munially reinforcing or compatible; in fact some of 

them may be in ~onflict."'~ But as we have seen, the reasons why the Cubans faired so badly 

in the econornic sector during the fmt decade of revolution, yet were successful in the social 

sphere, do not lie in the inherent incompatibility of social and economic goals.16 The economic 

farlures were a result of a-suited and poorly administered economic plans and fiom the rapid 

swing from one policy extreme to another, al l  operathg under the constraints of simcant 

external forces. Moreover, we recall our definition of development as provided by the South 

Commission: "The fifit objective [of a developing nation] must be to end poverty, provide 

productive employment and satisQ the basic needs of all the people, any surplus being fairly 

shared."" Jose Luis Rodnquez has correctly noted that "[tlhe close link between the 

economic base of underdevelopment and its social effects [in pre-revolutionaiy Cuba] meant 

that a basic objective of the Cuban Revolution was to solve this problem. Hence, the 

sirnultaneous attention to economic and social problems would be a constant feature of the 

revolution from 1959 on."18 This attention to the social problems w i t h  the context of 

attempting to develop econornically was, in great part, why the Cuban government satisfied 

the Fmt requirement of our definition of development d m g  the first decade of revolution. 

nierefore, the task for underdeveloped nations, as Rodnguez astutely concludes, "should not 

be to evaluate priorities between supposedly incompatible policies in one penod or another 

but, instead, on how to articulate them in a long-tenn development strategy so as to achieve 

the integrated results that such interrelation offers."lg 

Cuba's expenence seems to indicate that, because of the capacity of the revolutionary 

govemment to improve the quality of life for a simcant number of its citizens, regardless 

of intemal economic conditions and external constraints, the socialist nation's potential for 

development is qualitativeiy different fiom that of a capitalist-oriented peripheral nation. 

Throughout the study, there has been an underlying motivation to demonstrate the flawed 

nature of Cuba's economic approach and how Cuban policies were ofien poorly implemented 
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and adrninistered It is hoped that what has k e n  show is that the economic problems 

Cuba encountered during the first decade of revolution were, in si-cant part, due to the 

revolution's shortcomings, not the inherent non-viability of a socialist economic approach per 

se. This brings us to our third observation based on the Cuban revolutionary expenence of 

the 1960s. During this period in Cuba, the more equitable distribution of wealth and the 

development and uicreased access to education and health care were not a result of funds 

anained through economic growth 'tnckling dom'  to the population in need; rather they 

occurred because it was the will of the socialist govemment cornrnitted to the construction 

of an economically and socially just society, regardless of economic difficulties. As Cuba has 

shown, a socialist approach can parantee that al l  of society's social needs are better met 

because the market is not the ultimate deternimant of the amount of social seMces provided, 

and who receives these services. However, if we argue that it was the interna1 implementation 

of careless and imprudent policies that had led to the economic situation in 1970, and thus 

renewed dependency, and not the sociaüst n.ature of the system, then we must ask why these 

policies were implemented. 

During his famous speech acknowledging the failure of the 10 million ton sugar 

harvest, Castro stated: '%et us begin by pointing out the responsibility of all of us, and mine 

in particular, with regard to aU of these problems. It is not my intention to shirk my 

responsibility, to pretend that these are not the responsibrlity of the entire direction of the 

Revolution. Unfomnately, self -cnticism is not readily accompanied by solutions. It would 

be better to find another leader, or other leaders. It would be better. On the other hand it 

would be hypocritical on Our part'T20 While Castro was probably correct to state that new 

leadership was required, after tracing Cuba's development record during the 1960s' and the 

role played by himseif as el Zider muximo in the economic failure, one must question the 

sincerity of bis remarks. From the moment he landed on the shores of southem Cuba m 1956, 

Castro, in his quest to develop the nation and to end political and economic dependency on 

the United States, dominated the Cuban revolution. When the 26<hof July Movement rode 

into Havana on January 1': 1959, there was widespread popular support for the revolution. 

Early revolutionary initiatives, though, had alienated many of the Cuban elite, especially the 



land reform and the nationaiization programmes. However. the policies were wi&ly 

supported by the major@ of the population. Castro opportunistically capitdked on the 

support for radical change by consolidatinp his power at every chance. As the confrontation 

with the United States intensifed, the Cuban leader demonstrated his pragmatism as well as  

his ability to seize the opporninity when it presented itself, as after the La Coubre explosion 

in March 1960 and the Bay of Pigs invasion in April 1961. By 1962 Castro could claim full 

authority in Cuba, and it was his choice. with the steady encouragement of his brother, Raul, 

and Che Guevara, to steer the Cuban revolution in the Soviet direction. Castro's personai 

resentrnent at king excluded korn the Missile Crisis drove hUn to seek temporady a 

relatively independent path in pursuhg Cuban development. He personally assumed control 

over agriculture in 1965 and thus deserves much of the responsibility for the failure of the ten 

million ton harvest. In 1968, he demonstrated that he mtended to preserve the revoIution and 

his position as its leader at any cost when he publicly supported Soviet policy in 

Czechoslovakia And Castro remauied pragmatic in deciinhg support to the progressive 

elements during the political uprisings in France and Mexico earlier in the year, despite the 

serious moral compromise such political positions entailed. 

However, Castro was, by no means, a typical totalitarian. It is clear he assurned and 

rnaintained comrnand of the Cuban revolution because he genuinely believed that he was the 

best person for the job. As René Dumont sensibly concluded in 1970: "Fidel Castro was a 

rnagruficent fighter and he is a bom educator, but he continues to underestimate the technical 

and economic difficuities. He believes himself to be more capable than O ther people of fmding 

the very best solutions, and always reasons iike a guerilla. His econornic errors have cost 

Cuba dearly. . . . It would be sad to see the pride of one man doing its share to compromise 

the economic success of such an exciting rev~lution."~' 

This brings us to our fourth and final observation Hi our study of revolutionary Cuba's 

attempt to develop during the fmt decade of revolution. In the construction of an equitable, 

develo ped, and sus tain able socialism, issues of socialis t democracy mus t be resolved. S ocialis t 
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administrations assumiog command of an underdeveloped economy and society will 

alrnost always experience problems of inexperience, as capitalist forces usually had long 

controlled the reigns of power. The revolution cannot afford to alienate those who support 

the aim of the revolution but resent the unchecked power of the 'revolutionary.' Moreover, 

a high level of popdar participation ensures that knowbdgeable voices are heard. However, 

the rnajority of the population in revolutionary Cuba during the 1960s, who had been gainhg 

daily experience with the problems of the transition to socialism, often saw their fmt-hand 

concems disregarded. Invariably, the leadership was late in responding to simations of 

economic crisis, as mistakes were conected long after the damage had been done. Thus, 

during the 1960s in Cuba, the lack of popular participation and, hence, democracy, 

significantly contributed to the failure to reduce economic dependency. Unwise policies were 

consistentiy implemented without consultation, resulting in an exodus of many 'who only 

wanted a chance to serve' the revolution. The lack of democracy in revolutionary Cuba also 

contributed to the inconsistent nature of Cuban economic policy, from the extremely rapid 

diversifcation of the early years to the obsessive pursuit of the ten million tons of ~ u g a r . ~ ~  

Social revolutionaries of the future must overcorne this time-worn problem of nearly all 

revolutions of ali past history and incorporate into the revolutionary process the entirety of 

society who are deàicated to nue development. Commenting on the necessity of popular 

participation in the revolutionary process, K.S. Karol wisely concluded: 

Fidel Castro will often teil you: it is five times more difficult to develop a 
country after the revolution than to seize power. . . . But this is not really the 
point. The reason it is five tirnes more daficult to build a sociakt society than 
to seize power is the failure to create a genuine socialist outlook, even while 
the struggle is still king waged, or to establish popular methods of running 
the new society. Socialism has no chance of success unless, in the very £ire of 
action, at the very point of social explosion, a move is made toward the 
solution of the delicate problem of the relationship between the masses and 
the political leadership. Now the search for this solution was never part of the 
Câstroist scheme? 

Even in the relative autonomy of the years in which the Economic Debate took phce, 

issues of popular participation were overlooked While Che was probably the most 
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democratic leader of revolutionary Cuba, the role of the worker in the decision-making 

process in his defense of the Budgetary Finance position was not taken into account. If we 

refuse to consider market mechanisrns as adequate tools for deaihg with the problems of 

underdevelopment in the periphery, as Che refusecl to do in his eloquent defense of Budgetaq 

Fiance system, then democratic. socialist institutions in which popular forces not only have 

a voice, but genuine input into the decision-making process, must be created in order to 

determine 'who decides' in the absence of such market mechanisms. 

This is the one lesson of the Cuban revolution that cannot be forgotten. Neo-liberals 

cannot be allowed to label socialism a priori as undemocratic based on the experiences of 

nations like Cuba. If we are to conbont successfuliy the extremely formidable power of the 

multinational corporations of the world and the institutions and govemments which support 

them, we must leam fiom the development experiences of socialist nations. Through this 

greater understmding of the development process. we can formulate new swtegies based on 

m e  socialist, democratic principles. As one scholar has put it: "W]e must show that it is 

capitalism that is in crisis and that state socialism (authoritarian, developmentalist and 

bureaucratie) is no longer able to confront the cri si^.''^^ While global capitalist forces seem 

secure in the short run, few of the millions of the truly poor of the world would dispute such 

a definition of crisis. Based on socialist Cuba's experience of the 1960s, however, it appears 

clear that this form of state socialism was never able to confront the 'crisis' of dependency 

in the periphery. 
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